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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents theoretical investigations in three areas of astrophysics, all
related to radiative processes and interactions between stellar radiation and gaseous
media in the Universe, ranging from the intergalactic and interstellar medium to
planetary atmospheres.
Part I of the thesis consists of two independent investigations in which we study the
effects of stellar feedback in high-redshift environments. The topic of Chapter 2
is the intergalactic medium (IGM) in the epoch just after the formation of the first
stars in the Universe, but before the cosmic reionization was completed. This epoch
is of great interest for the ongoing and future experiments aimed at observing the
neutral IGM via the redshifted 21 cm line of hydrogen. We study the effects of
resonant scattering of Lyman-α photons produced by early stars on the structure of
temperature fluctuations in the IGM. In Chapter 3, we use cosmological hydrody-
namic simulations of galaxy evolution to study the effects of stellar feedback on the
clumpy structure of star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 2. Observations of high-redshift
galaxies show that their morphology is often dominated by a few giant clumps of
intense star formation, but the nature and the importance of these clumps for the
evolution of their host galaxies are uncertain. We present a detailed analysis of
the properties of giant clumps in a high-redshift simulated galaxy from the FIRE
project.
Part II of the thesis is devoted to the effects of Raman scattering of stellar radiation
in the atmospheres of extrasolar planets. Spectral signatures of Raman scattering
imprinted in the geometric albedo spectrum of a gaseous planet carry information
about the properties of the planet’s atmosphere—its composition, temperature, and
the radiation-penetration depth. In Chapter 5, we present the results of radiative
transfer calculations including the treatment of Raman scattering for different types
of planetary atmospheres and analyze the feasibility of detecting the spectral signa-
tures of Raman scattering in nearby exoplanets. The structure and the intensity of
Raman spectral features depends on both the atmospheric properties and the shape
of the stellar spectrum irradiating the atmosphere. In Chapter 6, we analyze the
diversity of Raman features in the geometric albedo spectra of planets hosted by
different types of stars.
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2.2 Monopole and dipole terms of the perturbed radiation field for the
continuum (two upper panels) and injected (two lower panels) pho-
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2.3 Heating coefficients, defined by expressions (2.44), (2.45), (2.46),
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ture and density perturbations to the relative heating, for the contin-
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photons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
3.1 Surface density of gas (left and middle) and stars (right) for the m13
galaxy at z = 2.0. The size of the region shown is 10 kpc × 10
kpc (physical). Contours in the face-on projections show gas clumps
identified by our clump-finding procedure (ignoring the central clump). 42
3.2 Surface density of the SFR calculated over three different time-scales
(instantaneous on the left, averaged over 10 Myr in the middle, and
averaged over 100 Myr in the right) for the m13 galaxy at z = 2.0. As
in Figure 3.1, the size of the region shown is 10 kpc × 10 kpc (phys-
ical). Contours show gas clumps identified by our clump-finding
procedure (ignoring the central clump). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
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3.3 Distribution of clump properties in the m13 simulation from z = 2.2
to z = 1.0. The upper-left panel shows the distribution of the total
clump baryonic mass. The red line indicates the mass limit above
which our clump sample is complete. Clump gas fraction, obtained as
the ratio of clump gasmass to the sum of gas and stellar mass is shown
in the lower left panel. The upper-right panel shows the distribution
of clump effective radius, calculated from clump’s surface area (A)
as R =
√
A/pi. The red line marks R = 125 pc, the lower limit on the
radius, set by our requirement that clumps span the area of at least 20
pixels of size 50 pc × 50 pc. The distribution of the ratio of minor
(b) to major (a) axes is shown in the lower right panel. Dark blue
histograms represent giant clumps with baryonic mass ≥ 108 M,
and light blue is for less massive clumps (the light blue bars lie on
top of the dark ones). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47
3.4 Distribution of clump baryonic mass in three redshift bins. His-
tograms indicate the average number of clumps per snapshot in each
bin, whereas the error bars mark the standard deviation. The number
of clumps at low redshift is reduced compared to high redshift and
the clumps are less massive, as indicated by the mean and median of
the distribution (represented by solid and dashed lines, respectively)
which move over to lower mass values at lower redshift. . . . . . . . 48
xiv
3.5 Upper panel: blue line represents the gas fraction of the m13 galaxy
as a function of redshift. Gas velocity dispersion perpendicular to the
plane of the disk is represented by the violet line. Middle panel: SFR
in the whole galaxy (orange for instantaneous, red and teal for the
SFR calculated by averaging over 10 Myr and 100 Myr time-scales,
respectively) and in clumps (green) show that 10 − 60% of the total
star formation occurs in clumps at any given time. Averaged over
the analyzed time period, clumps account for ∼ 20% of the total star
formation in the galaxy. Bottom panel: mass of individual giant
clumps (M> 108 M) at their corresponding redshift. The most
massive clumps follow the expected scaling with the gas fraction
and mass of the galaxy, Mcl ∼ f 3g Mgal , represented by the gray
dashed line. The velocity dispersion, SFR and the occurrence of
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3.6 Mass-weighted stellar age in individual giant clumpswithM> 108 M
as a function of distance from the center of the galaxy, color-coded
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Part I
Stellar Feedback Effects in the
Intergalactic and Interstellar
Medium at High Redshift
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2C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION TO PART I
After the hydrogen recombination, which occurred approximately 400,000 years
after the Big Bang, the Universe consisted of mostly neutral gas of primordial
composition – roughly 75% hydrogen and 25% helium, with trace amounts of
lithium (Cyburt et al. 2016). The ground state of the most abundant element in
the Universe – the hydrogen atom – consists of two hyperfine levels separated in
energy by ∆E ∼ 5.87 µeV, which corresponds to a photon wavelength of ∼ 21.1 cm.
Observation of the redshifted 21 cm signal of neutral hydrogen is regarded as the
most promising way to observe the early Universe before the formation of the first
sources of radiation (i.e. the first stars and galaxies). Reviews of the 21 cm physics
and the efforts to observe the 21 cm radiation form high redshift are given in
Furlanetto et al. (2006), Morales & Wyithe (2010), Pritchard & Loeb (2012), and
Barkana (2016). A brief overview presented in this chapter is mostly based on these
papers.
The nature and the intensity of the expected 21 cm signal depends on the difference
between the temperature of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation and
the excitation temperature of the hydrogen hyperfine transition, which is usually
referred to as the spin temperature (TS) and is determined by the relative population









If the spin temperature is lower (greater) than the temperature of the CMB, the 21 cm
signal can be observed in absorption (emission) against the background radiation.
The 21 cm signal cannot be observed if the two temperatures are equal. Therefore,
in order to predict the expected 21 cm signal from the early Universe, it is important
to have a good understanding of how the spin temperature evolves with time.
In a dense environment of the early Universe, collisions between atoms happen at a
high enough rate to keep the spin temperature coupled to the gas kinetic temperature
(TK). In the first ∼ 10 Myr after the recombination, the residual amount of free
electrons in the IGM is sufficient to keep the kinetic temperature coupled to the
CMB temperature through Compton scattering of the CMB photons and electrons.
3In other words, in the redshift range between the recombination (z ∼ 1, 100) and
z ∼ 150 − 200, the spin temperature is equal to the temperature of the CMB, thus
making this period in the evolution of the Universe unobservable via the 21 cm
radiation.
As the Universe expands and cools, at z ∼ 150 − 200 the ionization fraction of the
IGM drops and so does the rate of Compton scattering of the CMB photons. Since
the IGM can no longer stay coupled to the CMB, it adiabatically cools1 according
to TK ∝ (1 + z)2. The IGM density is still high enough to couple TS to TK through
collisions, causing TS ∝ (1 + z)2. The temperature of the CMB photons (Tγ), on
the other hand, falls at a slower rate, with the redshift dependence Tγ ∝ (1 + z).
Therefore, at this point in its evolution, the Universe becomes observable via the
redshifted 21 cm radiation.
Around z = 30, the density of the IGM drops to a level at which collisions between
atoms become so rare that the spin temperature cannot stay coupled to the gas
kinetic temperature any longer. If the CMB is the only source of radiation, the
spin temperature again becomes equal to the CMB temperature, and the 21 cm
signal is lost once again. However, if there are other sources of radiation, the story
becomes entirely different. The spin temperature can be coupled to the radiation
field temperature via the scattering of Lyman-α (Lyα) photons, which is known as
the Wouthuysen-Field effect. Lyα scattering can change the relative population of
the hyperfine levels if, upon scattering, the hydrogen atom does not return to the
same ground-state level as it originated from. Small initial density perturbations
in the IGM grew over time and around z ∼ 20 − 40 the first collapsed objects in
the Universe started to form. As the first stars and galaxies turn on, their radiation
changes the spin temperature of the IGM (through the Wouthuysen-Field coupling),
its kinetic temperature as the gas heats up, and eventually its ionization state as the
IGM becomes (re)ionized.
Because of this complicated interplay between the gas temperature, the spin temper-
ature and the temperature of the radiation field, the expected 21 cm signal from this
epoch depends on many details of the cosmic structure formation and its influence
on the evolution of the IGM. The effects of this early stellar feedback, taking place
1For an adiabatically expanding ideal gas, the pressure and volume are related through PVγ =
constant, where γ is the adiabatic index equal to 5/3 for the monoatomic IGM. Using the ideal gas
law and V ∝ (1 + z)−3, it is straightforward to get T ∝ (1 + z)2. The condition of constant entropy
for the photon gas is satisfied when PV4/3 = constant, which has a similar form to the ideal gas
expression, but different origin, since the ideal gas approximation does not apply to photons. The
following temperature-redshift dependence for the CMB photons is T ∝ 1 + z.
4even before the formation of the first galaxies in the Universe, are discussed in the
next section, which provides background for the work described in Chapter 2.
1.1 Cosmic Dawn
The epoch in the evolution of the Universe in which the first luminous objects (the
first stars and galaxies) formed is often referred to as the cosmic dawn. In this
section, I give a brief overview of our current understanding of this epoch, which is
very limited due to the lack of direct observations; for a comprehensive review of
this topic, see Loeb & Furlanetto (2013).
Primordial density fluctuations, imprinted as temperature fluctuations in the CMB,
grew over time due to gravity. When dark matter forms a collapsed object (a halo),
the co-located baryons fall into the halo, experience shocks and get heated to the
virial temperature of the halo. The gaswill not undergo further gravitational collapse
if it is supported by thermal pressure. Therefore, in order to fragment and form stars,
the gas first needs to cool. In the local Universe, cooling primarily happens through
radiative transitions of metals. The primordial gas, however, does not posses any
metals (except trace amounts of lithium), so it can only cool via radiative transitions
of atomic or molecular hydrogen.
Molecular cooling begins when objects of ∼ 106 M, the so-called minihalos,
start to collapse. The gas in minihalos loses its thermal energy via radiative cooling,
fragments and forms the first generation of stars in the Universe. The Lyman-Werner
radiation (i.e. photons with energy in the range from 11.2 to 13.6 eV), emitted by
these stars, can destroy H2 molecules in nearby halos and thus postpone further
cooling and star formation until the formation of much larger halos, in which gas
can cool via radiative transitions of atomic hydrogen. Halos of mass on the order of
108 Mhave the virial temperature of about 104 K, which is sufficient for hydrogen
atoms to get collisionally excited and radiate.
The early generation of stars, especially those capable of producing high-energy
(UV and X-ray) radiation, such as the massive stars that form X-ray binaries, had
a profound influence on the evolution of the IGM. X-rays can heat the IGM by
photoionizing the atoms and producing energetic free electrons. These electrons
dissipate their kinetic energy by transferring it to the surrounding gas and thus
heating it up. Scattering of UV photons, in particular Lyα photons, can also cause
heating of the gas due to the atomic recoil during the scattering process. Atoms get
a ’kick’ for every scattering event they experience. The energy transferred to the
5gas in a single scattering is small, but the number of scatterings per atom is large,
so the cumulative effects can be significant.
Even though it is generally believed that X-ray heating dominates over Lyα heating
on large scales because X-ray photons have a greater mean free path and can impact
the gas farther away from the source of radiation, Lyα heating may play an important
role in changing the temperature structure of the IGM on smaller scales. This topic
is further explored in Chapter 2, in which I present an analysis of how the presence
of density, temperature, and velocity perturbations in the IGM affects the efficiency
of Lyα heating on small scales.
1.2 Cosmic Noon
After the formation of the first stars and galaxies, the structure in the Universe con-
tinued to grow hierarchically – larger and lager halos formed via mergers of smaller
objects and through accretion of fresh material supplied via the cosmic web fila-
ments. It is believed that the photons escaping the early galaxies caused reionization
of the Universe, which finished around z ∼ 6. Many important aspects of cos-
mic reionization are still unknown and are major subjects in modern cosmological
research.
Large sky surveys, conducted over the past decade with numerous telescopes and
over a wide range of wavelengths, provide the following picture of the cosmic star
formation history (for a review see Madau & Dickinson 2014). The density of
cosmic star formation had a rising phase at 3 . z . 8, reached its peak around
z ∼ 1.5 − 3 (about ∼ 10 Gyr ago), and has been experiencing a decline ever since.
The peak epoch, which is often referred to as the cosmic noon, is a particularly
interesting period in the evolution of the Universe – stars were forming at about
an order of magnitude higher rate than today and the star-forming galaxies of the
period had a different morphology than star-forming galaxies in the local Universe
(Conselice 2014).
Massive star-forming galaxies at high redshift (z ∼ 2) look much more irregular
compared to present-day galaxies of similar mass, which typically have well-defined
star-forming disks overlaid with overdense regions in the form of spiral arms. The
morphology of high redshift galaxies if often clumpy and dominated by a few
bright star-forming regions scattered across the underlying continuum. Since this
unusual morphology of high-redshift galaxies was first noticed in the mid-1990s
(e.g. Cowie et al. 1995; van den Bergh et al. 1996), the properties of these star-
6forming clumps and their relevance for galaxy evolution have been investigated in
numerous theoretical and observational studies (for more details see Section 3.1 and
references therein).
Using hydrodynamic simulations of galaxy evolution seems like the most straight-
forward way of studying the nature of giant clumps. However, the results heavily
depend on the details of sub-grid prescriptions used to describe stellar feedback in
simulations. For example, in simulations that implement stellar feedback as ther-
mal energy from supernova explosions, giant clumps form stars very efficiently and
stay bound as dense clusters for more than ∼ 108 yr (e.g. Ceverino et al. 2010).
During that period, the clumps spiral inwards to the center of their host galaxy due
to dynamical friction. This radial migration of large star clusters formed within
galaxies themselves can be viewed as an alternative mechanism for the formation
of galactic bulges, which may have important consequences for our understanding
of how galaxies evolve through cosmic time. On the other hand, simulations that
have more intense stellar feedback prescriptions, especially in the form of strong
radiative pressure feedback during the early stages of stellar life, show that clumps
get disrupted on a relatively short time-scale (∼ 107 yr), which does not allow for
significant radial migration (Genel et al. 2012; Hopkins et al. 2012). Giant clumps
in these simulations do not have a major effect on bulge formation. Therefore, in
order to determine whether or not clumps play an important role in galaxy evolution,
it is crucial to model the effects of stellar feedback in hydrodynamic simulations as
realistically as possible.
The importance of feedback in galaxy formation and evolution has been known for
several decades (see review by Somerville & Davé 2015). Basic models of structure
formationwithin the cold darkmatter framework suffer from an overcooling problem
– they produce too much stars compared to observations. Feedback is believed to
explain why the baryon fraction within galaxies is smaller than the average cosmic
value and why the global star formation efficiency is low. By stellar feedback we
usually refer to various physical processes involving (massive) stars and supernovae
that transfer copious amounts of energy and momentum to the interstellar medium
(ISM). Stellar feedback regulates star formation within a galaxy via its two main
effects: (1) heating and expelling the gas from within the galaxy, and (2) preventing
the surrounding gas from cooling and accreting onto the galaxy.
Modeling stellar feedback in numerical hydrodynamic simulations is complicated
because it involves predicting large-scale effects of processes that happen on spatial
7Figure 1.1: Mock three-color images (u/g/r bands) of a galaxy from the
FIRE project (simulation m12v) undergoing mergers at high redshift (around the
epoch of cosmic noon). Images made by Philip F. Hopkins and available at
http://fire.northwestern.edu/visualizations/.
and time scales much smaller than those resolved in simulations of entire galaxies
or even larger volumes (i.e. cosmological simulations). Early attempts included
just thermal energy from supernovae and they failed to produce galaxies whose
properties matched those of the observed galaxies (e.g. Katz et al. 1996). However,
simulations have been improving over the years.
The FIRE project (Feedback In Realistic Environments, Hopkins et al. 2014; Hop-
kins et al. 2017) is dedicated to exploring the effects of many different channels
of stellar feedback on galaxy evolution. The project consists of a suite of high-
resolution cosmological zoom-in simulations incorporating explicit treatments of
stellar feedback and the multi-phase ISM physics. These simulations reproduce
many observed scaling relations, as well as the physical and morphological proper-
ties of real galaxies, without tuning the simulation parameters "by hand" to match
observations. The synergy of high resolution and the realistic ISM physics, makes
the FIRE simulations an ideal testing ground for studying the properties and evo-
lution of giant star forming clumps in high-redshift galaxies, which is the topic of
Chapter 3.
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9C h a p t e r 2
LYMAN-α HEATING OF INHOMOGENEOUS HIGH-REDSHIFT
INTERGALACTIC MEDIUM
ABSTRACT
The intergalactic medium (IGM) prior to the epoch of reionization consists mostly
of neutral hydrogen gas. Lyman-α (Lyα) photons produced by early stars resonantly
scatter off hydrogen atoms, causing energy exchange between the radiation field
and the gas. This interaction results in moderate heating of the gas due to the
recoil of the atoms upon scattering, which is of great interest for future studies of
the pre-reionization IGM in the HI 21 cm line. We investigate the effect of this
Lyα heating in the IGM with linear density, temperature and velocity perturbations.
Perturbations smaller than the diffusion length of photons could be damped due
to heat conduction by Lyα photons. The scale at which damping occurs and the
strength of this effect depend on various properties of the gas, the flux of Lyα photons
and the way in which photon frequencies are redistributed upon scattering. To find
the relevant length scale and the extent to which Lyα heating affects perturbations,
we calculate the gas heating rates by numerically solving linearized Boltzmann
equations in which scattering is treated by the Fokker-Planck approximation. We
find that (i) perturbations add a small correction to the gas heating rate, and (ii) the
damping of temperature perturbations occurs at scales with comoving wavenumber
k & 104 Mpc−1, which are much smaller than the Jeans scale and thus unlikely to
substantially affect the observed 21 cm signal.
This chapter has been published as Oklopčić, A. & Hirata, C. M. 2013, ApJ, 779, 146.
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2.1 Introduction
After recombination of the primordial plasma at redshift z ≈ 1100 and before the
epoch of reionization, the baryonic content of the Universe was predominantly in
the form of neutral hydrogen. For this reason, a promising way of probing this
period in the evolution of the Universe is through the observations of the redshifted
21 cm line of neutral hydrogen, created in the spin-flip transition between the two
hyperfine levels of the hydrogen ground state (for reviews of the 21 cm physics, its
use in cosmology, and the foreground and calibration challenges see, for example,
Furlanetto et al. 2006; Morales & Wyithe 2010; Pritchard & Loeb 2012). There are
several experiments that are currently in operation, or planned for the near future, for
which a primary objective is observing the redshifted 21 cm signal, such as the Low
Frequency Array1 (LOFAR; van Haarlem et al. 2013), the Murchison Widefield
Array2 (MWA; Lonsdale et al. 2009), the Precision Array to Probe EoR3 (PAPER;
Parsons et al. 2012), the Long Wavelength Array4 (LWA) and the Square Kilometer
Array5 (SKA; Rawlings & Schilizzi 2011). Several pathfinder observations have
placed upper limits on the 21 cm perturbation signal at z = 7.7 (Parsons et al. 2014),
z = 8.6 (Paciga et al. 2013) and z = 9.5 (Dillon et al. 2014), andmeasurements of the
global spectrum have placed lower limits on the duration of the neutral-to-ionized
transition (Bowman & Rogers 2010).
The 21 cm signal from high-redshift intergalactic medium (IGM) is sensitive to
the conditions of the gas, such as its density, ionization fraction and spin temper-
ature. The last can be coupled to the gas kinetic temperature through collisions
(in environments of sufficiently high density) or via the Wouthuysen-Field effect
(Wouthuysen 1952; Field 1958) in the presence of Lyman-α (Lyα) photons. Hence,
understanding thermal properties of high-redshift IGM is crucial for predicting and
interpreting the observed 21 cm signal.
Before the formation of the first sources of radiation, the first stars and galaxies,
primordial gas was adiabatically cooling with the expansion of the Universe–its
temperature decreasing with redshift z as (1+ z)2. The onset of luminous structures
dramatically changed that evolutionary track and the Universe eventually became







mechanisms can affect the temperature and the ionization state of the IGM, such as
heating by X-ray and UV photons as well as by shocks created in the gravitational
collapse of matter. In this work, we focus on the microphysics of the IGM heating
through its interaction with the UV photons.
Non-ionizing photons emitted by stars can freely travel through mostly neutral
high-redshift IGM until they are redshifted by the expansion of the Universe into a
resonant frequency of one of the atomic species present in the IGM, at which point
they resonantly scatter with atoms. This scattering can occur far away from sources
of radiation. Since hydrogen is the most abundant element in the Universe and is
mostly in its ground state at high redshifts prior to reionization, the most significant
resonance is the Lyα transition between the ground state and the first excited state of
hydrogen (λα = 1216 Å, να = 2.47× 1015 Hz). There are two types of Lyα photons
that need to be taken into account: photons emitted with frequencies between Lyα
and Lyβ can redshift directly into the Lyα resonance, whereas photons of higher
energies (between Lyγ and the Lyman limit) can fall into one of the higher Lyman
resonances, from which they can cascade into Lyα (see e.g. Pritchard & Furlanetto
2006; Hirata 2006). To distinguish these two types of photons, we call the first kind
the continuum photons and the second kind the injected photons.
The resonant scattering of Lyα photons with hydrogen atoms causes transfer of
energy from the radiation field to the gas due to atomic recoil, causing a change in
the kinetic temperature of the gas (Madau et al. 1997; see also Chen & Miralda-
Escudé 2004; Furlanetto & Pritchard 2006; Meiksin 2006; Ciardi & Salvaterra
2007). This energy exchange leads to a drift of photons from higher to lower
frequencies. Another contribution to frequency drift, one that is present regardless
of scattering, comes from the Hubble expansion of the Universe. Scattering also
causes a diffusion of photons in frequency space due to a Maxwellian distribution
of atomic velocities in the gas. Photons on the red side of the Lyα line center
mostly scatter with atoms moving toward them, because of the Doppler shift the
frequency of these photons is higher in the frame of the atom; in other words, it
is closer to the line center and the resonant frequency. The opposite occurs for
the photons on the blue side of the line–they preferentially scatter off atoms moving
away from them. Frequent scattering between atoms and photons brings them closer
to statistical equilibrium, reducing the average energy exchange per scattering (Chen
& Miralda-Escudé 2004). Fluctuations in the temperature and density of the gas,
as well as gradients in its velocity, can change the Lyα scattering rates (Higgins &
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Meiksin 2009) and thereby affect the heating of the gas by Lyα photons. Therefore,
it is of great interest to understand how the theory of IGM heating by Lyα photons
extends to the case of a realistic, inhomogeneous Universe—whether the heating
rate is just slightly modified by the perturbations, or whether effects such as thermal
conduction can become important.
In this study we investigate the Lyα heating of hydrogen gas with underlying per-
turbations in the density, temperature, and baryonic velocity. We assume that these
perturbations are small and consider their contribution only to linear order. We find
that, as a consequence of perturbations, the gas heating rate can be altered by a
few percent compared to the heating rate in a homogeneous medium. Of particular
interest are perturbations with scales comparable to or smaller than the diffusion
length of Lyα photons. For perturbations on these scales, photons can interact with
hydrogen atoms located in regions with different properties than where the photons
originated from, changing the gas heating rate. This process can therefore be viewed
as thermal conduction between regions of different temperatures, which could lead
to the damping of perturbations. The spatial redistribution of photons depends in
a complicated way not only on the properties of the gas, but also on the rate of
frequency redistribution of photons since the scattering cross section (and hence
spatial diffusion coefficient) varies by many orders of magnitude over the frequency
range of interest. Therefore, as it is difficult to make a simple estimate of the diffu-
sion length of photons, we solve the problem numerically. Our results show that the
scale at which perturbations start to counteract the mean effect, and hence damp the
perturbations, corresponds to a wavenumber of k ∼ 104 Mpc−1 (comoving). That
length scale is roughly two orders of magnitude smaller that the Jeans scale.
This chapter is structured as follows: At the beginning of Section 2.2 we introduce
the notation and outline the formalism that is used in our analysis. We continue
by describing the radiative transfer equations and the resulting radiation spectra.
Heating rate calculations for the continuum and injected photons are described in
Section 2.3. We present our results in Section 2.4, and finally discuss and summarize
our conclusions in Section 2.5.
Throughout this chapter we assume the following values of the relevant cosmo-
logical parameters, obtained by the Planck Collaboration et al. (2014): H0 =
67.3 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩΛ = 0.685, Ωm = 0.315.
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2.2 Formalism
Our formalism is based on following the time evolution of photon phase-space dis-
tribution, which is governed by the Boltzmann equation. The approach is similar to
that developed for studying the cosmic microwave background (Ma & Bertschinger
1995), except that in our steady-state case, the nontrivial variable is frequency,
rather than the time. In our calculation we neglect polarization since its effect on the
radiation intensity is expected to be small and to include it in the calculation would
require tracking twice as many variables.
We start the analysis by considering the phase-space density of photons of frequency
ν, located at coordinate x and propagating in direction nˆ, given by the occupation
number fν(x, nˆ). To simplify our equations, from now on we omit writing (x, nˆ)
explicitly, although we assume such dependence in calculations. The occupation
number fν consists of two parts: the mean isotropic part f ν and direction-dependent
perturbations δ fν:
fν = f ν + δ fν . (2.1)
The scale of perturbation is determined by its wavenumber k. In the equations given
throughout this chapter, k is used to denote the physical wavenumber, rather than
comoving, which simplifies expressions. We convert to comoving wavenumber only
at the end when we report the final results and present them in figures. We assume
that all perturbations are small and linear, so that we can treat them independently,
since in linear perturbation theory, different k-modes are decoupled form each other.
The contribution of a single k-mode to δ fν can be expanded in a series of Legendre




il(2l + 1)δ flνPl(n3)eik x3 , (2.2)
where n3 is the projection of unit vector nˆ onto x3 axis.
The IGM can be described by its mean number density n and the mean gas ki-
netic temperature T . However, for an inhomogeneous medium, the density and
temperature fields are given by:
n(x) = n(1 + δneik x3) (2.3)
and
T(x) = T(1 + δTeik x3) , (2.4)
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where δn and δT are dimensionless parameters describing the amplitudes of density
and temperature perturbations, respectively.
We treat the photon field in the rest frame of the baryons–not the comoving frame–
because a photon will resonantly scatter with an atom if the photon frequency
matches the resonant frequency in the atom’s rest frame. In that frame the overall
mean velocity of atoms vanishes. We introduce linear perturbations in the baryonic
velocity:
v(x) = δveik x3e3 , (2.5)
where δv is taken to be imaginary. Velocity divergence is then given by
Θ(x) = ∇v(x) = ikδveik x3 = δΘeik x3 . (2.6)
2.2.1 Radiative Transfer

























The left-hand side of the equation describes the free steaming of photons, and
the collision term is on the right-hand side. To keep our analysis linear in small
quantities, we ignore the last term on the left, representing gravitational lensing,
because both factors are of the first order in perturbations, making the entire term
















Next, we evaluate different terms of this equation in the Newtonian gauge. The
second term on the right side includes the time change in the photon frequency due
to the expansion of the Universe and the relative motion of the baryons because
the frequency in equations (2.7) and (2.8) is defined relative to the baryons, rather
than to an observer fixed in Newtonian coordinates. We ignore contributions of
the time derivative of metric perturbation because the metric potential is negligible
compared to the subhorizon perturbations in the baryons that we are considering
in this analysis6. The third term is proportional to the gradient of fν and the
6Using the basic equations of the linear perturbation theory, it can be shown that the amplitude
of baryonic perturbations is proportional to (kc/H)2 Φ, where Φ is the metric potential. For sub-
horizon perturbation, the wavenumber k is much larger than H/c, making Φ negligible compared to
perturbations in the baryons. Similarly, it can be shown that the baryonic velocity is proportional to
(kc/H)Φ. Therefore, we can neglect the gravitational redshift/blueshift because it is small compared
to the redshift/blueshift due to peculiar motions of baryons
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only contribution to that term comes only from the perturbative part of the photon
distribution function δ fν. The accompanying factor is just the velocity of photons
in the direction of the x3 axis, which is equal to cn3.
Focusing for now only on the collisionless Boltzmann equation, we set it equal to
zero and get the following expression for the time evolution of the photon occupation














il(2l + 1)δ flνPl (n3) eik x3 ,
(2.9)
where H is the Hubble parameter.
Using the basic properties and recurrence relations of Legendre polynomials, we
























(l + 1)2(2l − 1) + l2(2l + 3)
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lδ f(l−1)ν − (l + 1)δ f(l+1)ν
]
. (2.11)
Since we assume that f ν is isotropic, only the monopole term ( f 0ν) is nonzero and
the above expression is therefore greatly simplified for most multipole orders. More
specifically, the second term on the right-hand side of equation 2.11 is nonzero only
for l = 2, the third term contributes only to the equation for l = 0, and the fourth
term vanishes for all values of l.
The right side of the full Boltzmann equation (equation 2.7) describes the change
in the photon occupation number due to collisions with atoms. It consists of two
terms, one describing photons scattered into the phase-space element of interest and







nHσ (ν′) c fν′(nˆ′)R(ν′nˆ′, νnˆ)dν′d2nˆ′ − nHσ (ν) c fν (nˆ) ,(2.12)
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where nH is the number density of hydrogen atoms and σ(ν) = σ0Φ(ν) is the
collisional cross-section at frequency ν given by the cross-section at the line center












(x − y)2 + a2 , (2.13)
where a = A21/(8pi∆νD) is the Voigt parameter and A21 = 6.25 × 108 s−1 is the
Einstein coefficient of spontaneous emission for the Lyα transition. The Doppler














The probability that a photon of frequency ν′, propagating in the direction of nˆ′, will
be redistributed upon scattering into a photon of frequency ν, propagating in the
direction of nˆ is represented by R(ν′nˆ′, νnˆ). It can be decomposed into a series of
Legendre polynomials in terms of the scattering angle, the cosine of which is given
by the dot product of nˆ and nˆ′:




R(l; ν, ν′)Pl(nˆ · nˆ′) . (2.16)
Plugging this into equation (2.12) and using the obtained expression in the time









σ (ν′) fν′dν′dφd(cos θ′)d(cos θ)Pl(cos θ) 14pi
∑
l
R(l; ν′, ν)Pl(nˆ · nˆ′)
− nHσ (ν) c flν. (2.17)
Using the spherical harmonic addition theorem
Pl(nˆ · nˆ′) = 4pi2l + 1
l∑
m=−l
Y ∗lm(θ′, φ′)Ylm(θ, φ) , (2.18)
the relation between spherical harmonics and Legendre polynomials
Ylm(θ, φ) =
√
(2l + 1)(l − m)!
4pi(l + m)! P
m
l (cos θ)eimφ (2.19)
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nHσ (ν′) c flν′R(ν′, ν)δl0dν′ − nHσ (ν) c flν. (2.20)
Here we assume that the emission of photons is isotropic (i.e. nonzero only for
l = 0), which is a reasonable assumption for a medium that is optically thick at the
resonant frequency. The outgoing part of the collision term is direction-dependent
in the case of an inhomogeneousmedium. Hence, we keep that term for all multipole
orders l. For multipoles with l > 0, this term dominates and causes their attenuation.
For l = 0, on the other hand, the incoming and outgoing terms nearly cancel, which
is why the monopole equation needs to be treated differently.
The redistribution function R(ν′, ν) is generally very complicated. However, it can
be simplified if the radiation spectrum changes smoothly on the scale of a typical
change of the photon frequency in a single scattering, which is on the order of ∆νD.
If this condition is satisfied, we can use the Fokker-Planck approximation in which
scattering is treated as diffusion in frequency space. Using the result of Rybicki


















where Ψ is the photon source term describing photons injected with a frequency
distribution that can be approximated by a delta function around the Lyα frequency.
This term is used for describing the injected photons, whereas it vanishes in the case
of the continuum photons. The parameter Dν (in units of Hz2 s−1) is the frequency




γnH xHIcΦ(ν) . (2.22)
Here γ = 50 MHz is the half width at half maximum of the Lyα resonance, xHI is
the neutral fraction of hydrogen, and mH is the mass of the hydrogen atom.
Equating the result for the free streaming and the collision term, and assuming that a
steady state (∂ fν/∂t = 0) has been reached, gives the full expression for the radiation
transport. We canwrite an equation for eachmultipole order separately, producing an
infinite series of coupled differential equations–the Boltzmann hierarchy. Equations
for a few lowest orders are given in Appendix 2.A. In order to numerically solve this
system of equations, we need to choose the highest multipole order lmax at which
to close the hierarchy. Terminating the hierarchy at some finite order carries a risk
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of transferring artificial power back to lower multipoles (Ma & Bertschinger 1995;
Hu et al. 1995). We tested our results for a number of different boundary conditions
for lmax ∼ 10, and found that the solutions for the lowest orders (l = 0 and l = 1)
are almost insensitive to the change in the boundary condition, so we choose to set
δ flmax+1 = 0.
2.2.2 Unperturbed Background Solution
To obtain the mean background solution f 0ν we solve the unperturbed monopole
equation (i.e., the equation for l = 0 without any perturbative terms). For the



















= 0 . (2.23)
In solving this equation we follow the procedure described in Chen & Miralda-
Escudé (2004). The resulting spectrum (Figure 2.1, top panel), normalized to
the intensity of photons on the blue side far away from the line center, shows an
asymmetric absorption feature around the Lyα frequency. The shape of the feature
is determined by the photon drift and diffusion in frequency caused by scattering off
of hydrogen atoms. This suppression in the radiation spectrum remains fixed once
a steady state has been reached; it does not redshift away with the expansion of the
Universe, indicating energy transfer from the radiation field to the gas.
As shown in the top panel of Figure 2.1, the absorption feature is deeper for the gas
of higher mean density (shown in blue dash-dotted line) because the scattering rate
increases if there are more hydrogen atoms present. The feature is shallower for the
gas of higher mean temperature (green dashed line) because in that case the energy
transferred via recoils makes a smaller fraction of the average kinetic energy of the
atoms. Similarly, the absorption feature is shallower for the case of non-zero atomic
velocity divergence (red dotted line), which can be thought of as a bulk contribution
to the kinetic energy of atoms in addition to their thermal motion. This explains
why the feature changes in the same way as for an increase in temperature.
For the injected photons the background equation has an extra term Ψ = Hναδ(να),
resulting in a different spectral shape (Figure 2.1, bottom panel). If there was no
scattering, the photons would be injected at the Lyα frequency, and they would
simply redshift to lower frequencies, creating a spectrum shaped as a step function.
However, diffusion in frequency induced by scattering transfers some of the photons
from the red side of the line to the blue side. This transfer is enhanced for the gas
19




















Figure 2.1: Top: Background radiation spectrum of the continuum photons around
the Lyα frequency for the mean (unheated) temperature of T = 10 K and the mean
density at z = 20 (solid black line), normalized to the intensity of photons far
away from the Lyα frequency. The spectrum shows an asymmetric absorption
feature that results from combined contributions of scattering diffusivity and atomic
recoil. Additional lines show how changing the conditions in the gas can modify the
absorption feature: the green dashed line represents the solution for five times higher
mean temperature, the dash-dotted blue line is obtained for five times higher mean
density and the red dotted line corresponds to the gas of unaltered mean temperature
and density, but with a significant velocity divergence. Bottom: Same as in the top
panel, but for the case of the injected photons.
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of higher mean density due to an increased scattering rate. Increasing the mean
temperature of the gas and introducing bulk motions have the opposite effect, as in
the case of the continuum photons. Injected photons cause cooling of the gas, as the
upscattering of photons to the blue side extracts energy from the gas.
2.2.3 Perturbations
Perturbative terms in our equations have one of the following elements: perturba-
tions to the photon distribution function δ flν, non-zero velocity divergence δΘ, or
perturbations to the diffusivity parameter δD, which include density and tempera-
ture perturbations, δn and δT , respectively. The full system of coupled differential
equations including perturbative terms up to linear order is given in Appendix 2.A.
We numerically solve it to obtain spectra of perturbations for all multipole orders of
interest. More details on the numerical implementation can be found in Appendix
2.B. Figure 2.2 shows the lowest two orders (l = 0 and l = 1) in the expansion of the
photon distribution function for different types of perturbations. Spectral features
that arise for perturbations with wavenumbers in the range considered in this study
have characteristic widths that are on the order of several ∆νD or greater, justifying
the use of the Fokker-Planck approximation.
The resulting spectrum for δ f0 represents photons that are added (or subtracted,
depending on whether δ f0 is positive or negative) to the mean solution f 0 because of
a small change in the gas temperature, density, or velocity. Since we are considering
the photon phase space density in the frame of the gas, the dipole term δ f1 represents
the photon flux into or out of a Lagrangian region of interest. It vanishes at the line
center (ν ≈ να) due to a very small mean free path of photons near the resonant
frequency.
2.3 Heating Rates
In the case of the continuum photons, the gas and the radiation field form a closed
system whose energy is conserved. The rate at which the gas is heated thus equals








= 0 , (2.24)
whereU is used to denote the energy density (in erg cm−3) of the gas and radiation.
The subscript c indicates that this equation holds for the continuum photons. For




























































Figure 2.2: Monopole and dipole terms of the perturbed radiation field for the
continuum (two upper panels) and injected (two lower panels) photons, shown with
the same normalization as in Figure 2.1. Different curves show the results obtained
for different types of perturbations, all with the wavenumber k = 1 cMpc−1: green
dashed curves correspond to 1% temperature perturbations (δT = 0.01), blue dash-
dotted lines represent 1% perturbations in the density (δn = 0.01) and the red solid
lines show the results for introducing 1% perturbation in the velocity divergence
(δΘ/H = 0.01) for the continuum photons and 10 times smaller perturbation in size
and amplitude for the case of the injected photons.
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= hνα ÛNi , (2.25)
where ÛNi is the generation rate of the injected photons.




The number density of photons of frequency ν is nν (in units of cm−3 Hz−1). It
is related to the specific intensity Jν (intensity by the number of photons, not their













ν3 f0νdν , (2.28)
where the integral needs to be taken over a wide enough range around the Lyα
frequency to include all significant spectral features. The gas heating rate per unit
volume, given in units of erg cm−3 s−1, is the rate of change of the gas energy density
Γ ≡ ∂Ugas/∂t. For the sake of brevity, from now on we refer to Γ simply as the






















dν + hνα ÛNi. (2.30)
In the first term on the right side we can make use of the expression for the time
derivative of f0ν given in equation 2.21. Note that in the case of the injected photons,






























The two terms containing the source function cancel out–the injection of photons
does not contribute to the gas heating rate. The heating of the gas is caused solely
by the frequency diffusivity part of the collision term given by equation (2.21).
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The largest contribution to the gas heating rate comes form the part of the spectrum
around the line center, thus it is convenient to separate the radiation energy density











(ν − να)ν2 f0νdν
]
. (2.32)



















































The contribution of this term to the total heating rate is vanishingly small because


















We can separate the heating rate into the contribution of the mean background
radiation field and the contribution of the perturbations with
Γ = Γ + eik x3δΓ , (2.36)
where Γ and δΓ represent the background and perturbation heating, respectively.
Making use of equation 2.23 for the background heating rate, and an analogous













































































(ν − να)δ f1νdν . (2.38)
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The above formulae are appropriate for frequencies around the line center. How-
ever, they might cause significant numerical errors in the wings of the line due to
approximations made in deriving them. Therefore, we use another expression to

































We report the calculated heating rates in terms of a dimensionless quantity, which
we call the relative heating, that measures the energy transferred to the gas per













where n is the number density of all baryons, not just hydrogen atoms. Contributions
of density, temperature and velocity perturbations to the heating rate are incorporated























eik x3 , (2.42)








is the intensity corresponding to one photon per frequency octave per hydrogen
atom in the Universe (Chen & Miralda-Escudé 2004). In terms of energy intensity,
this corresponds to J˜0hνα ≈ 2.5 × 10−20 erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1 Hz−1 at z = 20. In the
model of Ciardi & Madau (2003), the intensity of Lyα background at z ∼ 20 is on
the order of 10−20 erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1 Hz−1, making Jα/J˜0 a factor of order unity.
In general, one expects it to be a rapidly increasing function of redshift. Since it
takes ≥ 1 H-ionizing (ν > 43να) photons per atom to ionize the Universe, and since
the non-ionizing photons that redshift into Lyman series lines do not suffer from
absorption in the emitting galaxies, we expect that Jα/J˜0 should reach unity at an
early stage of reionization (Chen & Miralda-Escudé 2004).
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these represent the heat input per Hubble time in units of the thermal energy of the
gas, if Jα/J˜0 = 1.
2.4 Results and Discussion
We perform calculations described in the previous sections for neutral hydrogen gas
(xHI = 1) at the redshift of z = 20. The mean baryon number density is easily
obtained from the current baryon density of the Universe n0 = 2.5 × 10−7 cm−3
(WMAP-9 result, Bennett et al. 2013) as n(z) = n0(1 + z)3. Finally, to get the
number density of hydrogen atoms we take into account that over 90% (by number)
of the baryonic content is in the form of hydrogen atoms. For the mean temperature
of the gas we take the value T = 10 K (see Figure 1 in Pritchard & Furlanetto 2006).
2.4.1 Heating from Unperturbed Radiation
The calculated contribution to the relative heating coming from the mean (unper-















for the injected photons. The relative heating caused by the scattering of the injected
photons is negative, indicating that the gas is cooled down by this interaction. At
this temperature and density, heating of the gas caused by the scattering of the
continuum photons prevails over cooling by the injected photons, not only because
the effect itself is slightly stronger, but also because the flux of the injected photons
is smaller than the flux of the continuum photons; the ratio of the injected and






























































Figure 2.3: Heating coefficients, defined by expressions (2.44), (2.45), (2.46), for
the continuum (left) and injected photons (right) show contributions of temperature,
density and velocity perturbations (from top to bottom) to the total heating rate, as
functions of the perturbation wavenumber k, given in comoving units.
2.4.2 Heating from Perturbations
A new result of this study is the additional contribution to the relative heating
caused by inhomogeneities in the gas. The differential relative heating due to
perturbations is given by equation 2.42. The values of all three heating coefficients
C for perturbations of different wavenumbers k are shown in Figure 2.3.
On large scales, corresponding to small values of the wavenumber k, having a
positive perturbation in the temperature or density is similar to having a region
with no perturbations, but with an increased mean value. As shown in Figure 2.1
and discussed in Section 2.2.1, an increase in T causes the absorption feature in
the spectrum of f 0 to be shallower, whereas an increase in n makes the feature
deeper. The heating is proportional to the integral of the difference between the
spectrum without any scattering (which is just a flat spectrum for the case of the
continuum photons) and the real spectrum, and hence it is proportional to the area
of the absorption feature. Therefore, the heating will be smaller in the case of higher
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Figure 2.4: Solid and dotted lines show the joint contribution of the temperature
and density perturbations to the relative heating, for the continuum and injected
photons respectively, as a function of perturbation wavenumber (comoving). These
values need to be multiplied by the amplitude of the density perturbations to give
the perturbative heating that can then be compared to the unperturbed effect, shown
in dashed and dash-dotted lines. On very small scales, the perturbative heating from
the continuum photons changes sign relative to the mean effect, causing damping
of small scale perturbations. The same does not occur for the injected photons –
they cause negative heating (i.e. cooling) of gas on all scales. Their contribution
relative to the continuum photons is diminished by the fact that their intensity is
lower, making only ∼ 10 − 20% of the intensity of the continuum photons.
T , which is why CT has negative values on large scales. On the other hand, Cn
is positive, since an increase in n causes a larger heating. The absolute values of
heating coefficients increase for larger values of k, indicating that these effects are
enhanced on smaller scales in the case of the continuum photons.
To estimate the contribution of perturbations to the total heating of the gas, we need
to know the relative strength of different kinds of perturbations, in addition to the
values of the heating coefficients. Naoz & Barkana (2005) calculated the ratio of
temperature and density perturbations as a function of wavenumber k at several
redshifts, including z = 20, the epoch that we consider in this work. The ratio of
δT and δn at z = 20 is almost constant for small-scale perturbations, δT/δn ≈ 0.55.
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We make use of this result to show (Figure 2.4) the joint contribution of the density
and temperature perturbations (Cn + 0.55CT ), relative to the heating caused by the
unperturbed background photons. We ignore perturbations in the velocity because
the magnitude of CΘ is much smaller than that of CT or Cn for most wavenumbers.
On large scales (i.e., small values of k), the heating caused by perturbations has
the same sign as the mean effect: positive for the continuum photons and negative
for the injected photons, which indicates a small increase in the gas heating by
the continuum photons in regions of higher density and temperature, due to the
increased scattering rate. Cooling by the injected photons in those regions will also
increase. These additional contributions to the heating are very small. The values
shown in Figure 2.4, which are already a factor of ∼ 2 smaller than the mean effect,
need to be multiplied by the amplitude of density perturbations to give the actual
relative heating. Since our formalism is based on the linear perturbation theory, it
is applicable to perturbations on the order of a few percent or smaller. Therefore,
the additional heating at large scales can only make a few percent of the mean
(unperturbed) Lyα heating.
An interesting feature appears for perturbations on very small scales (k ∼ 2 ×
104 cMpc−1). For the case of the continuum photons, values of the relative heating,
shown in Figure 2.4, turn from positive to negative. On length scales below that
threshold, perturbations act in the opposite direction from the unperturbed effect;
they reduce the heating of the gas in positively perturbed regions (i.e., regions of
higher density and temperature than the mean). The opposite happens for cooler
and underdense regions. The effect of the injected photons remains unchanged.
Perturbations on scales smaller than that corresponding to k ∼ 2× 104 cMpc−1 will
be damped due to the effect of thermal conduction by Lyα photons. This length
scale, however, is roughly two orders of magnitude smaller than the Jeans scale.
For gas of highermean temperature, e.g., withT = 20K, the result stays qualitatively
the same, only the values of the relative heating, both the mean effect and the
contribution of perturbations, are reduced.
2.5 Conclusions
The resonant scattering of Lyα photons produced by early generations of luminous
objects can cause moderate heating of high-redshift IGM. Lyα photons and hy-
drogen atoms exchange energy during scattering due to atomic recoil. Details of
radiative transfer are further complicated by frequency diffusion of photons caused
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by scattering and the drift to lower frequencies due to Hubble expansion. In the
optically thick limit, the gas and the radiation field approach statistical equilibrium,
which greatly reduces the energy exchange. Taken into account all these effects, an
asymmetric absorption feature is created in the radiation spectrum around the Lyα
frequency in the case of the continuum photons which redshift directly into Lyα
from the blue side of the line. Photons that redshift into higher resonances and then
cascade into Lyα are called the injected photons. Their spectrum has a shape of
a modified step function around the Lyα frequency. Scattering of the continuum
photons causes heating of the IGM proportional to the area of the absorption feature.
This heating is higher for gas of lower mean temperature and higher density. The
injected photons, on the other hand, cause cooling of the gas because they prefer-
entially scatter off atoms moving in the opposite direction, and hence slow them
down.
We study the effect of Lyα scattering on high-redshift (z = 20) IGM with linear
perturbations in density, temperature, and velocity divergence. We are primarily
interested in small-scale perturbations that can be affected by thermal conduction
via Lyα photons. For perturbations with scales smaller than the Lyα diffusion
length-scale, photons can diffuse into regions where they are further away from
being in a statistical equilibrium with the gas, causing enhancement in the energy
exchange. To find the exact scale at which this occurs, we solve radiative transfer
equations numerically, using the Fokker-Planck approximation.
We find that the scale at which this effect becomes relevant is very small, corre-
sponding to a comoving wavenumber of k ∼ 2 × 104 Mpc−1, which is a factor of
∼ 100 smaller than the Jeans scale. On larger scales, where structures in the IGM
are expected to be present, the heating perturbations add a correction to the mean
effect that is on the order of the amplitude of the density or temperature perturbation
in the gas. Since our formalism is based on the linear perturbation theory, this makes
only a few percent difference to the gas heating in typical cases.
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APPENDIX
2.A System of Equations






































































(2δ f1ν − 3δ f3ν) − nHcσ(ν,T)δ f2ν = 0 , (l = 2)







lmaxδ f(lmax−1)ν − (lmax + 1)δ f(lmax+1)ν
)
− nHcσ(ν,T)δ flmaxν = 0 , (l = lmax), (2.52)
where k is the physical wavenumber, not comoving. In the first equation, Dν is
used to denote the mean value of the diffusivity parameter. The full expression
for this quantity, including perturbations, can be written as Dν = Dν(1 + δD) =
Dν(1 + δn + δT ).
2.B Numerical Calculations
To solve the above described system of equations, we truncate the series at lmax = 8
by setting δ f9ν = 0. The choice of the largest considered multipole could of
course be different. In our analysis we only use the solutions for the monopole
and dipole terms, but we want to keep as many higher orders as possible to avoid
introducing significant errors into the lowest mulitpoles by making an artificial
truncation of the series too close to them. On the other hand, tracking too many
multipole orders becomes computationally challenging. We find that keeping nine
multipoles is optimal: the computation can be done in a reasonable amount of time
and increasing lmax by one changes the resulting heating rate by 2% at most (in most
cases much less than that).
Once we have a finite set of differential equations, we create an equidistant frequency
grid containing a large number (7×105) of frequencies centered at να. The frequency
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range covered in our grid spans 3.3 × 1012 Hz (corresponding to ∼ 1000 ∆νD) on
each side of the Lyα frequency. These numbers could have been chosen differently
without significantly affecting the final result. For example, decreasing the frequency
range by 10% changes the computed heating rate by no more than 1 − 2%. We
can change the size of the frequency grid to test the convergence of our method.
Increasing the number of frequencies in the grid spanning the same frequency range
to 8 × 105 changes the result by ∼ 2% or less.
In order to avoid numerical errors that can occur near the boundaries of the grid, in
our calculations we do not take into account outer 3×104 frequencies at both ends of
the grid. As mentioned in section 2.3, to calculate the heating rate we use equations
(2.37) and (2.38) in the central part of the grid and equation (2.39) in the outer
parts. The exact number of frequencies included in these outer parts, the so-called
wings, does not significantly affect the result, as long as the central spectral features,
contained within ∼ 100∆νD of the Lyα line center, are not included. The difference
between having ∼ 20% of frequencies in the wings and having 40% is less than 4%.
For the described grid of 7 × 105 frequencies and with 9 multipoles, our system of
equations forms a matrix of dimension (9 × 7 × 105) × (9 × 7 × 105). Manipulating
such a large matrix can be challenging. Fortunately, most of the elements of this
matrix are zero, hence we make use of SciPy sparse matrix package (scipy.sparse)
to construct the matrix and solve the sparse linear system.
To approximate differentiation in the equations, were first used the central difference
method
f ′(ν) = f (ν + ∆ν) − f (ν − ∆ν)
2∆ν
+ O(∆ν2), (2.53)
where ∆ν is the grid step. However, due to numerical oscillations that occurred near
the end of the frequency grid, we introduced dissipation in the form of the forward
difference contribution
f ′(ν) = f (ν + ∆ν) − f (ν)
∆ν
+ O(∆ν). (2.54)
The derivatives are therefore given by a linear combination of the central and
forwards difference terms
f ′(ν) =  f (ν + ∆ν) − f (ν)
∆ν
+ (1 − ) f (ν + ∆ν) − f (ν − ∆ν)
2∆ν
. (2.55)
Parameter  describes the contribution of the forward difference method, and it
changes linearly from zero at the center to unity at the ends of the frequency grid.
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C h a p t e r 3
GIANT CLUMPS IN THE FIRE SIMULATIONS: A CASE
STUDY OF A MASSIVE HIGH-REDSHIFT GALAXY
ABSTRACT
Themorphology ofmassive star-forming galaxies at high redshift is often dominated
by giant clumps of mass ∼ 108−109 M and size ∼ 100−1000 pc. Previous studies
have proposed that giant clumps might have an important role in the evolution of
their host galaxy, particularly in building the central bulge. However, this depends on
whether clumps live long enough tomigrate from their original location in the disk or
whether they get disrupted by their own stellar feedback before reaching the center
of the galaxy. We use cosmological hydrodynamical simulations from the FIRE
(Feedback in Realistic Environments) project which implement explicit treatments
of stellar feedback and interstellar medium physics to study the properties of these
clumps. We follow the evolution of giant clumps in a massive (M∗ ∼ 1010.8 M at
z = 1), disky, gas-rich galaxy from redshift z & 2 to z = 1. Even though the clumpy
phase of this galaxy lasts over a gigayear, individual gas clumps are short-lived, with
mean lifetime of massive clumps of ∼ 20 Myr. During that time, they turn between
0.1% and 20% of their gas into stars before being disrupted, similar to local giant
molecular clouds. Clumps with M & 107 M account for ∼ 20 % of the total star
formation in the galaxy during the clumpy phase, producing ∼ 1010 M of stars.
We do not find evidence for net inward migration of clumps within the galaxy. The
number of giant clumps and their mass decrease at lower redshifts, following the
decrease in the overall gas fraction and star-formation rate.
This chapter has been published as Oklopčić, A., Hopkins, P. F., Feldmann, R., Kereš, D.,
Faucher-Giguère, C.-A., Murray, N. 2017, MNRAS, 465, 952.
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3.1 Introduction
Most massive (M∗ ∼ 1010−11 M) star-forming galaxies at high redshift (z ∼ 1− 3)
have much more irregular morphology than star-forming galaxies of similar mass
in the local Universe. Although these galaxies often show signs of having extended
rotating disks, their structure is dominated by a few giant star-forming clumps (e.g.
Cowie et al. 1995; van den Bergh et al. 1996; Genzel et al. 2011; Guo et al. 2012),
especially in the UV light which traces young stars. The size of these clumps is
usually between a few hundred parsecs and a kiloparsec, with mass in the range
∼ 108 − 109 M. Clumps typically comprise a few percent of a galaxy’s mass, but
they can account for ∼ 10 − 20% of its total star formation (Elmegreen et al. 2009;
Wuyts et al. 2012; Guo et al. 2015).
Clumpy morphology of galaxies at high redshift has been established in numerous
observational campaigns in terms of different tracers of star formation activity. Giant
clumps have been observed in the rest-frame UV and optical images (Elmegreen
et al. 2007; Elmegreen et al. 2009; Förster Schreiber et al. 2011; Guo et al. 2012), in
the rest-frame optical line emission spectra (Genzel et al. 2008; Genzel et al. 2011),
resolved maps of molecular gas (Tacconi et al. 2013) and in the line emission of
lensed galaxies (Jones et al. 2010; Swinbank et al. 2010; Livermore et al. 2012;
Livermore et al. 2015). On the other hand, maps of stellar mass distribution of those
galaxies do not show very prominent clumps (Wuyts et al. 2012).
It is possible that the irregular morphology of some high-redshift galaxies is due
to an ongoing merger (Somerville et al. 2001). However, the overall abundance
of clumpy galaxies is too high compared to the expected merger rate to explain all
of them as merging systems (Dekel et al. 2009a; Stewart et al. 2009; Hopkins &
Hernquist 2010; Hopkins et al. 2010). Alternatively, clumpy morphology can be
the result of disk fragmentation due to gravitational instabilities in gas-rich disks
(e.g. Noguchi 1999; Dekel et al. 2009b). The observed structure and kinematics of
high-redshift clumpy galaxies suggest that many of them do in fact have underlying
rotating disks (e.g. Elmegreen et al. 2007; Genzel et al. 2008; Genzel et al. 2011)
and that they are very gas-rich, with gas fraction ∼ 50% (Tacconi et al. 2010).
Local fragmentation occurs in regions of the disk where self-gravity of gas and stars
overcomes the pressure support in the form of velocity dispersion and the shearing
effect of differential rotation. Disk stability can be parametrized in terms of the






where σ is the 1D velocity dispersion, κ is the epicyclic frequency (which is related
to the circular frequency κ ∝ Ω), and Σ is the mass surface density. If Q is above the
critical value of order unity, the disk is stable against fragmentation. On the other
hand, if Q < 1, the disk is locally unstable and will undergo gravitational collapse.
This scenario is used to explain the formation of giant molecular clouds (GMCs) in
the local Universe. Assuming that giant clumps at high redshift form via the same
mechanism as GMCs, but in more gas-rich environments, can explain many of their
properties, as we discuss below (see also Murray et al. 2010).
Disks with large surface densities which drive Q below the critical value can experi-
ence gravitational instabilities which lead to disk fragmentation. Fragmentation can
then stir up the disk, causing velocity dispersions to increase, and hence increasing
Q. If Q grows beyond the critical value, the disk becomes stable, further fragmen-
tation is suppressed and the velocity dispersion gradually decreases, consequently
bringing down the value of Q along with it. In this way disks can self-regulate and
maintain a marginally stable state with Q ≈ 1. Analysis of gravitational instability
in a disk with two components (gas and stars) is slightly more complicated (see
e.g. Jog 1996; Elmegreen 2011), but qualitatively similar to this single-component
analysis.
The characteristic size of fragments is given by λc ∼ GΣ/Ω2 (Binney & Tremaine
2008). For a disk with Q ≈ 1 this becomes λc ∼ σ/Ω. The characteristic radius








R ∝ f ′gR (3.2)
Mcl ∝ ΣR2cl ∝ Σ f ′2g R2 ∝ f ′3g M . (3.3)
Here f ′g denotes the ratio of the gas mass to the total (baryonic and dark matter)
mass of the galaxy. It is proportional to what is in the rest of the chapter referred
to as the gas fraction of the galaxy – the ratio of the gas mass to the baryonic mass
of the galaxy – and which we denote by fg. R and M are the radius and the mass
of the galaxy, respectively. Observations indicate that star-forming galaxies at high
redshift have much higher gas fractions ( fg ∼ 0.3− 0.7) compared to galaxies in the
local Universe ( fg ∼ 0.1). Therefore, these relations can explain the difference in
1If the gas component is characterized by Q = 1, then σ ∝ GΣ/Ω, where σ and Σ are the gas
velocity dispersion and the gas surface density, respectively. We use the expression for the angular
frequency Ω = vc/R =
√
GM/R3, where vc is the circular velocity at radius R and M is the total
mass enclosed within that radius. The mass of gas in the galaxy is proportional to ΣR2; hence, the
fraction of the total mass of the galaxy that is in the gas component is f ′g ∝ ΣR2/M .
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size and mass of GMCs (with R ∼ 100 pc, M ∼ 105−6 M) in the Milky Way, and
giant clumps in high-redshift galaxies (with R ∼ 1 kpc, M ∼ 108−9 M), assuming
that they form via the same type of gravitational instability. In other words, the giant
clumps observed in high-redshift galaxies seem to be a consequence of their gas-
rich nature, caused by fresh supplies of gas which are continuously being provided
through accretion of gas from the intergalactic medium (Kereš et al. 2005; Kereš
& Hernquist 2009; Dekel et al. 2009b; Brooks et al. 2009; Faucher-Giguère et al.
2011).
The importance of giant clumps for the evolution of high-redshift galaxies is a
subject of ongoing research. In recent years, it has been proposed that giant clumps
may be responsible for the formation of bulges in their host galaxies, as an alternative
to the classical bulge formation scenario involvingmergers. In these models, clumps
form throughout the disk, lose angular momentum due to dynamical friction and
gravitational torques within the disk and gradually sink towards the center of the
galaxy (Noguchi 1999; Immeli et al. 2004; Dekel et al. 2009b). Typical time-scales
over which clumps can migrate to the center are a few times 108 yr (Ceverino et al.
2010; Bournaud et al. 2011), which is comparable to a few disk orbital times.
However, it is uncertain whether individual clumps can survive that long. Because
they are sites of intense star formation, clumps are exposed to strong stellar feedback
which could destroy them on much shorter time-scales (106 − 108 yr). Analytical
studies of this problem give different results depending on the assumptions made
(Murray et al. 2010; Krumholz & Dekel 2010; Dekel & Krumholz 2013). Over the
past several years, a number of groups have used numerical simulations, both cosmo-
logical and idealized simulations of isolated galaxies, to study the phenomenon of
giant clumps (e.g. Ceverino et al. 2010; Hopkins et al. 2012; Mandelker et al. 2014;
Bournaud et al. 2014; Tamburello et al. 2015). In most cases, gas-rich disks with
properties similar to those of observed high-redshift galaxies do break up into large
clumps of mass ∼ 107−109 M. However, what happens to the clumps afterwards–
how long they live and whether they migrate to the center of the galaxy before being
disrupted–heavily depends on the details of the ISM physics and stellar feedback
implemented in the simulation. For example, most simulations which model stellar
feedback as heating from supernovae only, while ignoring some other modes of
feedback such as radiation pressure, produce massive, gravitationally bound clumps
which manage to survive for hundreds of millions of years, long enough to sink to
the center of the galaxy.
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On the other hand, the cosmological simulations of Genel et al. (2012), which
include a phenomenological model of feedback in the form of strong momentum-
driven winds, have giant clumps which get disrupted on time-scales of ∼ 50 Myr.
Improved physical models of feedback have been implemented by Hopkins et al.
(2012) in simulations of isolated galaxies with properties which match those of
high-redshift star-forming disk galaxies. They found that giant clumps get disrupted
by stellar feedback in a few times 107 yr, after converting only a few percent of their
gas into stars, which suppresses the bulge formation rate.
Stellar feedback seems to be crucial in determining whether or not clumps live
long enough to have an important effect on their host galaxy. However, properly
accounting for environmental effects such as mergers and gas accretion from large-
scale filaments can be just as important, because these processes affect the overall
state of the host galaxy. Isolated, gravitationally unstable disks are inherently
artificial and those galaxies quickly exhaust their gas. Since there is no fresh
supply of gas, there can be no new clumps formed after the initial clumpy phase.
Hence, using simulations with feedback models as realistic as possible and in a full
cosmological context is the most promising way to improve our understanding of
the nature of giant star-forming clumps and their significance for galaxy evolution.
In this work, we use the results of the FIRE (Feedback in Realistic Environments)
project, a suite of cosmological zoom-in simulations with explicit treatment of
stellar feedback (Hopkins et al. 2014). We analyse the formation and evolution of
giant clumps in a simulated massive gas-rich galaxy at 2.2 ≥ z ≥ 1.0. Section 3.2
describes the simulation used in this work. In Section 3.3, we outline the procedure
employed to identify clumps in snapshots. In Section 3.4, we present distributions of
various physical properties of giant clumps, such as their mass, size, elongation, gas
fraction, and stellar age. We investigate how the occurrence of giant clumps changes
with redshift and overall properties of the host galaxy. We re-run our simulation
with high time resolution (taking snapshots every ∼ 1 Myr) over six 50 Myr periods
in order to follow the evolution of individual clumps. This allows us to directly
measure clump lifetimes and compare them to stellar ages of clumps. We discuss
the implications of our results and compare them to previous studies of clumpy
galaxies in Section 3.5. Finally, we summarize the conclusions in Section 3.6. In
Appendix 3.A, we compare the properties of clumps found in this simulation with
clumps from a few additional cosmological simulations of galaxies at high redshift,
run at higher resolution, but over a more limited redshift range.
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3.2 The Simulation
3.2.1 The FIRE project
The simulation analysed in this study is part of the FIRE project2, a suite of high-
resolution cosmological zoom-in simulations of galaxy evolution. A detailed de-
scription of the numerical methods and physics implemented in the FIRE simula-
tions can be found in Hopkins et al. (2014) and references therein. Here we briefly
summarize the most important features.
The FIRE simulations were performed with the newly developed gizmo code3, using
a pressure–entropy formulation of the smoothed particle hydrodynamics equations
(P-SPH). P-SPH implementation gives good agreement with analytic solutions and
grid codes on a broad range of test problems (Hopkins et al. 2013), thereby resolving
some well-known issues of density-based SPH codes and their differences with grid-
based codes (Agertz et al. 2007). The gravity solver used is a modified version of
gadget-3 (Springel 2005). The initial conditions for our simulations were generated
with the music code (Hahn & Abel 2011) and are part of the AGORA comparison
project (Kim et al. 2014).
The FIRE simulations include explicit treatment of the multi-phase ISM consisting
of molecular, atomic, ionized and hot diffuse components. This was made possible
by the high resolution and the improved modeling of gas cooling and heating. The
resolution of the FIRE simulations is sufficiently high to resolve the turbulent Jeans
mass/length of interstellar gas. The initial particle mass in the high resolution region
of the simulation we analyse in detail is 3.7 × 105 M for gas and star particles,
and 2.3 × 106 M for dark matter. Force softening lengths are adaptive, with the
minimum fixed past z ∼ 10 at 20 pc (physical units) for baryons and 210 pc for dark
matter.
Star formation proceeds in regions which are (i) dense (above density threshold
nth = 10 cm−3), (ii) molecular and (iii) self-gravitating. Gas particles which meet
all of these criteria form stars at 100% efficiency per free-fall time. This is motivated
by high-resolution simulations of turbulent media (e.g. Padoan & Nordlund 2011;
Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 2011; Padoan, Haugbolle & Nordlund 2012) which
suggest that small-scale star formation efficiency should be high; however, our
results are not very sensitive to the exact value we chose. The galaxy-averaged
2http://fire.northwestern.edu/
3A public version of gizmo is available at http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/~phopkins/
Site/GIZMO.html.
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efficiency of ∼ 1% per dynamical time is regulated by stellar feedback and basically
independent of the small-scale star formation law (Hopkins et al. 2011; Ostriker &
Shetty 2011; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2013).
The FIRE simulations implement multiple modes of stellar feedback: stellar radi-
ation pressure, photoionization and photoelectric heating, energy and momentum
feedback from Types I and II supernovae, stellar winds from asymptotic giant branch
and O-type stars. The input parameters for modeling feedback are not adjusted ‘by
hand’ to produce results that match observations. They are taken directly from stel-
lar population models in starburst99 (Leitherer et al. 1999), assuming a Kroupa
2002 initial-mass function for masses in the range 0.1−100 M. We do not consider
feedback from active galactic nuclei (AGN).
Explicit treatment of the ISM and feedback physics allow the FIRE simulations
to successfully reproduce many observed galaxy properties, such as the stellar
mass–halo mass relation, Kennicutt–Schmidt law, and the star-forming main se-
quence (Hopkins et al. 2014). They show a good agreement with the observed
mass–metallicity relations (Ma et al. 2016). Furthermore, our simulations predict
neutral hydrogen covering fractions around high-redshift galaxies consistent with
observations (Faucher-Giguère et al. 2015; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2016). The FIRE
simulations also produce galactic-scale winds whose velocities and mass loading
factors satisfy observational requirements (Muratov et al. 2015). These results give
us confidence that our simulations can reliably reproduce star formation and ISM
properties on galactic scales, which are crucial for investigating the nature of giant
star-forming clumps and their impact on the host galaxy.
3.2.2 The m13 simulation
In this work, we study in detail the most massive galaxy in the suite of FIRE
simulations which is described in Hopkins et al. (2014), named m13. The name of
the galaxy comes from the fact that it resides in a darkmatter halo ofmass∼ 1013 M
at z = 0, corresponding to a halo hosting a small galaxy group. We choose to focus
on this galaxy because it is the only galaxy in the original FIRE sample which is as
massive at z ∼ 2 as most observed clumpy galaxies at this redshift – its stellar mass4
at z = 2 is ∼ 4 × 1010 M, matching the stellar mass of clumpy galaxies in Genzel
et al. (2011). The mass of m13’s dark matter halo at z ∼ 2 is 8.7 × 1011 M.
4All global properties of the galaxy are computed in a 10-kpc sphere around the galaxy’s center
of mass.
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We analyse the evolution of the m13 galaxy from z = 2.2 to z = 1.0. During this
period, the galaxy changes from being a very clumpy, gas-rich system which forms
stars vigorously to a more regular and moderately star-forming galaxy, similar to
those at lower redshift. By studying the transition of one galaxy from its clumpy to
non-clumpy phase, we wish to determine what causes this transformation and what
long-term effects clumps might have on the evolution of their host galaxy.
In order to simulate a galaxy asmassive as those observed at high redshift to z = 0, we
adopted a resolution lower than in the rest of the original FIRE sample. In Appendix
3.A we compare the main properties of clumps in m13with clumps found in a subset
of simulations from the MassiveFIRE sample (Feldmann et al. 2016). This suite of
simulations includes more massive galaxies than the original FIRE sample, run at
16 times higher resolution. However, they have only been evolved down to z ∼ 1.7
due to their high computational cost. When possible, we also compare our results
to the results of Hopkins et al. (2012), who analyzed the properties of star-forming
clumps in high-resolution simulations of isolated galaxies implementing similar
models of stellar feedback. We do caution that the stellar feedback implementation
in that study was based on an older code, with a different hydro solver, and less
accurate treatment of feedback processes compared to the updated simulations here
(as discussed in Hopkins et al. (2014)). However this does not appear to change the
qualitative conclusions therein.
During the analyzed period, the galaxy experiences interactions with a few smaller
systems, but no major mergers. The most notable merger is that with a galaxy whose
baryonic mass is ∼ 20 times smaller than the baryonic mass of m13. The merger
begins at z ∼ 2.3 (that is ∼ 150 Myr before the first snapshot analyzed in our series)
and the secondary loses almost all of its gas during the first passage near the center
of m13. What is left is a stellar component that is discernible in maps of stellar
surface density all the way down to z = 1, as is orbits around m13.
We record snapshots of m13 and its surroundings every ∼ 15 − 40 Myr, depending
on the redshift. Thus we obtain a suite of 111 snapshots, which we refer to as the
original series. We analyze these snapshots to determine the properties of clumps
and how they change with redshift. In addition to that, we re-simulate six 50 Myr
periods, starting at redshifts of 2.0, 1.9, 1.8, 1.7, 1.6, and 1.5, over which we follow
the evolution of the m13 galaxy with fine time resolution, taking snapshots every
∼ 0.5 − 5 Myr. This results in an additional 170 snapshots. The short time-scale
between these snapshots allows us to track individual clumps and put constraints on
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Figure 3.1: Surface density of gas (left and middle) and stars (right) for the m13
galaxy at z = 2.0. The size of the region shown is 10 kpc × 10 kpc (physical).
Contours in the face-on projections show gas clumps identified by our clump-finding
procedure (ignoring the central clump).
Figure 3.2: Surface density of the SFR calculated over three different time-scales
(instantaneous on the left, averaged over 10 Myr in the middle, and averaged over
100 Myr in the right) for the m13 galaxy at z = 2.0. As in Figure 3.1, the size of the
region shown is 10 kpc × 10 kpc (physical). Contours show gas clumps identified
by our clump-finding procedure (ignoring the central clump).
their lifetime.
3.3 Clump Identification
To identify giant star-forming clumps, we assume that they correspond to regions of
the disk with high surface density of gas. We choose this two-dimensional criterion
for the definition of clumps in order to more easily compare our results with those
from observations of real galaxies and mock images created from simulations. We
tried using other criteria for the definition of clumps, ones which are more related to
the physical (3D) density of gas and we find that they give very similar results when
it comes to identifying the largest clumps. In observations of high-redshift galaxies,
clumps are usually identified based on UV and optical light, serving as tracers of
star formation. Here we use gas surface density to identify clumps, which is a good
approximation becausemaps of the projected star formation rate (SFR) show that the
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locations of gas clumps coincide with regions of intense star formation (see Figures
3.1 and 3.2). In general, we do not observe obvious clumps in the distribution of stars
or dark matter coincident with the gas clumps. Discernible star clumps correspond
to a few (in total, not per snapshot) smaller galaxies orbiting around m13.
As a first step in our clump-finding procedure, we find the total angular momentum
of gas particles within 10 (physical) kpc from the center of mass of the galaxy and
determine the Euler angles of the face-on projection in the simulation’s coordinate
system. Next, we form a two-dimensional 10 kpc × 10 kpc grid in the face-on
projection, with cell size of 50 pc. We project the location of every particle within
10 kpc radius from the center of the galaxy on to the grid and for the sake of
computational convenience deposit the entire particle into the corresponding cell
(i.e. ignoring the particle’s SPH kernel). We construct the gas surface density map
by dividing the entire gas mass contained in a cell with its surface area. Using all
cells with non-zero surface density, we find the mean value of gas surface density
and the standard deviation. We use these two values in our definition of clumps–
clumps correspond to regions which are at least one standard deviation above the
mean surface density. The threshold values are chosen in this way because they
provide the best match to what we visually identify as clumps in the gas surface
density maps. Appendix 3.B contains more details on how changing the threshold
value may affect our results. Finally, we smooth the gas surface density field using
a Gaussian filter with the standard deviation of 50 pc (full width at half-maximum
of ∼ 120 pc) and the radius of the Gaussian kernel of 450 pc. The ∼ 100 pc scale
roughly coincides with the lower end of the reported size distribution of observed
giant clumps at high redshift. This smoothing scale should be large enough to
mitigate the effect of ignoring the SPH kernel in creating gas surface density maps.
To find clumps in the gas surface density map, we make use of a Python package
astrodendro5 to compute dendrograms – trees of hierarchical structure in our
simulated data. To find clumps, we need to specify three parameters: (1) the
minimum value of gas surface density which is used as a threshold to define clumps,
which we set to be equal to one standard deviation above the mean surface density
of all non-empty (unsmoothed) cells in that snapshot; (2) the minimum difference in
the surface density between a large structure and any substructure within it, which
we set to 10% of the mean surface density (this parameter is not very important in
our particular study, since we primarily care about large clumps, and not so much
5http://www.dendrograms.org/
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the substructures within them); (3) the minimum number of pixels within a clump
which we set to 20, corresponding to a minimum effective radius of selected clumps
of about 125 pc.
After computing a dendrogram for each snapshot using the described procedure, we
obtain a list of clumps which satisfy the criteria we imposed. If a selected region has
substructure, we decide what is going to be considered a ‘clump’ (whether the larger
structure as a whole or smaller substructures individually) by visual inspection. In
most cases we choose the largest structure to represent the clump and we follow
the evolution of this object as a whole, without keeping track of individual sub-
structures within it. However, in a few instances, the largest structure was branching
out in such a way that it would be unlikely that it would be recognized as a single
clump in real observation. In such cases, we selected the smaller, more compact
substructures within that region to be identified as clumps. Many snapshots contain
a clump located in the center of the galaxy, which corresponds to the bulge of the
galaxy – we disregard those clumps from further analysis.
Using the astrodendro package to select clumps allows us to easily measure the
size of each clump in the plane of the disk (xy plane), and express it in terms of
its area (A), effective major (a) and minor (b) axes. The axes for each clump are
calculated by astrodendro from the contour of the gas clump by fitting an ellipse
to it and deriving the parameters of the ellipse. We calculate the effective radius (R)
of a clump from its area (computed by astrodendro) as R =
√
A/pi. We assume
that the extent of each clump in the z-direction (perpendicular to the plane of the
disk) equals 2R centered on the densest part of the clump. For most clumps, the
enclosed mass does not heavily depend on the exact choice of its vertical extent, as
long as it is roughly on the order of disk scale-height. Even if we extend clumps
to 10 kpc in the z-direction (while keeping the surface area in the plane of the disk
fixed), their mass increases only by a factor of a few (for the most massive clumps
that factor is . 2)
All gas and stellar particles within the volume of space which is identified as a
clump, belong to that clump. These selection criteria were devised to match the
observational identification of clumps and do not tell us anything about whether
clump particles are bound together or not. We do not subtract the underlying disk
(stars or gas) from the clumps. Some observers subtract the background before
evaluating the clump luminosity and mass (e.g. Förster Schreiber et al. 2011; Guo
et al. 2012; Guo et al. 2015), while some do not (e.g. Elmegreen et al. 2009; Wuyts
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et al. 2012). It is important to keep that in mind when comparing results from
different groups, as the background subtraction may cause a factor of 2-3 difference
in the estimated clump flux (Förster Schreiber et al. 2011; Guo et al. 2015).
Figure 3.1 shows the gas surface density of m13 at z = 2 in the face-on and edge-on
projections (left-hand and middle panels) and the face-on distribution of stars (right-
hand panel), which is fairly smooth and does not show prominent overdensities. The
contours in the face-on projections mark the gas clumps identified in this snapshot.
Figure 3.2 shows the surface density of the SFR calculated over three different
time-scales (instantaneous, averaged over 10 Myr and over 100Myr). For reference,
the contours of gas clumps are also shown in the maps of the SFR. Most identified
clumps (and the central clump, which is excluded from our analysis) correspond to
regions of intense star formation and would likely be prominent in the rest-frame
UV images and other tracers or recent star formation. However, there is no exact
one-to-one correspondence between the gas clumps and the regions of elevated SFR,
nor are the maps of the SFR calculated over different time-scales identical. This is in
agreement with the results of Moody et al. (2014) who found that clumps identified
in the gas maps are not necessarily found in the mock images or stellar maps of the
same galaxy.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Clump properties in the m13 simulation
The clump-finding procedure identified a total of 506 clumps in the original m13
series of snapshots at 2.2 ≥ z ≥ 1.0 (not counting clumps located in the center
of the galaxy, which we discarded). The average number of identified clumps per
snapshot varies with redshift (as discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.2) from
about eight clumps per snapshot at z ∼ 2, to no clumps at all at z ∼ 1. Figure 3.3
shows clump distributions in terms of their baryonic mass, physical size (effective
radius), elongation (the ratio of the minor to major axis) and gas fraction (defined as
fg = Mgas/[Mgas +Mstars]). Even though the focus of this study is on giant clumps,
which typically have masses in the range 108−109 M, our clump-finding procedure
is capable of finding clumps smaller than that, with masses ∼ 107 M. The lower
limit for clumpmass is slightly different for every snapshot because it depends on the
gas surface density threshold which varies from snapshot to snapshot. The highest
surface density threshold over all snapshots is ∼ 650 Mpc−2, which corresponds
to a minimum clump mass of 107.5 M. This is a conservative limit on our mass
completeness over the entire analyzed redshift range. In many snapshots we are able
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to identify clumps much smaller than that limit.
The number of clumps with total baryonic mass greater than 108 M is 155 and
their effective radii range from ∼ 150 to ∼ 600 pc, which is consistent with the
properties of observed giant clumps at high redshift (e.g. Förster Schreiber et al.
2011). Clump gas fractions vary from highly gas-dominated clumps which have
over 90% of their mass in gas, to clumps with fg ∼ 0.3. Most giant clumps have
comparable mass contributions from gas and stars, with the median value for giant
clumps of fg = 0.57. Morphologies of giant clumps in our sample are very diverse,
from nearly spherical clumps with the ratio of minor to major axis close to unity
(b/a ≈ 1) to highly elongated clumps with minor axis almost an order of magnitude
smaller than the major (b/a ∼ 0.1).
3.4.2 Occurrence of clumps over redshifts
The number of massive clumps present in the galaxy decreases with time over the
redshift range 2.2 ≥ z ≥ 1.0 which spans almost 3 Gyr. Figure 3.4 shows the
mass distribution of clumps in three redshift bins. The number of identified clumps
clearly decreases with decreasing redshift. The clumps also get smaller with time;
the mean and median of the mass distribution, indicated by solid and dashed lines,
respectively, move towards lower masses at lower redshifts.
If large clumps do form due to gravitational instabilities in gas-rich disks, then their
occurrence rate might be correlated with the gas fraction of the galaxy. Figure 3.5,
top panel, shows the galaxy’s gas fraction and the gas velocity dispersion in the
z-direction, both as functions of redshift. We calculate the gas fraction by taking
into account gas in all phases. The line-of-sight velocity dispersion calculation also
includes all gas particles–we do not exclude any inflows/outflows which may be
present. The galaxy is very gas-rich at z > 2, with gas fraction above 30%, which is
consistent with observations of high-redshift galaxies (Tacconi et al. 2008; Tacconi
et al. 2010). With time, the gas fraction decreases, settling at about 10 − 15%
around z ∼ 1, when the stellar mass of the galaxy is ∼ 6 × 1010 M. The gas
velocity dispersion follows the same trend, though in a more bursty manner. The
middle panel shows the SFR in the galaxy as a whole and in clumps. Clumps are
sites of intense star formation which account for 10 − 60% of the total SFR in the
galaxy at any given time, even though they make up only a few percent of its total
mass. About 1010 M of stars is formed in clumps during the clumpy phase in the
evolution of the galaxy (2.2 & z & 1.3), which is ∼20% of the total star formation
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of clump properties in the m13 simulation from z = 2.2 to
z = 1.0. The upper-left panel shows the distribution of the total clump baryonic
mass. The red line indicates the mass limit above which our clump sample is
complete. Clump gas fraction, obtained as the ratio of clump gas mass to the sum of
gas and stellar mass is shown in the lower left panel. The upper-right panel shows
the distribution of clump effective radius, calculated from clump’s surface area (A)
as R =
√
A/pi. The red line marks R = 125 pc, the lower limit on the radius, set
by our requirement that clumps span the area of at least 20 pixels of size 50 pc ×
50 pc. The distribution of the ratio of minor (b) to major (a) axes is shown in the
lower right panel. Dark blue histograms represent giant clumps with baryonic mass
≥ 108 M, and light blue is for less massive clumps (the light blue bars lie on top
of the dark ones).
over that period. The SFR experiences a similar decrease with redshift as the gas
fraction. The bottom panel shows the mass of individual giant clumps with mass
> 108 M as a function of redshift. The most massive clumps approximately follow
the expected scaling with the gas fraction given in equation (3.3)(Mcl ∼ f 3g Mgal).
There are no clumps with mass above 108 M at z < 1.3, when the gas fraction falls
under ∼ 15%. At these redshifts, the clump masses are in the range 106 − 108 M,
i.e. comparable to the mass of ‘normal’ GMCs found in the Milky Way. The
properties of clouds in this mass range, found in simulations of isolated galaxies
which implement a similar model of stellar feedback as our simulation, are analyzed
in detail in Hopkins et al. (2012).
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of clump baryonic mass in three redshift bins. Histograms
indicate the average number of clumps per snapshot in each bin, whereas the error
bars mark the standard deviation. The number of clumps at low redshift is reduced
compared to high redshift and the clumps are less massive, as indicated by the mean
and median of the distribution (represented by solid and dashed lines, respectively)
which move over to lower mass values at lower redshift.
There is a relatively short period around z ∼ 1.7 when the gas fraction slightly
increases due to a minor merger with a galaxy of stellar mass ∼ 109 M. The gray
band in Figure 3.5 marks the period during which the small infalling galaxy is within
30 kpc from the center of mass of the whole system.
3.4.3 Stellar age in clumps
Figure 3.6 shows the mass-weighted age of star particles in giant clumps, as a
function of the clump’s galactocentric radius, i.e. the distance between the center
of the galaxy and the clump’s center of mass, color-coded by redshift. Mass-
weighted stellar ages of clumps are typically a few hundred Myr; however, they
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Figure 3.5: Upper panel: blue line represents the gas fraction of the m13 galaxy as a
function of redshift. Gas velocity dispersion perpendicular to the plane of the disk
is represented by the violet line. Middle panel: SFR in the whole galaxy (orange
for instantaneous, red and teal for the SFR calculated by averaging over 10 Myr and
100 Myr time-scales, respectively) and in clumps (green) show that 10− 60% of the
total star formation occurs in clumps at any given time. Averaged over the analyzed
time period, clumps account for ∼ 20% of the total star formation in the galaxy.
Bottom panel: mass of individual giant clumps (M> 108 M) at their corresponding
redshift. The most massive clumps follow the expected scaling with the gas fraction
and mass of the galaxy, Mcl ∼ f 3g Mgal , represented by the gray dashed line. The
velocity dispersion, SFR and the occurrence of giant clumps are all high when the
gas fraction is high, and decrease with decreasing redshift. The gray band marks the
period during which the galaxy experiences a close encounter with a smaller galaxy,
resulting in an increase of the gas fraction, SFR, and number of giant clumps.
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Figure 3.6: Mass-weighted stellar age in individual giant clumps with M> 108 M
as a function of distance from the center of the galaxy, color-coded by redshift. For
all three redshift bins, we show linear fits (dashed) through the data points which
indicate that clumps with older stellar populations tend to be located closer to the
center of the galaxy. Average stellar ages of all the stars in the disk (including those
in clumps), at the central redshift for each bin, are shown as solid lines. Clumps have
slightly younger stellar populations than the disk average because they are regions
of intense star formation and hence contain more young stars than the rest of the
disk. Observational results from Guo et al. (2012) are show for comparison. We
multiplied their x-axis values by the radius of our galaxy (R = 5 kpc).
Gyr. These numbers are consistent with the estimated ages of stellar populations
in observed high-redshift clumps, which range from ∼ 10 Myr to several hundred
Myr (Elmegreen et al. 2009; Förster Schreiber et al. 2011; Guo et al. 2012; Wuyts
et al. 2012; Adamo et al. 2013). However, as we show below, stellar ages are not
necessarily indicative of clump lifetimes.
3.4.4 Radial gradients in clump properties
Radial gradients in various clump properties, most notably in the stellar age of
clumps, have been observed and interpreted as evidence of radial migration of
clumps and their long survival. In this section, we show that our clumps, although
short-lived, can reproduce similar trends with galactocentric radius, thus suggesting
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that these observational results may not be as informative about clump survival as
previously believed.
Most star-forming clumps in m13 are centrally located, within ∼ 3 kpc from the
center, especially at high redshift. For a given redshift bin, there is a tendency
for clumps with older stellar populations to be located closer to the center of the
galaxy, as indicated by dashed lines in Figure 3.6 which represent linear fits through
data points. This trend is only marginal in the high-redshift bin, but becomes more
pronounced at lower redshifts. Anti-correlation of stellar age and distance from the
center (shown in Figure 3.6) has been observed in high-redshift clumps by Förster
Schreiber et al. (2011), Guo et al. (2012), and Adamo et al. (2013). Because clumps
are regions of intense star formation, most of them contain slightly younger stellar
populations than the disk average at the corresponding redshift (indicated by solid
lines in Figure 3.6), which includes stars in clumps and inter-clump regions. The
average stellar age increases with radius in the outskirts of the disk (i.e. beyond
∼ 3 kpc from the center). This is similar to the results of El-Badry et al. (2016),
who analyzed stellar migration due to gas outflow/inflow cycles caused by stellar
feedback in the FIRE simulations of low-mass galaxies. They found that most stars
form in the central parts of the host galaxy and then exhibit systematic outward
migration over the course of their lifetime, causing a positive stellar age gradient.
In Figure 3.7 we show the radial dependence of the clump stellar surface density, the
specific star-formation rate (sSFR, i.e. the instantaneous SFR of a clump divided by
its stellar mass), and gas fraction. We show data for all our clumps, color-coded by
redshift as in Figure 3.6. We compare our results to observations byGuo et al. (2012)
for the stellar surface density and the sSFR (we use their background-uncorrected
results), and to the results from simulations byMandelker et al. (2014) for the clump
gas fraction. They report their results in terms of the fractional galactic radius
(d/R, where R is the radius of the galaxy), hence we multiply their x-axis values by
R = 5 kpc, which is the estimated radius of our galaxy. We bin our data in the same
way as they did in order to make direct comparison easier. This makes our bins
unevenly populated; while most of them have plenty of clumps, some have only a
few members and should be regarded with caution.
Our results for the sSFR of clumps agree very well with the observations by Guo
et al. (2012) and indicate that the sSFR of clumps slightly increases towards the
outer regions of the disk. The scatter is large in both of our data sets, spanning
almost the same range (from log(sSFR). -1 to log(sSFR)& 2). The mean values in
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each bin are within one standard deviation from each other (with one caveat: our
innermost bin contains only two clumps).
The middle panel of Figure 3.7 shows the radial dependence of the stellar surface
density of clumps. The agreement with the results of Guo et al. (2012) is again
fairly good.
Finally, we compare our radial dependence of the clump gas fraction with the results
from simulations of Mandelker et al. (2014) which produced long-lived clumps.
Although the radial trends are similar, our clumps have systematically higher gas
fractions by ∼1 dex. Measuring the absolute gas fractions in high-redshift clumps
may be more informative than measuring the radial gradients for the purpose of
distinguishing between different (i.e. short- versus long-lived) clump models. This
is consistent with the results of Mandelker et al. (2016) who found significantly
higher gas fractions in the population of their short-lived clumps, compared to the
gas fractions of their long-lived clumps (although the radial dependence of the gas
fraction they obtained for the short-lived clumps is flatter than ours).
3.4.5 Clump lifetime
Snapshots used in the previous section to describe physical properties of clumps in
m13 were not useful for estimating their lifetimes. Typical time differences between
two consecutive snapshots in the series are 15 − 40 Myr (it varies with redshift),
which is too long to follow individual clumps from snapshot to snapshot as the
galaxy’s morphology can change considerably over that time-scale. In order to track
individual clumps we re-run our simulation from six starting points and evolve it for
50 Myr in each case, taking snapshots every few Myr6.
After identifying gas clumps in all additional snapshots using the same procedure
as described in Section 3.3, we determine the history of each clump from snapshot
to snapshot by visual inspection. We do not trace the evolution of clumps by
following their member-particles (by their IDs) because we want to avoid making
any assumptions regarding how the content of individual clumps may change in
time.
Using this method we are able to constrain the lifetime of each clump–the time
difference between the first and last snapshot in which that region of the disk is
6For re-runs starting at z = 2.0 and 1.5, we tried out several different time-steps (∆t) ranging
from 0.5 to 5 Myr to find the most appropriate one–short enough to allow us to track individual
clumps, but long enough to reduce the number of needed snapshots to a manageable size. We find
that ∆t = 2 Myr is a good compromise, and we use that time-step for the remaining four re-runs.
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Figure 3.7: Different clump properties shown as functions of the clump’s distance
from the galactic center. The top and middle panels show the sSFR and the stellar
surface density of our clumps, along with the observational results of Guo et al.
(2012). The bottom panel shows the clump gas fractions, compared to simulations
of Mandelker et al. (2014). The mean values and standard deviations of our data,
binned in the same way as the data we compare them with, are shown in orange.
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identified as a clump. For clumps which are already present in the first or still
present in the last snapshot in a 50 Myr series, we are only able to set a lower
limit on the lifetime using this method. For that reason, we select a sample of
clumps–those which are formed within the first 10 Myr of a re-run–and use only
those clumps for the lifetime analysis. In other words, we exclude all clumps which
are already present in the first snapshot in a 50 Myr series (because we do not know
when these clumps were formed) and all clumps which form later than 10 Myr into
a re-run (because they might not have enough time in the remaining period to fully
evolve).
Figure 3.8 shows the lifetime of each clump in this sample as a function of its
maximum mass. Lifetimes range between 2 and 48 Myr, and the mean lifetime of
clumps with mass above 108 M is ∼ 22 Myr. There were no clumps which formed
within the first 10 Myr of a 50 Myr re-simulated period which managed to survive
until the very end–they all got disrupted before the last snapshot in that series (except
for one clump, marked by a yellow square in Figure 3.8, which sank to the center
of the galaxy and merged with the central overdensity, which is excluded from our
clump sample by definition). Smaller clumps sometimes end their lives by merging
with more massive ones. If two or more clumps merge, the newly formed clump
carries the designation of the most massive progenitor, while the smaller ones cease
to exist. More massive clumps typically live longer than less massive ones, which is
consistent with the results from isolated disk simulations in Hopkins et al. (2012).
In Section 3.5.2, we discuss the fate of stars formed inside of a clump after the gas
gets disrupted.
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Clump formation and destruction
Clump formation in gas-rich systems
We follow the evolution of a massive, gas-rich, star-forming galaxy from z = 2.2 to
1.0 and investigate the nature of massive gas clumps formed within it. During the
first ∼ 1 Gyr (2.2 & z & 1.5), when the gas fraction and velocity dispersion are both
high (see Figure 3.5), the morphology of the gaseous disk is highly irregular and
asymmetric, dominated by a few clumps of increased gas surface density. Some of
the clumps look compact and nearly spherical, whereas some are elongated filaments
which often break up into smaller sub-clumps. At later times (z . 1.5), as the gas
fraction and velocity dispersion drop to roughly half of their initial value and the
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Figure 3.8: Clump lifetime as a function of clump’s maximum mass. We show only
clumps which are formed within the first 10 Myr of a re-simulated period. Clumps
which end their lives by merging with other clumps are indicated in red. The clump
marked by a yellow square ended its life by falling to the center of the galaxy.
The shaded region shows the 10 − 90% range of clump lifetimes as a function of
their mass, for clumps found in high-resolution simulations of isolated galaxies by
Hopkins et al. (2012).
cold gas component stabilizes into a more regular disk of lower surface density,
the gas overdensities (i.e. clumps) become smaller and less frequent. This change
with redshift is related to the lack of gas-rich mergers and decreased gas accretion.
At later times there are no obvious filaments of in-flowing gas and the overall gas
content of the galaxy goes down.
Stellar clumps
The analyzed clumps are identified in the gas surface density maps of the m13 galaxy.
We do not see obvious clumps in stellar mapswhich include all stars (young and old).
If we look at the young stellar population only, we see a certain level of clumpiness,
as shown in the maps of the SFR (Figure 3.2). Prominent substructures in the total
stellar component are associated with smaller galaxies falling into the potential well
of m13, orbiting around and merging with it. One merger event, with a galaxy of
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initial stellar mass of 1.6×109 M, starts a few tens of Myr before our first analyzed
snapshot, and lasts until z ∼ 1. Another galaxy with stellar mass ∼ 109 M passes
through the m13’s potential well around z ∼ 1.6. Both of these smaller galaxies
lose or exhaust their gas during the first passage through the densest regions of m13.
After that, they appear only as stellar overdensities and we do not identify them as
(gas) clumps. However, their presence might contribute to the disturbed state of the
gaseous disk of m13.
Clump destruction and lifetimes
Giant gas clumps in m13 have relatively short lives, of the order of 107 yr. There
is a correlation of clump lifetime and mass – more massive clumps tend to live
longer. Smaller clumps can end their lives by merging with more massive ones or
by dissolving as their surface density drops below the threshold which is used to
define clumps. Massive clumps often end their lives by breaking up into smaller
pieces, which can form a ring-like structure, indicating that the clump was disrupted
from within by its own stellar feedback. These fragments often merge with other
gas clouds to form new clumps.
The lifetimes of clumps which we measure in m13 are consistent with the result
of Hopkins et al. (2012), as shown in Figure 3.8. They studied clumps in isolated
galaxies with similar implementation of stellar feedback as is used in this work
but at much higher resolution. Even though their methods for finding clumps and
measuring clump lifetime are different from those which we employ, the conclusions
derived from their work and ours are very similar. On the other hand, cosmological
simulations which include only thermal feedback from supernovae and stellar winds,
(Ceverino et al. 2010; Ceverino et al. 2012; Mandelker et al. 2014) often produce
giant clumps which live long lives (& 108 yr) and migrate to the center of their disks.
Unlike the FIRE simulations, many previous studies do not resolve the evolution of
supernovae and hence do not account for the momentum accumulated in the process.
Direct comparison between our results and the results presented by these authors
is complicated due to many differences in the way we define clumps and measure
clump properties; however, it seems that including radiation pressure feedback in
their simulations (although their treatment of radiation pressure is different from
ours) decreases the lifetime of their giant clumps and makes our results qualitatively
more similar (Moody et al. 2014; Mandelker et al. 2016).
Another difference between our simulation and some of the previous analyses of
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clumpy galaxies, especially those using non-cosmological simulations, is our mod-
erate value of the galaxy gas fraction ( fg ∼ 0.3 at z = 2, roughly 70% of which
is in the cold phase characterized by temperature . 104 K) compared to values of
the molecular gas fractions observed in high-redshift galaxies which reach as high
as ∼0.4 - 0.6 (Tacconi et al. 2008; Tacconi et al. 2010). In their studies, Dekel &
Krumholz (2013), Mandelker et al. (2014), and Bournaud et al. (2014) argue that
clumps can accrete gas from the surrounding gas-rich regions, thus prolonging their
lives by replenishing the gas they lost due to stellar feedback and star formation.
Since we do see a correlation between high gas fraction and the occurrence of mas-
sive clumps, and also between the mass of clumps and their lifetime, it is possible
that having higher gas fractions in our simulation might produce somemore massive
clumps with longer lifetimes. However, it is unlikely that this effect alone can ex-
plain the discrepancy in estimates of clump lifetimes, because the results of Hopkins
et al. (2012), who studied isolated disks with high gas fractions (initial fg ∼ 0.6),
found clump lifetimes not too different from ours using a similar implementation of
stellar feedback.
Different definitions of clumpsmay also lead to differences in the estimates of clump
lifetimes. Increasing the density threshold (or the minimum clump surface area)
would lead to shorter clump lifetimes because any region of the disk would be less
likely to meet these more restrictive criteria in order to be identified as a clump. If
we used a more restrictive definition of clumps which identified only very dense
structures (more similar to what we call sub-clumps) as clumps, it is likely that this
would result in even shorter clump lifetimes than those shown in Figure 3.8.
Comparing the clump lifetime (Figure 3.8) with the age of stellar population in
clumps (Figure 3.6), we find that the latter is about an order of magnitude greater
than the former. This indicates that a significant fraction of stars which reside in
clumps were not actually formed there, but belong to an older stellar population
whose location happens to coincide with the clump or which have been accreted by
the clump. This ‘contamination’ by older stars may be more significant in the inner
regions of the galaxy, which aremore densely populated than the outskirts. This may
explain the observed anti-correlation between galactocentric radius and stellar age
of clumps. A similar anti-correlation exists in the overall stellar population in the
inner parts of m13 and could simply be translated to clumps. Therefore, measuring
stellar ages of clumps might not be a reliable way to establish the absolute age of
clumps themselves or the relative age of one clump to another.
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Figure 3.9: Fractional change of clump’s orbital angular momentum per unit mass
over the course of clump lifetime. Clumps change their specific orbital angular
momentum by up to ∼ 50%, and they are equally likely to gain angular momentum
as they are to lose it. This result does not support the scenario in which clumps
systematically migrate towards the center of the galaxy.
Clump orbits and (lack of) inspiral
On average, clumps follow the overall rotation of the disk, with some deviations,
presumably induced by gravitational torques. Several clumps end up reaching the
center of the galaxy, but interestingly most of those do start their descent from
nearly the same location in the disk. Some other clumps at similar distances from
the center, but at different locations, have very different trajectories and do not end
up in the center.
The change in the clump’s galactocentric radius is related to its loss of orbital angular
momentum. To get a sense of how this quantity changes over the lifetime of a clump,
in Figure 3.9 we show the difference in the specific orbital angular momentum of
clumps in the z-direction, i.e. the sum of angular momenta (with respect to the
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between the final and initial snapshot of that clump, expressed as a percentage of its
initial angular momentum (∆L/Li = (L f − Li)/Li). We find that clumps experience
a change in their orbital angular momentum by a few tens of percent (up to ∼ 50%)
and that roughly equal numbers of clumps experience inward migration as outwards.
Small clumps on average experience smaller changes in their angular momentum
compared to more massive ones, due to their shorter lifetimes.
Our finding that giant clumps are equally likely to gain angular momentum over the
course of their lifetime as they are to lose it indicates that clump migration on such
short time-scales might be dominated by gravitational torquing and tidal forces due
to the asymmetric state of the disk, inflowing gas streams and orbiting companion
galaxies, rather than due to dynamical friction which acts on longer time-scales and
would produce a ‘one-sided’ systematic trend of angular momentum loss, as seen in
simulations which produce long-lived clumps (e.g. Ceverino et al. 2010; Ceverino
et al. 2012; Bournaud et al. 2014; Mandelker et al. 2014).
3.5.2 Are clumps gravitationally bound?
Empirically determined values of Toomre Q parameter in clumpy galaxies at high
redshift (Genzel et al. 2011) suggest that giant clumps reside in unstable regions of
the disk, characterized byQ-values below unity. In order to compare our simulation
with these observations, we create maps of the ‘observed’ Q parameter (for gas) by
locally evaluating equation (3.1) using the line-of-sight velocity dispersion (σz) and
the orbital frequency Ω (calculated from the local azimuthal velocity) instead of the
epicyclic frequency κ.
Maps of Toomre Q values throughout the disk (Figure 3.10) indicate that the loca-
tions of many clumps coincide with regions of the disk which are gravitationally
unstable (Q < 1). However, there is large scatter. Often, regions of low Q cor-
respond to areas which are still in the process of turning into clumps. Similarly,
‘mature’ clumps which have already sustained substantial star formation can have
values of Q > 1. This is not surprising because the Q parameter was developed in
the context of linear perturbation theory and is only useful as a diagnostic of the
onset of gravitational instability and the early phases of fragmentation. When the
fragmentation is already under way, we move into non-linear regime and Toomre Q
is no longer a valid diagnostic.
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Figure 3.10: Map of Toomre Q parameter of the gas disk at z ≈ 1.9. Clumps
identified in this snapshot are overlaid as black contours. Most clumps, especially
















Figure 3.11: Virial parameter α of each clump in the original series of m13 clumps
as a function of their mass. The virial parameter is a ratio of clump’s virial mass to
its actual mass and can be used to evaluate whether a clump is gravitationally bound
or not. Values of α & 1 indicate that clumps are only marginally bound or unbound.
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Our results are in agreement with those of Inoue et al. (2016) who performed a
detailed study of Toomre Q in simulated high-redshift clumpy galaxies. They found
that regions of the disk where clumps form are typically characterized by lower
values of Q compared to the interclump regions. However, their clumps often form
in regions ofQ ≥ 2−3, indicating that the critical value ofQ = 1may not necessarily
be a good criterion for fragmentation in realistic disks in whichmany assumptions of
the conventional Toomre analysis break down. Their results may also be interpreted
as an indication that some mechanism other than the Toomre instability may play a
role in the formation of clumps in high-redshift disks.
Some previous studies of simulated clumpy disks (e.g. Ceverino et al. 2010; Bour-
naud et al. 2014; Mandelker et al. 2014) found clumps to be roughly spherical,
gravitationally bound structures able to maintain their compact morphology for
hundreds of millions of years. Clumps which we find in m13 are qualitatively very
different. Their morphology is more complex: some clumps seem compact, while
others are very elongated, with prominent substructures along the filaments. The
shape of clumps can change over the course of their (short) lifetime as clumps
stretch, break up, and merge. This behavior does not support the picture of clumps
as long-lived, virialized (gravitationally bound and relaxed) structures. The most
probable reason for this qualitative difference between our clumps and clumps found
in some of the earlier studies is the treatment of stellar feedback. Many simulations
so far have used relatively simple models of feedback which mostly include thermal
energy from supernovae, but ignore some other types of feedback present in the
early phase of stellar evolution. The additional feedback modes which are included
in the FIRE simulations, especially radiation pressure, may play an important role
in determining clump properties, as discussed in Hopkins et al. (2012).
Figure 3.11 shows the virial parameter (α) of each clump in the original series of
m13 snapshots. It is defined as the ratio of the virial mass of each clump to its actual








where σ is the 1D velocity dispersion (in our case σz) of gas particles in the clump
and R is the clump radius. The virial parameter of a clump is related to the ratio
of its kinetic to potential energy and can be used to gauge whether a clump will
collapse under its own gravity. Structures with α . 1 are considered gravitationally
bound7, whereas those with α > 1 are unbound – they have enough kinetic energy
7The expression for the virial parameter (equation 3.5) can include a constant factor of order unity
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to overcome its self-gravity and expand into the surrounding medium. The results in
Fig. 3.11 tell us that some clumps might be gravitationally bound. However, a large
fraction of them seem not to be, or at least not entirely. Smaller substructures within
clumps must be self-gravitating, otherwise they would not be forming stars (that is
one of our imposed criteria for star formation; see Section 3.2 for more details).
Giant clumps may hence be regarded as massive, fragmented clump complexes,
which could explain why they are easily sheared apart and destroyed by feedback.
Giant clumps, especially the most massive ones at z ∼ 2, almost always show signs
of substructure–from when they were formed until they get destroyed and broken up
into smaller fragments. The remaining fragments often get ‘recycled’ into clumps
by coming together or by being accreted on to a larger clump (clumps which end
their lives by merging with larger clumps are highlighted in Figure 3.8). Similarly,
Behrendt et al. (2016) find evidence of substructure within giant clumps in their
high-resolution simulation of an isolated galaxy. They suggest that giant clumps
seen at high redshifts might just be groups or clusters of smaller (∼ 100 pc) clumps
observed with coarse angular resolution. This is in agreement with the results of
Tamburello et al. (2015) who also studied the properties of clumps in high-resolution
simulations of isolated disks. They defined clumps as gravitationally bound objects
and found that most clumps in their sample have mass of ∼ 107 M, and that clumps
with mass ≥ 108 M (the mass typically associated with giant clumps) are rare.
Because Tamburello et al. (2015) use a different definition of clumps compared to
our treatment (i.e. we do not assume the gravitationally bound state of clumps a
priori), their clump sample might better correspond to what we call sub-clumps in
this study.
Where do the clump stars go?
Clump lifetime tells us how long the clump exists as an overdensity of gas, but it
does not give us insight into what happens to the stars which were formed in the
clump after the gas has dispersed. To investigate that, we identify particles in our
simulation which were part of a clump as gas particles and then turned into star
particles during the lifetime of that clump (particle IDs are preserved as particles
turn from gas to stars). Note that each star particle represents a star cluster of mass
∼ 105 M. We follow the positions of these particles during and after clump’s
lifetime. We find that stars formed in the same clump do not remain close to each
which depends on the clump density profile. This may change the criterion for virial equilibrium
(α ' 1) by a factor of a few, as discussed by Mandelker et al. (2016).
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Figure 3.12: A series of snapshots spanning 30 Myr around z ∼ 1.8. The colormap
shows the gas surface density and the black contours represent gas clumps. Black
asterisks mark stars which were formed in one of the clumps. The initial snapshot
(upper-left panel) is taken at the time when the clump starts to break apart. At that
point, all the stars are still located in the clump which formed them. Consecutive
snapshots were taken at times indicated in the upper left corner with respect to the
initial snapshot. Stars which were formed in the same clump are not bound; they
gradually drift apart and after 30Myr form an elongated structure almost 7 kpc long.
other for a long time–they get dispersed on time-scales on the order of few times
107 yr. We demonstrate this in Figure 3.12, which shows a series of snapshots
around z ≈ 1.8. In the first snapshot, marked with ‘t = 0’, one clump starts to
disintegrate. We indicate the positions of star particles which were formed in that
clump by black asterisks. In the consecutive images, we show the positions of the
same particles at later times. After ∼ 30 Myr, stars which were formed in the same
clump are distributed along an arc (or a spiral arm-like feature) ∼ 7 kpc long.
Contribution to bulge growth
One of open questions related to giant clumps in high-redshift galaxies is what is
their role in the build-up of the galactic bulge. The m13 galaxy has a substantial
spheroidal component at low redshifts, and its morphology at z = 0 is that of an
elliptical galaxy, with stellar mass of ∼ 1011 M. As indicated before, the total mass
of stars formed in clumps between z ≈ 2 and z ≈ 1 is ∼ 1010 M. Even if all that
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GMCs (Roman-Duval et al. 2010)
m13 clumps
Figure 3.13: Comparison of giant clumps in our simulated high-redshift galaxy and
GMCs in the Milky Way. The black line represents the mass-radius relation found
for local GMCs by Roman-Duval et al. (2010). Giant clumps identified in the
original series of snapshots of m13 are shown in blue. The simulated giant clumps
lie on an extension of the Milky Way GMC relation. The sharp cut-off in radius is
a result of the minimum area threshold imposed by our clump-finding procedure.
mass ended up in the center of the galaxy, it would not be enough to account for
the entire present-day bulge mass. However, even that is unlikely, as our results do
not support the picture in which all clumps migrate to the center of the galaxy. We
find that clumps do not experience very dramatic changes in their orbital angular
momentum (up to ∼ 50%), and when they do change their radial position, they are
equally likely to move inwards as they are to move outwards.
The results of our simulation therefore do not support the scenario inwhich giant star-
forming clumps form bound stellar clusters in the outer regions of the disk which
uniformly sink to the center of the galaxy, thus building up the bulge. Clumpy
morphology of high-redshift galaxies may still play a role in bulge growth by
facilitating transport of material across the disk via tidal forces and gravitational
torquing. However, that analysis is beyond the scope of this study.
3.5.3 Clumps in comparison with GMCs
Finally, we compare giant clumps found in our simulated galaxy with the GMCs
observed in the Milky Way. Local GMCs follow a tight relation between their
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Figure 3.14: Clump star formation efficiency (clump, upper panel) and star-formation
efficiency per free-fall time ( f f , lower panel) as functions of mass, compared to the
local GMCs (Murray 2011). In the upper panel, we also show the median value and
1σ range for clumps found in four high-resolution simulations of isolated galaxies
by Hopkins et al. (2012).
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mass and radius (Larson 1981), empirically derived to be M[ M] = 228 R2.36[pc]
(Roman-Duval et al. 2010). Figure 3.13 shows that our simulated clumps follow that
relation reasonably well, even though their masses and radii are orders of magnitude
above those of the GMCs which were used to derive the relation. The sharp cut-off
in radius of our clumps is a consequence of our clump identification criteria–we
impose a minimum area of clumps of 5× 104 pc2, which corresponds to a minimum
effective radius of ∼ 125 pc.
Next, we compare the star-formation efficiency (clump) and star-formation efficiency
per free-fall time ( f f ) of giant clumps to those of local GMCs (Murray 2011). To
calculate the star-formation efficiency of giant clumps, we use clumps found in six
re-runs of our simulation in which we can follow the evolution of individual clumps
from snapshot to snapshot. We compute clump by calculating the total mass of stars
formed in that clump over the course of its lifetime and dividing it by its maximum






To calculate the star formation efficiency per free-fall time  f f , which is more easily
obtained in observations than clump, we multiply clump by the ratio of clump’s
free-fall time (τ f f ) and its lifetime. The free-fall time of a clump is given by





where ρ is the mean gas density of the clump calculated at the time when the clump
is at its maximum mass.
The results are shown in Figure 3.14. Clumps span a broad range in star-formation
efficiency, from less than 10−3, to a few tens of percent, indicating that giant clumps
get destroyed well before they turn all their gas into stars. These values are very
similar to star formation efficiency observed in the local GMCs (Murray 2011).
They are also roughly consistent with the results from four simulations of isolated
disk galaxies (Hopkins et al. 2012) which implement similar feedback processes
as this work, but at higher resolution. Note that we use a different clump-finding
algorithm and a different definition of clump lifetime than Hopkins et al. (2012) did,
which may cause a variation, or perhaps a systematic offset, between our results.
Theoretical models by Krumholz & Dekel (2010) and Dekel & Krumholz (2013)
predict that giant clumps with M ∼ 109 M and characterized by  f f ∼ 1% should
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be stable and long-lived, which disagrees with our results. Their analytic models
differ from our simulations not only in terms of complexity and the ability to treat
non-linear effects, but also in assumptions regarding the nature of clumps–they
assume that clumps are gravitationally bound objects, whereas we find that clumps
are better described as loose complexes of bound sub-clumps (which are easier to
disrupt)–and in the way stellar feedback is implemented (our feedback model gives
a higher net momentum flux from stars).
3.6 Conclusions
We use high-resolution cosmological hydrodynamical simulations from the FIRE
project which implement explicit models of stellar feedback and ISM physics to
investigate giant star-forming clumps in high-redshift galaxies. We present a detailed
analysis of a massive (M∗ ∼ 1010.8 M at z = 1), disky, star-forming galaxy over the
redshift range 2.2 > z > 1.0. Our main findings can be summarized as follows.
• At any given time around z ∼ 2, the galaxy hosts a few giant clumps with
baryonic masses in the range ∼ 108 − 109 M and radii ∼ 200 − 600 pc.
The clumps are identified as overdensities in the gas component of the disk;
however, most of them also contain significant mass of stars (gas fraction in
clumps ranges from 20% to over 90%). Clump shape can vary dramatically
from clump to clump, from nearly spherical to highly elongated clumps.
• Maps of stellar surface density in general do not show prominent overdensities
at the locations of gas clumps. A few prominent ‘stellar clumps’ found in our
simulation belong to smaller galaxies merging with m13.
• The number of giant clumps decreases with time over the analysed redshift
range, and the clumps become less massive at lower redshift. This follows the
Toomre scale (∼ f 3g Mgal), given the decreasing galaxy gas fraction over the
same time.
• Individual clump lifetimes are relatively short, typically . 20−30 Myr. More
massive clumps on average live longer than less massive ones.
• Very massive clumps often end their lives by being disrupted from within and
broken apart into smaller pieces by stellar feedback and tidal forces. Less
massive clumps gradually fade away below the surface density threshold used
to define clumps or merge with larger clumps.
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• The mass-weighted stellar age of clumps ranges from . 100 Myr to about 1
Gyr. This is much longer than the lifetime of any given gas clump, suggesting
that a significant fraction of stars in a clump were formed before the clump
itself. They most likely belong to the underlying stellar population of the
galaxy which happens to spatially coincide with the gas clump. Therefore,
stellar ages of clumps are not necessarily indicative of clumps’ own lifetimes.
At a given redshift, there is a tendency of clumps with older stellar populations
to be located closer to the galactic center.
• Most clumps do not seem to be gravitationally bound, based on their often
elongated and complex shape and the value of the virial parameter. Smaller
regions within clumps are most likely bound and those are the regions where
stars are born. The clumps are in fact ‘complexes’ with substantial sub-
structure. This facilitates their destruction by stellar feedback. Stars formed
in the same clump do not stay together for a long time; they drift apart on a
time-scale of ∼ 107 yr.
• During the gas-rich (or ‘clumpy’) phase in the evolution of the galaxy, clumps
contain ∼ 10 − 60% of the total star formation at any given time. They form
∼ 1010 M of stars over the analysed redshift range, which is ∼20% of the
total star formation during that period.
• Over the course of their short lifetime, clumps can either gain or lose orbital
angular momentum. We find that both outcomes are roughly equally likely.
There is no evidence of overall inward migration of clumps. Even the most
dramatic angular momentum loss causes change only by a factor of ∼ 2.
• The lack of evidence for systematic inward migration of clumps, and the total
stellar mass produced in clumps, which is only a modest fraction (. 20%)
of the total z = 0 bulge mass, does not support the scenario in which giant
star-forming clumps form bound stellar clusters which sink to the center of the
galaxy, thus forming the bulge. Whether the mere presence of clumps helps
the bulge growth by facilitating transport of material across the disk via tidal
forces and gravitational torquing is an open question which is not addressed
in this work.
• Giant clumps at high redshift look like scaled-up versions ofGMCs in the local
Universe. They lie on the same mass-radius relation and their star formation
efficiencies are similar to those of GMCs.
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APPENDIX
3.A Clump Properties in Additional FIRE Simulations of Massive Galaxies
at Redshift 2
Simulation m13 is the most massive galaxy in the original FIRE suite of simulations
which were evolved all the way to z = 0. These simulations produce many galaxy
properties which match observations across a broad redshift range (Hopkins et al.
2014). Simulation m13 is the only galaxy in that sample with mass similar to the
mass of observed clumpy galaxies at high redshift (M∗ ∼ 1010 − 1011 M). To
evolve such massive systems with high resolution down to z = 0 is computationally
demanding, so m13 was run at a lower resolution than the other original FIRE
zoom-in simulations.
Because our analysis is based on one galaxy, there is a possibility that this system
is a peculiar outlier from the rest of the population of similar galaxies. To test this,
we compare the properties of m13 at z = 2.0 with the properties of a couple of
additional massive galaxies evolved down to z ∼ 2, using the same code and the
same implementation of stellar feedback, but at higher resolution. These galaxies
(calledMFz2_A1 andMFz2_A1) are part of theMassiveFIRE sample (Feldmann et
al. 2016), a suite of high-resolution simulations of massive galaxies at high-redshift
(z & 1.7). Their mass resolution is 16 times better (i.e. particle mass is 16 times
smaller) than that of m13. Table 3.1 contains some of the basic properties of m13
and the additional galaxies at z = 2.
These particular simulations were chosen because at z ∼ 2 they do not show obvious
signs of ongoing major mergers and appear to have disky morphologies. The gas
surface densities of these two galaxies at z = 2 are shown in Figure 3.15. Upon
further investigation, we noticed that in many z ∼ 2 snapshots these galaxies do not
have well-defined gas disks (unlike m13 which has a substantial gas disk throughout
the redshift range analysed in this work) and their gaseousmaterial seemsmuchmore
Table 3.1: Physical parameters for the inner 10 kpc of m13 and the additional
MassiveFIRE galaxies, averaged over ∼ 150 Myr at z ∼ 2.0.
name M∗ [ M] Mgas [ M] fg SFR [ Myr−1]
m13 3.8 × 1010 1.6 × 1010 0.29 44
MFz2_A1 2.3 × 1010 0.4 × 1010 0.13 5
MFz2_A3 1.1 × 1010 0.6 × 1010 0.32 4
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Figure 3.15: Gas surface density in the face-on projection at z ∼ 2 for the two
additional simulations, MFz2_A1 in the left-hand panel and MFz2_A3 in the right-
hand panel.
Figure 3.16: Distribution of clump properties, same as in Figure 3.3. Blue his-
tograms show the average number of clumps in each bin, calculated using all clumps
from the m13 simulation. Error bars mark the standard deviation for each bin. The
same is shown in red for clumps in z ∼ 2 MassiveFIRE snapshots with disk-like gas
distributions. The mean number of MassiveFIRE clumps in each bin falls within
1σ of the m13 result.
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erratic than that of m13. To make the comparison of clump properties more robust,
we only use snapshots in which the additional simulated galaxies have disk-like gas
distributions. This criterion however reduces our sample of ‘good’ snapshots to the
total of seven (four from MFz2_A3 and three from MFz2_A1).
We apply the clump-finding procedure described in Section 3.3 8 to the snapshots
of additional simulations and compare the clump properties to those of m13. The
resulting distributions are shown in Figure 3.16. Blue histograms show the average
number of clumps per bin for all m13 snapshots which contain gas clumps. The
error bars show the standard deviation (1σ) for each bin. Results from the seven
disk-like snapshots of MassiveFIRE simulations are shown in red. Even though we
have a fairly small sample of suitable MassiveFIRE snapshots taken over a small
redshift range, the average number ofMassiveFIRE clumps per snapshot in each bin
falls within 1σ of the m13 average, suggesting that clumps properties in the m13 and
MassiveFIRE simulations are similar.
Although we do not include them in Figure 3.16, galaxies with non-disky gas distri-
butions might be an interesting topic for future studies in the context of high-redshift
clumpy galaxies. Applying the same analysis as for the snapshots with disk-like gas
morphology, we found that some of these highly irregular gas distributions break
up into gas clumps. These clumps might be a result of outflows and winds, unlike
clumps in disks which most likely form via gravitational instability. Preliminary
analysis of clumps in non-disky snapshots indicates that they might be more gas-
dominated compared to clumps found in disks. A detailed investigation into the
properties of clumps in non-disky galaxies, and how they compare to clumps ob-
served in high-redshift galaxies, is left for future work.
3.B Sensitivity to the Clump Finder Parameters
In this appendix we analyze the sensitivity of clump properties on the gas surface
density threshold used to define clumps in our clump-finding procedure. There is no
single definition of a galaxy clump which is universally adopted, although attempts
have been made to come up with one (see e.g. Guo et al. 2015). Different groups use
different criteria to define clumps and to measure their properties. Here we show
8We had to slightly modify the way we compute the gas surface density threshold used in the
clump-finding procedure to account for higher resolution (i.e. smaller particle mass) ofMassiveFIRE
simulations. In order to achieve the surface density threshold values in the MassiveFIRE snapshots
similar to those we use for m13, in the high-resolution simulations we calculate the threshold using
all cells with eight or more gas particles, instead of all cells with at least one gas particle.
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that our choice of parameters used in the definition of clumps, although arbitrary to
some extent, does not significantly affect the main result of our study.
The threshold value of the gas surface density which we use to define clumps is
calculated for each snapshot as a 1σ above the mean surface density of non-empty
grid cells in an non-smoothed 10-kpc map centered on m13. This definition of the
threshold value was chosen after trying out many different options and evaluating
each one by visual assessment. In other words, we chose the definition of clumps
which seemed to work best at identifying regions of the disk which look like clumps
in the maps of the gas surface density. This method is similar to what is done in
observations, where clumps are usually identified by visual assessment.
In order to quantify how strongly our clumps are contrasted with respect to the rest
of the disk, we compare the used threshold values to surface densities of smoothed
maps on different scales. The used surface density threshold values correspond
to regions which are overdense by factors of ∼ 10 − 15 or ∼ 5σ above the mean
surface density of pixels in the smoothed 10 kpc maps. However, if we consider
a smaller region around the galaxy, both the mean and the standard deviation of
the gas surface density increase and the nominal overdensity becomes lower. For
example, our used threshold values correspond to a factor of ∼ 4 − 8 or ∼ 3σ
overdensities when the average values and sigmas are computed on a smoothed 5
kpc map around the center of the galaxy. This ambiguity in the density contrast of
clumps is expected to be present not only in simulations, but also in observations of
high-redshift galaxies, in which the definition of a clump may change depending on
the sensitivity of observations.
To test whether a small change in the clump definition would have a significant
impact on the derived properties of clumps, we re-analyze the original snapshots in
the redshift range 2.0 ≥ z > 1.8 (20 snapshots in total) with different clump-finding
criteria. We change the parameters of our clump finder in order to identify clumps
which are 4, 5, and 6 standard deviations above the mean value, in the smoothed 10
kpc maps of the gas surface density. The average difference between the threshold
values used in this comparison is about 18% [i.e. 5σ threshold values are higher
(lower) than the 4σ (6σ) values by ∼ 18%].
Figure 3.17 compares the 5σ baryonic mass of each clump to the mass of the
corresponding clump identified with the 4σ and 6σ definitions, shown in red and
blue, respectively. For most clumps, especially the most massive ones, the total
mass varies by less than a factor of two between the 5σ definition and the 4σ and
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of clump mass found using different parameters in the
clump-finding algorithm. Masses of clumps defined as 4σ and 6σ overdensities
in the smoothed gas surface density maps are shown against the mass of the same
clump found using the 5σ definition. If the masses were equal, they would fall on
the black line. The colored band marks the region where the 4σ and 6σ masses are
within a factor of two from the 5σ mass of the same clump. Most clumps populate
this region, indicating that our estimates of clump mass are fairly robust to changing
the clump definition.
6σ definitions.
Figure 3.18 shows how distributions of different clump properties change with
changing the clump definition. Properties like the minor-to-major axis ratio and the
gas fraction change very little. The distribution of clump radii seems to be more
affected by changing the clump definition; however, themedian values remainwithin
a few tens of percent. In Figure 3.19, we compare the virial parameter of clumps
found using these three definitions, and we find that they mostly overlap. Therefore,
changes in the clump definition do not affect the (un-)bound state of clumps in a
significant way.
In conclusion, although specific properties of any individual clump may change
with changing the clump definition, these tests suggest that our main findings are
not sensitive to small changes in the clump definition.
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Figure 3.18: Distributions of clump properties (minor-to-major axis ratio, gas frac-
tion, and clump radius) resulting from using different parameters (4σ, 5σ, and 6σ
thresholds in the gas surface density) in the clump definition. Red lines show the
median values for each case.
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Figure 3.19: Virial parameter of a clump as a function of its mass, found using three
different parameters in the clump-finding procedure (gas surface density thresholds
set to 4σ, 5σ and 6σ above the mean value). There is no systematic difference in
the clump virial parameter caused by using different definitions.
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C h a p t e r 4
INTRODUCTION TO PART II
More than two decades have passed since the discovery of the first extrasolar planets
(three pulsar planets PSR B1257+12 A, B, C; Wolszczan & Frail 1992; Wolszczan
1994) and the first planet found orbiting around a main-sequence star other than
the Sun (51 Peg b; Mayor & Queloz 1995). Since then, almost 3,500 exoplanets
have been discovered1. We now know that exoplanets are ubiquitous and that
exoplanetary systems are remarkably diverse in terms of planets’ masses, sizes, and
orbital separations from their host stars (Winn & Fabrycky 2015).
In the decades prior to the discovery of extrasolar planets, theories of planetary
formation and evolution have been designed and fine-tuned to explain the properties
of the Solar System. One of the most interesting findings of the Kelper mission
is the prevalence of planets with sizes between that of Earth and Neptune (the so-
called super-Earths or mini-Neptunes) and with orbital periods of weeks to months
(Batalha 2014), as shown in Figure 4.1. This seems to be a very common outcome
of planet formation around solar-type stars, yet we had no knowledge of such objects
prior to the discovery of exoplanets because there is no analog of such a planet in
our Solar System. Now that we know that the Solar System’s configuration is in no
way preferred and not even very common, theoretical models of planetary formation
and evolution need to be revisited and expanded.
Learning about the properties of exoplanets differs in many ways from research on
the Solar System planets. Our knowledge about the properties of most planets in
the Solar System is heavily based on measurements conducted by spacecraft sent
to fly-by, orbit or land on these objects. For studying exoplanets, this is simply
not possible. In order to gain insight into the properties of an exoplanet beyond its
mass, radius, and some basic orbital parameters, we must rely on the information
available through remote sensing of the planet’s atmosphere. Using spectroscopic
diagnostics we can, in principle, obtain information about atmospheric composition,
temperature and pressure profiles, the presence of aerosols, the structure of winds
and circulation patterns, and many other physical and chemical properties. Com-
prehensive characterization of exoplanet atmospheres is hence crucial for improving
1NASA Exoplanet Archive, April 2017.
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Figure 4.1: The radii and orbital periods of confirmed extrasolar planets, color-
coded according to the method of their discovery. This figure was produced and
made available by the NASA Exoplanet Archive.
our understanding of the exoplanet demographics and the physical processes that
govern planetary formation and evolution.
4.1 Studies of Exoplanet Atmospheres
4.1.1 Observational techniques
The first detection of an exoplanet atmosphere was performed using transit spec-
troscopy of hot JupiterHD209458 b (Charbonneau et al. 2002) andmost atmospheric
detections to date have been accomplished using this observational technique. Plan-
etary transits occur when planets whose orbital plane is aligned with our line of
sight pass in front of the star, as seen from our point of view. If a planet has an
atmosphere whose opacity varies with wavelength, then the effective radius of the
planet (i.e., the radius at which the planet’s atmosphere becomes optically thick) also
changes with wavelength. By recording the effective size of the planet as a function
of wavelength, the so-called transmission spectrum of a planet is obtained. By
comparing the observed spectra with theoretical models, we can obtain information
about the physical conditions in the atmosphere and the presence of different atomic
and molecular species (Seager & Sasselov 2000; Hubbard et al. 2001; Brown 2001).
Half an orbit later, the secondary eclipse takes place – the planet passes behind the
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star and the light reflected or emitted by the planet is blocked by the star. This
results in a measurable reduction of the total light from the star-planet system. By
comparing the observed signal during the eclipse (coming from the star alone) with
that recorded just before or after the eclipse (containing light from both the star and
the planet), the planetary signal can be inferred (Charbonneau et al. 2005; Deming
et al. 2005).
The transiting observational methods are only applicable to those planets whose
orbits are favorably oriented with respect to our line of sight. A large fraction of
exoplanets is unobservable in this way. Fortunately, there are other techniques that
can be used for detecting and characterizing exoplanetary atmospheres which do not
require such fortuitous alignment of the planetary orbit.
High-resolution spectroscopy (with resolving power R & 30, 000) of large short-
period planets is a technique in which the planet-star system is treated as a spec-
troscopic binary. The large radial velocity variations (on the order of km s−1) in
the planetary spectrum is used to distinguish the signal form the planet from the
stellar spectrum (with typical radial velocities on the order of m s−1) and from
the contamination by the (stationary) telluric lines originating in the Earth’s atmo-
sphere. By cross-correlating the high-resolution planetary spectrum and molecular
templates, the presence of different molecular species in the atmosphere can be
inferred (Snellen et al. 2010; Crossfield et al. 2011; Brogi et al. 2012; Rodler et al.
2012; Birkby et al. 2013; de Kok et al. 2013; Lockwood et al. 2014). In order for this
method to be successful at identifying molecules, highly reliable spectral line lists
must exist, which is not always the case, especially at high temperatures relevant for
the atmospheres of close-in planets. However, there has been a lot of effort in recent
years on improving the spectroscopic data for important molecules in exoplanet at-
mospheres (Tennyson & Yurchenko 2012). In addition to atmospheric composition,
the high-resolution spectroscopy method can be used to infer the planet’s rotational
velocity and the speed of the day-to-night-side winds (Snellen et al. 2010; Snellen
et al. 2014; Brogi et al. 2016), as well as the orbital inclination of the planet (e.g.
Birkby et al. 2017).
Observational methods discussed so far are based on disentangling the signal form
the planet form observations of combined light of the planet and its host star. Direct
imaging, on the other hand, is achieved by spatially resolving the planet from its
host star and recording the signal from the planet alone. About two dozen substellar
companions (i.e. planets and/or brown dwarfs) have been imaged since the first
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direct detection more than an decade ago (e.g. Chauvin et al. 2005; Lagrange et al.
2010; Marois et al. 2008; Marois et al. 2010). Direct imaging is currently restricted
to observations of young, massive gas giant planets located at large distances (tens
of astronomical units) from their host stars. Young planets are hot and intrinsically
bright because of the residual internal heat produced during their formation. Older
planets have had time to cool down and their expected signal is hence dominated
by the reflected starlight, instead of their own thermal emission. The flux coming
from planets located close to their parent stars is usually buried in the noise of the
diffracted stellar light. A great technical challenge in direct imaging is overcoming
the large contrast between the planetary and stellar flux of many orders of magnitude
(for example, the contrast between the Earth and the Sun in visible light is ten orders
of magnitude). Diffraction-control systems such as coronagraphs, are often used to
reduce that problem. In order to achieve good angular resolution, observations are
usually made on large ground-based telescopes. The use of adaptive optics helps
with reducing the effects of atmospheric scattering.
4.1.2 Prevalence of Exoplanet Atmospheres
All observational techniques used for atmospheric characterization that were dis-
cussed in the previous section work best for large and bright planets. Gas giants
orbiting very close to their host stars (hot Jupiters) are particularly favorable tar-
gets for atmospheric characterization. For that reason, the majority of exoplanet
atmospheres studied to date belong to gas giant exoplanets. Our knowledge about
the atmospheres of smaller worlds is very limited at the moment. All large plan-
ets have thick atmospheres made of mostly hydrogen and helium; smaller, rocky
planets may or may not have atmospheres. The transition between planets that
must have atmospheres and those that may not, happens around planetary radii of
∼ 1.5− 1.75 R⊕ (Lopez & Fortney 2014; Rogers 2015). The nature of atmospheres
on the intermediate-sized worlds, the so-called super-Earths or mini-Neptunes (with
masses up to ∼ 10 M⊕), is currently an open question and determining their prop-
erties is one of the most interesting and the most challenging problems in exoplanet
science today. A wide range of planetary compositions can reproduce the average
density of planets the size of Neptune or smaller (Adams et al. 2008). For example,
a planet composed predominantly of water ice may have the same average density
as a planet with a large rocky/iron core and a hydrogen/helium atmosphere. Super-
Earths might have substantial hydrogen/helium atmospheres, or they may be more
similar to terrestrial planets, with atmospheres made up of heavy molecules like
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water or carbon dioxide (Miller-Ricci et al. 2009; Benneke & Seager 2013). To
make things more uncertain, complex physical processes like atmospheric escape
and outgassing, may completely alter the composition and the extent of a planetary
atmosphere during the planet’s lifetime (Howe & Burrows 2015).
4.1.3 Compositions
Early models of transmission spectra (Seager & Sasselov 2000) predicted strong
absorption signals at the wavelengths of atomic resonance lines. The first robust
detection of an exoplanet atmosphere was made through spectrophotometric ob-
servations of HD 209485 at wavelengths corresponding to the sodium resonance
doublet at 589.3 nm (Charbonneau et al. 2002). Since then, sodium and potassium
lines have been observed in exoplanets using space and ground-based observatories
(e.g. Redfield et al. 2008; Sing et al. 2008; Sing et al. 2011; Huitson et al. 2012).
Several atomic lines at shorter (UV) wavelengths, such as the hydrogen Lyα line
and the prominent UV lines of O I, CII, and Si III, have been observed in a few
short-period exoplanets to date, indicating the presence of extended atmospheres
(i.e. exospheres) and providing evidence for ongoing atmospheric escape in these
highly irradiated worlds (Vidal-Madjar et al. 2003; Vidal-Madjar et al. 2004; Linsky
et al. 2010).
Due to their moderate temperatures, planetary atmospheres are mostly composed of
molecules. The exact composition and the relative fractions of different molecular
species depend on many complex physical and chemical processes taking place
during the planet formation and its subsequent evolution. We hope to improve our
knowledge and understanding of these processes by measuring the abundances of
different molecules for different types of exoplanets.
The primary constituent of most exoplanetary atmospheres studied to date is molec-
ular hydrogen, H2. However, its presence is revealed to us only indirectly because H2
is a spectrally inactive molecule which does not have prominent spectral features in
the optical and near-infrared part of the spectrum. Some of the planets that have both
the radius and mass measurements have average densities that can only be explained
with a significant fraction of H2/He envelopes (Fortney et al. 2007). The presence
of H2 can also be inferred form broad spectral features like the Rayleigh scattering
slope in optical and UV wavelengths (Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. 2008). How-
ever, the Rayleigh scattering signal can be caused by other atmospheric constituents
(other molecules or aerosols), so it cannot be used to unambiguously constrain the
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presence of H2. Furthermore, there have been claims that even non-atmospheric
effects, like starspots, can produce false Rayleigh-like signals (Oshagh et al. 2014).
The lack of a permanent dipole moment in H2 can be partially overcome in con-
ditions of high pressure where the effects of collisions between molecules become
increasingly more important. Collisions can induce a series of broad absorption
features in the infrared bands (Borysow et al. 1997). The evidence for this collision-
induced-absorption have been seen in spectra of Jupiter, Saturn, and some brown
dwarfs. However, these spectral features have not yet been used to measure the
relative abundance of H2 (Crossfield 2015).
Water and carbon monoxide have been robustly detected in exoplanet spectra using
several different observational techniques. Near-infrared absorption bands of water
have been detected in transmission and secondary eclipse spectra of giant exoplanets
(e.g. Deming et al. 2013; Huitson et al. 2013; Wakeford et al. 2013; Kreidberg et al.
2014; Kreidberg et al. 2015; Line et al. 2016), aswell as aNeptune-sized planetHAT-
P-11 b (Fraine et al. 2014). Using the high-resolution spectroscopymethod, H2Oand
CO have been detected in both transiting and non-transiting hot Jupiters (e.g. Snellen
et al. 2010; Birkby et al. 2013; Brogi et al. 2012; Rodler et al. 2012; Lockwood
et al. 2014; Birkby et al. 2017). By cross-correlating moderate-resolution spectra
of directly-imaged massive planets HR 8799 b and c with molecular templates,
Konopacky et al. (2013) and Barman et al. (2015) found evidence for the presence
of water and carbon monoxide in their atmospheres, as well as indication for the
presence of methane in HR 8799 b.
4.1.4 Clouds and Hazes
Clouds and hazes can form in all Solar System planets with significant atmospheres,
and based on the observations over the last several years, they seem to be quite
common in exoplanetary atmospheres as well. Clouds are atmospheric condensates
that form when the pressure of a condensible gas exceeds the saturation pressure and
the excess material condenses into liquid droplets or solid ‘dust’ particles. Hazes
are photochemically produced particles suspended in the atmosphere.
Both clouds and hazes can significantly impact the observable properties of exoplanet
atmospheres. They contribute to atmospheric opacity and thus diminish the intensity
of spectral features of atomic and molecular absorbers in the atmosphere. As
a result, transmission spectra appear more flat than in the case of a clear (non-
cloudy) atmosphere. This introduces degeneracy between the abundance of the
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absorbers and the distribution of clouds (e.g. Line et al. 2016). Furthermore, fairly
flat transmission spectra are also produced by clear atmospheres of high mean
molecular weight, due to their reduced scale height. High-quality spectra are hence
required in order to distinguish cloudy atmospheres from those composed of heavy
molecular species.
4.2 Goals of Part II of this Thesis
Even though a lot of progress has been made over the last several years on identi-
fication of individual atomic and molecular species in exoplanet atmospheres, the
relative abundances of different species in any exoplanet atmosphere are relatively
poorly constrained. One major challenge is the presence of clouds and hazes, as dis-
cussed in the previous section. Another source of degeneracy is the fact that some
very common atmospheric constituents are spectrally inactive and do not easily
reveal their presence (even in substantial amounts) via spectroscopic analysis.
The most abundant atmospheric gases in all large planets – H2 and He – fall into this
category, and so does N2, the most abundant constituent of the Earth’s atmosphere.
Benneke & Seager (2013)2 showed that two atmospheres of very different overall
composition can produce almost identical transmission spectra (Figure 4.2). Even
though 90% of one atmosphere (shown in red) is in N2 and H2, while the other
(shown in blue) is completely devoid of these gases, the two atmospheres have the
same mean molecular weight and the same abundance ratio of strong absorbers (wa-
ter and CO2) which completely dominate the spectrum, especially at near-infrared
wavelengths. In order to break this degeneracy and reliably determine the atmo-
spheric composition and relative abundances of all species, wemust be able to detect
and identify spectrally inactive gases.
This served as motivation for looking into the effects of Raman scattering on
molecules in exoplanet atmospheres, which is the subject of the second part of this
thesis. As discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, Raman scattering on molecules
introduces specific spectral features in the reflected light spectra of planets. These
spectral features carry the signature of the scattering molecule(s) and can be used to
identify gases present in the atmosphere in large quantities, even spectrally inactive
molecules like H2 and N2. Chapter 5 describes how the intensity and structure of
these Raman features can be used to infer some important properties of the exoplan-
etary atmosphere, such as its composition, temperature, and whether the atmosphere
2dx.doi.org/10.1088/0004-637X/778/2/153
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Figure 4.2: Model transmission spectra from Benneke & Seager (2013, Figure 8)
for two atmospheres of the same mean molecular weight and the same relative abun-
dance of strong absorbers, H2O and CO2, but vastly different overall compositions.
These spectra demonstrate the challenges in distinguishing between atmospheres of
different compositions due to the presence of spectrally inactive gases, such as H2,
He, and N2. ©AAS. Reproduced with permission.
is clear or cloudy. I present a feasibility analysis for observing the Raman features in
nearby exoplanets using the next-generation observational facilities. The shape and
the intensity of Raman features also heavily depends on the details of the incident
stellar spectrum. In Chapter 6, I expand upon my previous work by analyzing the
diversity of Raman features in planets around various types of host stars.
Detecting the signatures of Raman scattering in exoplanet atmospheres is most
likely beyond the reach of current instruments. However, the field of exoplanet
science is rapidly advancing and it will greatly benefit from new observational
facilities planned for the near and slightly more distant future. Two large upcoming
space missions – the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) and the Wide-Field
Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST) – will not cover the spectral range in which
Raman features are most prominent (λ . 600 nm). However, two concept missions
are currently being studied for consideration by the 2020 Decadal Survey – the
Habitable Exoplanet Imaging Mission (HabEx) and the Large UV/Optical/Infrared
Surveyor (LUVOIR). Both concepts cover a wide spectral range, reaching down to
short visible/UV wavelengths. The HabEx mission design includes a coronagraph
and/or a starshade in order to achieve extremely high contrast imaging, capable of
detecting terrestrial planets orbiting nearby solar-type stars. Detecting the spectral
signatures of Raman scattering should be within reach of these two telescopes, as
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well as the next generation of large (∼ 25 − 40 m) ground-based observatories.
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C h a p t e r 5
RAMAN SCATTERING BY MOLECULAR HYDROGEN AND
NITROGEN IN EXOPLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
ABSTRACT
An important source of opacity in exoplanet atmospheres at short visible and near-
UV wavelengths is Rayleigh scattering of light on molecules. It is accompanied
by a related, albeit weaker process – Raman scattering. We analyze the signatures
of Raman scattering imprinted in the reflected light and the geometric albedo of
exoplanets, which could provide information about atmospheric properties. Raman
scattering affects the geometric albedo spectra of planets in following ways. Firstly,
it causes filling-in of strong absorption lines in the incident radiation, thus producing
sharp peaks in the albedo. Secondly, it shifts the wavelengths of spectral features in
the reflected light causing the so-called Raman ghost lines. Raman scattering can
also cause a broadband reduction of the albedo due to wavelength shifting of a stellar
spectrumwith red spectral index. Observing the Raman peaks in the albedo could be
used to measure the column density of gas, thus providing constrains on the presence
of clouds in the atmosphere. Observing the Raman ghost lines could be used to
spectroscopically identify the main scatterer in the atmosphere, even molecules like
H2 or N2 that do not have prominent spectral signatures in the optical wavelength
range. If detected, ghost lines could also provide information about the temperature
of the atmosphere. Here, we investigate the effects of Raman scattering in hydrogen-
and nitrogen-dominated atmospheres. We analyze the feasibility of detecting the
signatures of Raman scattering with the existing and future observational facilities,
and of using these signatures as probes for exoplanetary atmospheres.




Characterizing atmospheres of exoplanets usually involves detecting signatures of
strong absorbers present in the atmosphere, such as alkali atoms sodium and potas-
sium, and molecules like H2O, CH4, CO and CO2 (e.g. Seager & Sasselov 2000;
Brown 2001; Hubbard et al. 2001; Sudarsky et al. 2003). However, these atomic
and molecular species can often be present in small amounts and the bulk of the
atmosphere can be made of spectroscopically inactive species – molecular hydrogen
and helium in the case of giant planets, or molecular nitrogen in the case of the
Earth’s atmosphere. Determining the composition of the spectroscopically inactive
gas components is very important for atmosphere characterization. Constraining
the abundance of bulk gases breaks the degeneracies associated with measuring the
(relative) abundances of trace gases and other atmospheric properties, such as the
atmospheric pressure and temperature which can affect the strength of absorption
lines. However, detecting molecules like H2 and N2 directly (i.e. spectroscopically)
is challenging because these are homonuclear diatomic molecules with no low-lying
excited electronic states, and hence do not have prominent spectral features in the
optical wavelength range.
At high densities, these molecules can form temporary collisional pairs that have
non-zero electric dipole moments and therefore exhibit radiative dipole transitions.
Via this so-called collision-induced absorption (CIA)mechanism, H2-H2 andH2-He
pairs become an additional source of opacity in the infrared part of the spectrum
(Saumon et al. 2012) that can be used to constrain the abundance of molecular
hydrogen and helium. Schwieterman et al. (2015) similarly proposed using an
absorption feature of a collisional pair of N2 molecules at 4.3 µm to detect and
constrain the abundance of molecular nitrogen in the atmospheres of terrestrial
exoplanets. These broad spectral features of H2 and N2 can be very useful probes
of deep and dense atmospheres. However, the spectral range in which they reside
(NIR and IR) contains numerous spectral lines/bands of other strong absorbers
like methane, water, and carbon dioxide with which CIA features often overlap,
which can lead to uncertainties in the measured abundances. Therefore, having a
complementary method of detecting signatures of H2 or N2 in the visible part of the
spectrum would be very useful for breaking some of these degeneracies.
An important source of opacity at short optical and UV wavelengths is Rayleigh
scattering of radiation by abundant molecules like H2 (Marley et al. 1999; Sudarsky
et al. 2000; Hubbard et al. 2001). Rayleigh scattering has been observed in trans-
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mission spectra of hot Jupiters (Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. 2008a; Lecavelier Des
Etangs et al. 2008b); however this is not an unambiguous sign of H2 because the
observed spectral slope could also be produced by Rayleigh scattering by condensate
particles, as discussed by Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. (2008a). Rayleigh scattering
does not leave direct spectroscopic signatures such as distinct spectral lines that
could be used to unambiguously identify the main scatterer.
A related, albeit weaker, process – Raman scattering – does imprint signatures of
scattering molecules in the scattered light and hence in the albedo of planets. If
these Raman features in the albedo were detected, they could be used to distinguish
between molecular scattering and scattering by small particles which does not
produce Raman features, thus providing information on the presence of clouds or
hazes in the observed atmosphere. Additionally, Raman scattering features might be
used to spectroscopically identify the dominant scattering molecule, such as H2 or
N2, and even the relative population of different molecular levels, thus constraining
the temperature of the medium.
The effects of Raman scattering on planetary albedos and its potential for probing
planetary atmospheres has been known and studied for a few decades, mostly in the
context of Solar System planets (for reviews of the early studies of Raman scattering
see Price 1977; Cochran 1981). The purpose of this study is to demonstrate that
detecting the signatures of Raman scattering in the reflected light from exoplanets
could be a powerful tool in exoplanet atmosphere characterization and hence may
become an interesting target for observations in the era of the next-generation obser-
vational facilities. Here, we investigate the effects of Raman scattering by molecular
hydrogen and nitrogen on the geometric albedo spectra of exoplanets and analyze
the feasibility of detecting these features in nearby exoplanets using the currently
available and future observational facilities.
In Section 5.2 we give an overview of the basic physics related to Raman scattering
and describe the effects of Raman scattering on the reflected light from planets
and their albedo. In Section 5.3 we describe the radiative transfer calculations and
model atmospheres that we use in this study. We present the results of radiative
transfer calculations for two test cases – a monochromatic light source and a flat
photon spectrum with an absorption line in Section 5.4. The goal of these test cases
is to provide insight into the way in which Raman scattering affects the reflected
light from planets. We then present the calculated albedo spectra for several models
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of Rayleigh and Raman scattering. The initial
and final states are eigenstates of the molecule, whereas the intermediate state is
virtual, making these processes sources of continuum opacity. The energy of the
final state can be higher (Stokes Raman scattering), lower (anti-Stokes scattering),
or equal to that of the initial state (Rayleigh scattering). The change in the photon
energy (Raman shift) is determined by the structure of molecular energy levels, and
is unique for every molecule.
the solar spectrum. We discuss our results and analyze the detectability of Raman
features in the reflected light from exoplanets in Section 5.5. In Section 5.6 we
present the summary and the conclusions of this work.
5.2 Raman Scattering
Scattering is an interaction between radiation andmatter in which an incident photon
is annihilated, and a new photon is created. If the scattered photon has the same
energy as the incident one, the process is called Rayleigh scattering. If the energies
of the incident and the scattered photon are different, we talk about Raman scattering.
Raman and Rayleigh scattering are sources of continuum opacity because in both
cases the intermediate state of the atom or the molecule is a virtual state, not an
eigenstate of the system, as in the case of resonance scattering. For a detailed
treatment of Raman scattering we point the reader to Long 2002.



















Figure 5.2: Reflected light due to Rayleigh scattering is proportional to the stellar
flux at the same wavelength. The contribution from Raman scattering depends on
the incident flux at the Raman-shifted wavelengths. If there are strong features such
as absorption lines in the incident spectrum, they will be present in the reflected light
at the same wavelength (due to Rayleigh scattering) and at shifted positions (due
to Raman scattering). Consequently, there are two types of features in the albedo
spectrum due to Raman scattering: i) albedo enhancements at the wavelengths of
absorption lines due to filling-in of the lines by Raman-shifted light and ii) dips in
the albedo at wavelengths of the so-called Raman ghosts of the absorption lines. A
pure Rayleigh-scattering atmosphere (with no Raman scattering and no absorption)
would result in a flat, featureless geometric albedo spectrum.
Rayleigh scattering, which may be thought of as a special case of Raman scattering.
Depending on whether the scattered photon has lower or higher energy than the
incident one, we distinguish between Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman processes.
Due to Raman scattering the molecule changes its rotational and/or vibrational
state. The allowed changes in the rotational quantum number of the molecule are
∆J ≡ J f − Ji = −2, 0, 2, corresponding to transitions with spectroscopic labels O,
Q, and S, respectively. Vibrational quantum number of the molecule changes in
the case of pure vibrational (Q-branch) or rotational-vibrational (O- and S-branch)
Raman scattering. Raman transitions depend on the molecular polarizability, not
on its electric dipole moment like the regular rotational and vibrational transitions.
That is why even homonuclear diatomic molecules, like H2 and N2, that have zero
dipole moments and hence do not exhibit rotational and ro-vibrational transitions,
do exhibit Raman transitions, since their polarizability is non-zero.
The change in the energy of the scattered photon, i.e. the Raman shift, is determined
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by the energy difference between the initial and the final state of the molecule. This
property of Raman scattering can be used to spectroscopically identify the scattering
medium by measuring the Raman shift that photons experience. Because the exact
value of the Raman shift depends on the initial and the final state of the molecule and
because the intensity of a shifted line is proportional to the population of the initial
state (in the optically thin case), a detailed analysis of the Raman scattering features
and their relative intensities can provide information about the relative population
of different molecular levels, and hence be used to constrain the temperature of the
scattering medium.
If the intensity of light reflected off a planet is directly proportional to the intensity
of the incident stellar light at the same wavelength, as it is in the case of a deep
(semi-infinite) Rayleigh-scattering atmosphere without any absorption, the resulting
geometric albedo spectrum of the planet (the ratio of the reflected and incident
light as a function of wavelength) is flat and featureless.1 On the other hand,
the intensity of Raman-scattered light at any wavelength depends on the intensity
of the incident radiation at a different, Raman-shifted wavelength. Due to this
additional component, the total reflected spectrum (comprising of Rayleigh and
Raman contributions) is not simply proportional to the incident spectrum and the
resulting albedo is not smooth – it contains spectral features characteristic of Raman
scattering. In this work, we focus on two types of features that appear in the planetary
albedo spectrum as a result of Raman scattering (see Figure 5.2 for reference):
1. Albedo enhancements: if the incident spectrum has some distinct spectral
features, such as strong absorption lines, they will be present in the reflected
light at the same wavelength due to Rayleigh scattering. However, the Raman-
scattered component at thatwavelength is related to the intensity of the incident
radiation at the Raman-shifted wavelength, where there is (most likely) no
line in the stellar spectrum and the incident intensity is higher. Therefore,
the relative contribution of Raman-scattered light to the total reflected light is
enhanced at wavelengths corresponding to prominent absorption lines, thus
filling-in these lines (i.e. reducing their depth) in the reflected light.
This additional component in the reflected light at the wavelengths of absorp-
tion lines in the stellar spectrum, compared to the surrounding continuum,
1For a Rayleigh-scattering atmosphere of finite depth the albedo spectrum is not necessarily flat,
as shown in Sromovsky (2005a, Figure 2), but it is always a smoothly-varying function of optical
depth, and consequently, of frequency. Therefore, sharp features like spectral lines do not appear in
the albedo spectrum caused by Rayleigh scattering.
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causes positive peaks in the albedo spectrum, which we call albedo enhance-
ments. The effect is most pronounced for the strongest absorption lines in the
incident spectrum.
2. Raman ghosts: the intensity of Raman-scattered light is reduced at wave-
lengths corresponding to Raman-shifted positions of strong absorption lines
in the incident spectrum. Therefore, the total intensity of the reflected light
at these wavelengths is reduced compared to the surrounding continuum, cre-
ating weak dips in the reflected spectrum, and consequently in the planet’s
albedo, called Raman ghosts.
The Raman effect occurs only on scattered photons; its signatures can only be
observed in the reflected light, and not in transmission spectra of exoplanets.
The importance of Raman scattering in planetary atmospheres was first discovered
in the 1960s. Brinkmann (1968) used it to explain the observed filling-in of solar
Fraunhofer lines in the Earth’s atmosphere, also known as the Ring effect (Grainger
& Ring 1962). Studies of Raman scattering in the context of atmospheres of other
planets began soon thereafter (Wallace 1972; Belton et al. 1971; Belton et al. 1973;
Price 1977; Cochran & Trafton 1978; Cochran 1981; Cochran et al. 1981) and in
the next few decades the effects of Raman scattering have been observed in all gas
planets in the Solar System (see e.g. Karkoschka 1994; Yelle et al. 1987; Bétremieux
& Yelle 1999; Courtin 1999).
To include the effects of Raman scattering in the atmospheric models, we follow the
method presented in Bétremieux & Yelle (1999). They studied Raman scattering in
the atmosphere of Jupiter, which they observed using the Hubble Space Telescope.
By comparing the observations with models, they identified specific Raman features
and used them to determine the rotational distribution of H2 in the Jupiter’s atmo-
sphere and the H2 ortho-para ratio. Their models were computed using the publicly
available radiative transfer code disort (Stamnes et al. 1988), which they modified
to include the effects of multiple Raman scattering by H2. In this study, we also
use disort, to which we have made similar modifications in order to include the
treatment of Raman scattering.
For the purpose of studying the atmosphere of Neptune, Sromovsky (2005b) devel-
oped the first method for treating Raman scattering that includes polarization effects.
This accurate method was then used to evaluate several approximate methods for
including Raman scattering in radiative transfer calculations that were developed
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with the goal of reducing computational costs associated with rigorous treatment
of Raman scattering. The approximation introduced by Pollack et al. (1986) is
often used to treat Raman scattering in modeling of reflected light and albedos of
exoplanets (e.g. Marley et al. 1999; Sudarsky et al. 2000; Cahoy et al. 2010).
Marley et al. (1999) use the Pollack approximation with correction terms calculated
for a 6000-K blackbody. The albedo spectra produced by their models do not show
distinct Raman features that are the focus of our study because a blackbody spectrum
does not contain any lines.
5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Model Atmospheres
We investigate the signatures of Raman scattering imprinted on the geometric albedo
ofH2- andN2-dominated atmospheres. We focus our attention on the near-ultraviolet
and blue end of the visible spectrum (the wavelength range 3000 ≤ λ ≤ 5000 Å)
because the Raman scattering cross section has a strong wavelength dependence
(σ ∝ λ−4) and the effects that we investigate become weaker as the wavelength
increases. Compared to longer wavelengths, this part of the spectrum is relatively
clean of absorption lines from atoms and molecules present in the atmosphere.
The most notable absorption lines are those of sodium and potassium at ∼ 330 nm
and ∼ 404 nm, respectively. The abundances of Na and K atoms in monatomic
form strongly depend on the presence and structure of clouds in the atmosphere.
We simplify our model atmospheres by neglecting absorption and including only
opacity due to (Rayleigh and Raman) scattering. This allows us to more easily
identify and study the effects of Raman scattering alone, which is the main focus of
our investigation.
For our main model atmosphere we assume that it is composed entirely of molecular
hydrogen 1H2 (90% by number) and helium 4He (10%). Both hydrogen and helium
contribute to Rayleigh scattering, but only hydrogen molecules Raman scatter in
the wavelength range that we are interested in. The mean molecular weight of this
atmosphere is set to µ = 2.3 mp and the surface gravity is g = 103 cm s−2.
We use three different temperature-pressure (T-P) profiles for clear (cloud-free)
H2/He atmospheres:
1. Hot atmosphere: T-P profile of the cloud-free case from Heng et al. (2012).
The temperature ranges from 1350 K to 1600 K.
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2. Warm atmosphere: T-P profile of the cloud-free model for warm Neptunes
from Cahoy et al. (2010) – the Neptune-like planet at 0.8 AU from the host
star – with temperature in the range ∼ 300 − 1000 K.
3. Cold atmosphere: T-P profile of Neptune from Sromovsky (2005b, Fig. 3)
with temperature in the range ∼ 50 − 300 K.
The cloud-free atmospheres have a high-pressure (100 bar) bottom boundary with
zero albedo.
To assess the influence of thick clouds on the visibility of Raman features, we
approximate the presence of a cloud deck at a given pressure by terminating the
atmosphere and placing a Lambertian bottom boundary of our model atmosphere
at that pressure level. Clouds can have a range of reflective/absorbing properties,
which we incorporate by assigning different albedo values to the bottom boundary.
Additionally, wemake amodel atmosphere composed entirely of molecular nitrogen
14N2, with a bottom boundary with albedo equal to 0.3 at a pressure level of 1-3 bar,
and a TP profile matching that of the Earth’s atmosphere2. Even though nitrogen-
dominated atmospheres will most likely have other constituents that contribute to
Rayleigh and Raman scattering (for example O2 in the case of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere), we include only N2 in order to investigate the effects of Raman scattering
from this molecule alone. This analysis serves primarily as a demonstration that
Raman scattering can be used to find signatures of gases other than H2. Modeling
realistic atmospheres of smaller planets is beyond the scope of this study. The mean
molecular weight for the N2 atmosphere is 28.0 mp, and the surface gravity of the
planet is g = 103 cm s−2.
5.3.2 Radiative Transfer Calculations
We perform radiative transfer calculations using a discrete ordinate algorithm dis-
ort3 (Stamnes et al. 1988). The code was designed to perform monochromatic
unpolarized radiative transfer in a scattering, absorbing and emitting plane-parallel
medium. The medium is divided into Nlyr homogeneous layers, separated by Nlyr+1
levels. The user defines the optical depth (τ) and the single-scattering albedo (ω)
for each layer. The medium can be illuminated by a parallel beam of radiation at
the top boundary, at an angle of incidence specified by the user (polar angle Θin,




azimuth angle Φin = 0). The code computes radiation intensities at user-selected
angles and levels. All our calculations are performed with 50 computational levels
(Nlyr = 49) and 16 streams.
To define computational levels for each model atmosphere used in the radiative
transfer calculations, we start by choosing the minimum and maximum pressure.
For minimum we choose Pmin = 10−4 bar. We tried a few different values of Pmin
(in the range 10−5 − 0.01 bar) and the final output of the calculation did not change
significantly. As mentioned before, the maximum pressure is Pmax = 100 bar for
the clear atmospheres, 0.1-1 bar for the cloudy H2/He, and 1-3 bar for the nitrogen-
dominated atmospheres.
We divide the specified pressure range into computational pressure levels evenly
distributed in logarithmic space. The temperature of each level is calculated using






where is µ the mean molecular mass, g is the surface gravity of the planet, and σ
is the total scattering cross section (with contributions from Rayleigh and Raman
scattering) calculated for the local temperature of that layer. The temperature of
a layer is calculated as the average of the corresponding upper- and lower-level
temperature, and the change in pressure across a layer ∆Pi is just the difference in
pressure between the upper and the lower level.
Single-scattering albedo is computed for every computational layer and level using
cross sections for Rayleigh and Raman scattering by H2 and Rayleigh scattering by
He atoms:
ω(λ) = fH2σH2,Ray(λ) + fHeσHe,Ray(λ)
fH2σH2,Ray(λ) + fHeσHe,Ray(λ) + fH2σH2,Ram(λ)
, (5.2)
where f denotes the number fraction of each species. In a pure N2 atmosphere we
use only σN2,Ray and σN2,Ram. We take into account rotational and (ro-)vibrational
Raman transitions from the ground electronic and ground vibrational level of the
molecule. The initial rotational levels range from J = 0 to J = 9 for hydrogen, and
from J = 0 to J = 25 for nitrogen. They are populated according to the Boltzmann






where fJ is the fraction of molecules that are in a state with the rotational quantum
number J, Z is the partition sum, EJ is the energy of the initial state,and gJ its
statistical weight given by
gJ(H2) =

2J + 1 for J even




6(2J + 1) for J even
3(2J + 1) for J odd .
(5.5)
The final molecular states are either in the ground or the first excited vibrational
level. For more details on the cross sections used, see Appendix 5.A.
The publicly available version of the disort code (we use version 1.3 written in
Fortran) does not include treatment of Raman scattering. We modify the code by





= Iλ(λ, kˆ) − SRam(λ) − ω(λ)4pi
∮
dΩP(kˆ, kˆ′)Iλ(λ, kˆ′) , (5.6)
where Iλ(λ, kˆ) is the specific intensity of radiation per unit wavelength, at wavelength
λ, propagating in the direction of kˆ, µ denotes the cosine of the emission angle, τ is
the optical depth, and P(kˆ, kˆ′) is the (Rayleigh) scattering phase function.
The only source term included in the standard version of disort describes thermal
emission for each layer of the atmosphere. Because we are focusing on the wave-
length range in which thermal emission is not very important (λ . 5000 Å), we can
modify this term to represent the Raman emission instead. As a result, our Raman
source function is isotropic since it comes as a substitute for thermal emission,
which was constructed with that property. The Raman emission is proportional to
the mean radiation intensity at the Raman-shifted wavelength Jλ(λ′j), the Raman
cross section for the transition in question σRam(λ′j) and the fractional population of












The sum is taken over all relevant Raman transitions. Thewavelength of the outgoing






− ∆ν j , (5.8)
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where ∆ν j denotes the Raman shift in wavenumber (i.e. inverse wavelength) for
the j-th transition. The factor (λ′j/λ)3 in the source term originates from the fact
that Raman scattering conserves the number of photons, but redistributes them
in wavelength space. In the radiative transfer equation we define the intensity in
terms of energy per unit wavelength, hence we need to take that redistribution into
account. One factor of λ′j/λ comes from the change in the energy of the photons due
to scattering and another (λ′j/λ)2 comes from the change in the wavelength range
over which the photons get redistributed over (note that the Raman shift is constant
in frequency, but changes in wavelength-space).
To calculate the Raman source term in each layer of the atmosphere at a given
wavelength, we need to know the mean radiation intensity in that layer at Raman-
shifted wavelengths, for all relevant Raman transitions. Therefore, we need to cover
the entire spectral range wavelength by wavelength, record the mean intensities and
then use them to compute Raman intensities at different wavelengths. We start
this procedure at the shortest wavelength (3000 Å) and run the modified disort
code without any Raman source terms. At each layer we record the mean intensity.
After that, we run the code for longer wavelengths, up to 5000 Å with 1 Å spacing,
now including the emission due to Raman scattering at shorter wavelengths. This
accounts for Raman scattering transitions that lower the photon energy (i.e. the
Stokes transitions). After we complete calculations over the entire wavelength range,
we repeat them once again, this time having at our disposal the mean intensities
over the entire wavelength range. This allows us to include the anti-Stokes Raman
transitions (i.e. the Raman shifts to shorter wavelengths) as well.
The main output of the code is the radiation intensity at the top boundary in a
specified direction (angle). To obtain the disk-integrated intensity we compute
the outgoing intensity at several angles distributed across the planetary disk, as
described in the next section and Appendix 5.B.
5.3.3 Geometric Albedo Calculation
Geometric albedo Ag is a measure of the reflectivity of a planet. It is defined as
the ratio of the integral brightness of the planet at full phase to the brightness of a
perfect Lambert disk of the same size and at the same distance from the star (see e.g.
Hapke 2012). Geometric albedo can be calculated as the ratio of the total emergent
intensity of the planet at zero phase angle j(0) and the incident stellar flux piIinc at
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Geometric albedo can be used to estimate the planet-star flux ratio observed on
Earth as a function of the phase angle α (the angle between the line connecting the









where Rpl is the radius of the planet, a is the planet-star distance and Φ(α) =
j(α)/ j(0) is the phase function normalized at full phase.
In order to compute the total intensity of the planet j(α) at the phase angle α, we
need to integrate the emergent specific intensity over the entire illuminated surface
of the disk. To that end, we follow the procedure described in Horak (1950), Horak
& Little (1965), and Madhusudhan & Burrows (2012). In the following equations
I(η, ζ) denotes the specific intensity emerging from the part of the planetary surface








dζ I(η, ζ) cos ζ . (5.11)
The cosine of the angle of incidence and reflection is µ0 = sin (η) cos (ζ − α) and
µ = sin (η) cos (ζ), respectively. These two angles are equal at full phase (α = 0).
To evaluate the integral in equation (5.11) numerically, first we make the following
coordinate transformation:
ψ = cos η (5.12)


















dξ I(ψ, ξ) . (5.15)
This double integral can be evaluated using standard quadrature methods (Horak &
Little 1965)






aib j I(ψi, ξ j) , (5.16)
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where ai, ψi are the Chebyshev weights and divisions, and b j , ξ j are the Gaussian
weights and divisions. We use quadrature of order n = 6 with coefficients that are
listed in Appendix 5.B.
Because of the symmetry of the α = 0 problem, for n = 6 we only need to evaluate
I(ψi, ξ j) at nine different points on the planet’s disk. Hence, we run our radiative
transfer code for nine different angles of incidence of the radiation beam, and record
the emergent specific intensity at the same angle4. We sum up the results according
to equation (5.16) to get the disk-integrated emergent intensity. We divide that with
the incident irradiance to get the geometric albedo Ag.
5.4 Results
In order to test our implementation of Raman scattering in disort, we perform two
tests to compare our results to those reported by Bétremieux & Yelle (1999) and
Sromovsky (2005b). The results of these relatively simple test cases also nicely
illustrate how Raman scattering affects the reflected light from a planet. Firstly, we
look at the Raman-scattered light produced by a monochromatic source and then
we illuminate the atmosphere with a flat photon spectrum with a single absorption
line. After these simple test cases, we calculate the geometric albedo resulting from
irradiating different model atmospheres with the solar spectrum (Kurucz 2005)5.
5.4.1 Test Case I: Monochromatic Source
In this case, a H2/He atmosphere is illuminated from the top with a beam of
monochromatic light of wavelength λbeam = 1400 Å. There is no incident radiation
at other wavelengths. The bottom boundary is at the pressure of 10 bar and its albedo
is set to zero. We record the total flux emerging from the top of the atmosphere.
Figure 5.3 shows the emerging flux as a function of wavelength, normalized to
the incident beam. The largest peak (at 1400 Å), accounting for ∼ 60% of the
reflected flux, corresponds to Rayleigh-scattered light, everything else is reflected
light due to Raman scattering. The first group of peaks represents photons that are
produced by pure rotational Raman transitions – anti-Stokes for the peaks at shorter
wavelengths than the incident radiation and Stokes transitions for the peaks at longer
wavelengths. The second group of peaks, starting around 1480Å, and all consequent
series correspond to combinations of vibrational and rotational transitions.
4Due to conventions used to define angles specifying the direction of radiation propagation,
disort variables PHI0 and PHI which designate the azimuthal angles of the incident beam and the
output, need to have a 180◦ offset in order to be oriented in the same direction.
5http://kurucz.harvard.edu/sun/irradiance2005/irradthuwl.br_2nmresamp
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Figure 5.3: Reflected light for the case of monochromatic (λ = 1400 Å) radiation
illuminating a clear 10 bar-deep H2/He atmosphere. The arrow points at the largest
peak which is the reflected light due to Rayleigh scattering at λ = 1400 Å. It
accounts for about 60% of the total reflected light. Everything else comes from
Raman scattering. The peaks around the incident wavelength are due to pure
rotational Raman transitions. Peaks at wavelengths longer than ∼1480 Å are due to
various combinations of vibrational and rotational Raman transitions.
Bétremieux & Yelle (1999) and Sromovsky (2005b) perform similar tests of Raman
scattering of monochromatic radiation. Our results shown in Figure 5.3 look very
similar to results from both these papers, giving us confidence that our treatment of
Raman scattering is sound. We do not expect our result to be in perfect agreement
with theirs due to differences in the assumed atmospheric properties and taking into
account Raman transitions from a different number of initial molecular states (we
allow more excited rotational levels of the molecule to be initially populated, not
just levels with J = 0 and J = 1).
5.4.2 Test Case II: Flat Spectrum with an Absorption Line
The second test case matches the one presented in Sromovsky (2005b). A 100-bar
deep, cold-model (as defined in Section 5.3.1) atmosphere is illuminated by a beam
of radiation with an absorption line at λ = 3100 Å inserted into an otherwise flat
spectrum (constant λIλ, with Iλ normalized at 2000Å). Figure 5.4 shows the incident
spectrum (dashed line) and the geometric albedo spectrum (solid line) calculated
by our radiative transfer code. Our result for the hydrogen-dominated atmosphere
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Figure 5.4: Upper panel: Solid line shows the geometric albedo for a clear, cold
H2/He atmosphere illuminated by a radiation beam with a flat photon spectrum
with an absorption line at λ ∼ 3100 Å (gray dashed line). The albedo is strongly
enhanced at the wavelength of the absorption line. Raman ghost lines appear at
Raman-shifted wavelengths (the inset shows a zoomed-in view of the ghost lines).
Lower panel shows the same for a clear 100-bar atmosphere of pure N2. The
structure and positions of Raman ghost lines are different for the two molecules,
H2 and N2, reflecting the structure of energy levels for each molecule. If observed,
Raman ghost lines could be used to spectroscopically identify the composition of
the scattering medium.
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looks very similar to that of Sromovsky, although we cannot reproduce the exact
values of the albedo because we do not include the effects of radiation polarization.
This test case demonstrates themain features ofRaman scattering thatwere discussed
in Section 5.2. At the position of the absorption line in the incident spectrum, there
is a strong peak in the geometric albedo spectrum caused by photons that are Raman
shifted into that wavelength. Dips in the geometric albedo – Raman ghosts of the
absorption line – are less prominent, yet noticeable. Figure 5.4 shows that the
positions of ghost lines in an H2-dominated atmosphere are different from those in
the atmosphere of N2. Raman shifts are determined by the rotational and vibrational
energy levels of the molecule and hence the relative shifts of ghost lines are unique
for every species. This demonstrates how observations of Raman ghost lines could
be used to spectroscopically identify homonuclear diatomics like H2 and N2 that
otherwise do not have prominent spectral features in this wavelength range.
Intensities of individual ghost lines depend on the cross section for that particular
transition and on the population of the initial state, governed by the Boltzmann
distribution. By measuring the relative intensities of two ghost lines produced by
the same feature in the incident spectrum, the temperature of the medium could be
inferred.
5.4.3 Hydrogen Atmospheres Irradiated by Solar Spectrum
In Figure 5.5 we show the incident spectrum and the computed albedo spectra for
three models of clear (cloud-free) H2/He atmospheres. The three models have
different temperature-pressure profiles, as described in Section 5.3.1. The albedo
spectra show enhancements on the order of tens of percent at wavelengths at which
the incident spectrum has absorption lines. In the cores of the most prominent lines,
the Fraunhofer H and K lines of ionized calcium at 3969 and 3934 Å, the geometric
albedo can be almost twice as high compared to the surrounding continuum.
The albedo spectra look very similar for all three cloud-free models, although
there are some differences due to the temperature dependence of the population
of molecular rotational levels. Raman transitions originating from different initial
levels have (slightly) different cross sections, changing the overall strength of the
Raman effect with temperature. The cross sections are highest for low-energy initial
states (for example, see Figure 5.14 – the cross section for the rotational S-branch
transition from level J = 0 is higher than the cross section for the initial level J = 1),














































Figure 5.5: Three lower panels show the geometric albedo spectra calculated for
clear 100-bar deep H2/He atmospheres at different temperatures. The incident
radiation has a solar-type spectrum (top panel). In an atmosphere with only Rayleigh
scattering, the albedo spectrum would be flat, and thus all the features present in
these spectra are due to Raman scattering. The most prominent Raman features are
the albedo enhancements at wavelengths corresponding to strong absorption lines
in the solar spectrum. The intensity of individual Raman ghost lines, such as the
feature indicated by an arrow in the bottom panel, is much weaker and it is more
significantly affected by the temperature of the atmosphere.
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The position of ghost lines also depends on the initial state of the molecule, and
hence the temperature of the medium. The most prominent ghost feature in the
hydrogen spectrum is located at λ ≈ 4027 Å (indicated by an arrow in the bottom
panel of Figure 5.5). Two strong ghost lines nearly overlap at this wavelength –
a ghost originating from an S(0) Raman transition of the calcium H line, and the
S(1) transition from the calcium K line. In our cold atmosphere model, almost
all hydrogen is in the J = 0 and J = 1 levels, maximizing the intensity of the
ghost lines originating from these two states. In this model, the ghost feature at
∼4027 Å causes a ∼ 10% decrease in the albedo. At higher temperatures, the initial
distribution of molecular states is broader, making individual ghost lines originating
from low-energy states less intense.
Placing a thick cloud deck at different altitudes (i.e. different values of pressure)
affects the overall albedo spectrum even more than changing the temperature, as
shown in Figure 5.6. If a cloud deck is high in the atmosphere, the light passes
through a smaller column of gas and experiences less scattering than when it travels
through a clear atmosphere or an atmosphere with low-altitude clouds. Because the
total column mass of gas above a certain level of the atmosphere is proportional to
the ratio of the pressure at that level and the planet surface gravity, our results are
degenerate with respect to these two quantities. Therefore, in order to measure the
pressure level of clouds using the intensity of Raman peaks, the surface gravity of
the planet needs to be known. We demonstrate this in Figure 5.6 where we show
that the intensity of Raman features can be altered by changing the pressure level
of the bottom boundary, while keeping the surface gravity fixed (left panel), or by
changing the surface gravity while the bottom-boundary pressure remains the same
(right panel).
What affects the strength of Raman features is the number of molecules available
to photons for scattering above the cloud deck – having fewer Raman scattering
events leads to an albedo spectrum in which Raman features are suppressed and
the spectrum is dominated by Rayleigh scattering and the reflective properties of
the clouds. Therefore, the strength of the Raman features can be used to infer the
column mass of the scattering gas above the could deck and to put constrains on
the presence and the altitude of clouds. In this optically thin regime, the albedo
spectrum is much more sensitive to the properties of the planet than in the case of
a clear, deep atmosphere where radiation can reach the pressure level at which the
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Figure 5.6: Top: Middle and bottom panels show geometric albedos for H2/He
atmosphereswith a perfectly reflecting (albedo = 1.0) and partially absorbing (albedo
= 0.5) bottom boundaries at the pressure value Pmax, representing a thick cloud deck.
Spectral features due to Raman scattering are less prominent in shallow atmospheres
because placing the cloud deck at higher altitudes (lower pressures) decreases the
column of gas through which the radiation passes, thereby reducing the number
of (Raman) scattering events. The column mass depends on the ratio of pressure
and surface gravity, hence there is a degeneracy between these two quantities. The
surface gravity of all these models is 103 cm s−2. The incident solar spectrum is
shown at the top. Bottom: Geometric albedo for H2/He atmospheres with the bottom
boundary at Pmax = 1 bar with albedo of 1.0, for planets with different values of
surface gravity.
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the optically thin case, the overall planetary albedo depends on the albedo of the
bottom boundary (i.e. the cloud deck) – more reflective bottom boundary results
in a higher value of the geometric albedo continuum and larger Raman features as
more photons get reflected from the bottom and have a second passage through the
atmosphere on the way to the observer, allowing for more scattering evens to occur.
5.4.4 Nitrogen Atmospheres Irradiated by Solar Spectrum
We choose the parameters describing our nitrogen atmosphere so that they resemble
the properties of Earth’s atmosphere. We place the bottom boundary representing
the surface of the planet at the pressure of 1 bar, and its albedo is set to 0.3. This
choice of parameters leads to a relatively small column of the scattering gas, which
is the reason why the albedo spectrum for this model shows only moderate effects
of Raman scattering, as shown in Figure 5.7. The effects are stronger for deeper
atmospheres, as shown for the atmosphere ending at the pressure of 3 bar. In the
case of a small planet with a shallow atmosphere, Raman features alone are unable
to give information on whether the bottom boundary is an opaque cloud deck or the
planet surface.
5.5 Discussion
5.5.1 Probing Exoplanet Atmospheres with Raman Scattering
As shown in the previous section, the strength of Raman scattering features in
the geometric albedo spectrum depends on the properties of the atmosphere. In
this section, we discuss how observations of these features could be used to probe
exoplanet atmospheres. We start from the most easily detectable Raman effects and
move towards fainter features that require increasingly more precise observations of
planetary albedo.
Constraining the Pressure Level of the Cloud Top/Surface
The most prominent and most easily detectable Raman features are the peaks in the
geometric albedo at wavelengths corresponding to absorption lines in the incident
spectrum. The albedo is enhanced atwavelengths corresponding to all lines, however
the effect is most noticeable for strong lines, such as the Ca II H and K lines in the
solar spectrum. At these wavelengths the albedo can be enhanced by almost a factor
of ∼ 2 in the case of a deep and clear H2-rich atmosphere (Figure 5.5) or by tens of
percent in atmospheres with thick clouds at pressures around 1 bar (Figure 5.6). In







































Pmax = 1 bar
Pmax = 3 bar
Figure 5.7: Bottom panel shows the geometric albedo for the model atmosphere
composed entirely of N2. The bottom boundary with albedo 0.3 is placed at the
pressure Pmax. Higher pressure indicates a deeper atmosphere, leading to more
Raman scattering events and thus producing stronger Raman features in the albedo
spectrum. Top panel shows the incident spectrum.
events, i.e. on the column density of the scattering molecule that the light goes
through before being scattered into our line-of-sight. This could be used to probe
the depth of the atmosphere and put constraints on the pressure level of clouds or
the planetary surface, if the surface gravity of the planet is known. If the dominant
source of opacity at short wavelengths is scattering on particles (aerosols), instead
of molecules, Raman features are not expected to appear in the spectrum.
Identifying the Dominant Scatterer
Raman scattering imprints ‘ghosts’ of features present in the incident spectrum at
shifted wavelengths in the reflected spectrum. By measuring the Raman shift of
the lines, the scattering molecule can be identified. As shown in Figure 5.4, the
positions of Raman ghosts originating from the same line in the incident spectrum
are different for H2, N2 and any other molecule. The intensity of individual ghost
lines is small, on the order of a few percent of the albedo for the strongest lines.
However, because Raman scattering occurs over the entire observed wavelength
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range, small dips in the geometric albedo should appear at frequencies shifted by a
fixed amount with respect to all stellar lines. Therefore, it might be possible to get
a statistical detection of the ghost lines and to measure the Raman shifts by doing
a cross-correlation analysis of the incident spectrum and the geometric albedo in
frequency-space (Cochran 1981; Cochran et al. 1981).
In Figure 5.8, we show such a cross-correlation with our simulated spectra. The
y-axis shows the fractional difference between the planet spectrum with Raman
features included (FRaman) and the planet spectrum with a flat albedo (Fflat) showing
no signs of Raman scattering. The x-axis shows the wavenumber (1/λ) offset from
a strong line in the incident spectrum. We select ∼ 5% of the wavelength bins
in the analyzed wavelength range that correspond to the strongest absorption lines
in the solar spectrum. We analyze how the planet spectrum around each of these
strong lines is affected by Raman scattering, sum up their relative contributions, and
present them in different colors for different model atmospheres.
At very small wavenumber shifts (i.e. close to the cores of stellar absorption lines)
the planetary flux is enhanced by Raman scattering by a few tens of percent – the
lines are ‘filled-in’. In hydrogen-dominated atmospheres we see two troughs in the
planet flux due to Raman scattering, around ∼ 354 cm−1 and ∼ 587 cm−1. These
flux decrements of the order of a few percent, correspond to Raman ghosts of strong
stellar lines due to pure rotational Raman transitions from initial molecular states
with J = 0 and J = 1. The troughs are strongest and most easily detectable for the
cold atmosphere (T ∼ 100 K) because these two molecular states account for the
majority of H2 molecules at such low temperatures. At higher temperatures more
high-energy (high-J) states are populated and the intensity of individual ghosts is
hence reduced. Raman shifts of molecular nitrogen are much smaller than those of
hydrogen. Offsets corresponding to rotational Raman transitions from states with J
in the range 0-12 are shown in Figure 5.8 by the gray hatched region. Because the
distribution of Raman shifts in N2 is so broad, it is more difficult to discern. Another
difficulty associated with small Raman shifts is that ghost lines can overlap with line
wings, especially for strong, broad lines like the Fraunhofer H and K lines. Raman
ghosts can blend with parent lines and cause merely a decrease in the filling-in
effect, instead of showing up as discrete troughs in the planetary flux, as shown in
the case of the N2 model in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Cumulative deviation from a flat albedo spectrum in the vicinity of
prominent absorption lines in the incident spectrum. At very small wavenumber
separations the albedo is enhanced due to the filling-in effect of Raman scattering.
Dips in the albedo are Raman ghost lines. By detecting the position of Raman
ghosts in the albedo spectrum, the identity of the scatteringmolecule can be inferred.
Arrows mark the expected positions of the H2 ghost lines due to rotational Raman
transitions from initial states with J = 0 and J = 1. Hatched region marks the
expected positions of the N2 ghosts for J = 0, ..., 12. The green curve shows a broad
dip at these small wavenumber shifts and no discernible dips at the positions of H2
ghost lines.
Constraining the Atmospheric Temperature
Raman transitions from different initial states of the molecule have different Raman
shifts, which is why an individual absorption line in the incident spectrum produces
a whole forest of ghost lines in the reflected light, as shown in Figure 5.4. The
strength of a single ghost line depends on the total number of molecules in the
corresponding initial state. For example, the intensity of a hydrogen ghost line
resulting from a transition from the state with the rotational quantum number J is
I(J) ∝ NH2(J) . (5.17)
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There is a degeneracy between the overall abundance of H2 molecules and the
fractional population of individual rotational states:
NH2(J) = N totH2 fJ . (5.18)
The fractional population of states is governed by the Boltzmann distribution, given
by equation (5.3). Frommeasuring the strength of just one ghost line I(J), we cannot
say whether that line is strong because the overall abundance of the molecule (N totH2 )
is high or because the fractional population of the corresponding initial state ( fJ) if
high. However, if we could measure at least two ghost lines and take their ratio, the
total number of molecules cancels out and what if left is the relative population of




−(EJ1−EJ2 )/kBT . (5.19)
Because individual ghost lines are quite faint (up to a few percent of the albedo for
the strongest lines) the uncertainties in the measured albedo should be well below a
percent level to perform this type of measurement.
5.5.2 Detection Feasibility
In this section, we analyze the feasibility of observing Raman scattering in the at-
mospheres of nearby exoplanets, using the currently existing and the next generation
observational facilities. First, we demonstrate that Raman features can be discerned
in spectra of moderate spectral resolution.
Raman Scattering Features at Different Spectral Resolutions
Our reflection spectra were calculated on a uniform wavelength grid with 1 Å
spacing. However, Raman features could be detected in observations performed
with coarser spectral resolution than that. In Figure 5.9 we degrade our albedo
spectra for the clear and cloudy (Pmax = 1 bar) H2/He atmospheres to spectral
resolutions of R = 500, R = 200 and R = 50. Most Raman scattering features, even
the strongest ones corresponding to calcium H and K lines in the solar spectrum,
are smeared out in the low-resolution (R=50) spectrum. They can be more easily
discerned in the medium-resolution (R=200) spectrum, especially if the atmosphere
is clear. However, this model is probably very optimistic, and to identify these
features in more realistic scenarios higher spectral resolutions (such as R = 500)
would be preferred.
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Figure 5.9: Calculated albedo spectra degraded to lower spectral resolutions of
R = 500 (green), R = 200 (yellow) and R = 50 (gray). For every value of R, there is
a pair of lines – the lighter line shows the albedo for a cloudy (Pmax = 1 bar) H2/He
atmosphere and the darker line is for a clear atmosphere. For ease of display, all
albedos except the one shown in dark green (second from the bottom) are displaced
on the y-axis.
Detecting Raman Features with High-contrast Instruments
In this section, we investigate the feasibility of observing Raman features using high-
contrast imaging with a space telescope. Several approaches have been proposed,
including both coronagraphs and starshades and using a range of telescope apertures.
As an example in this initial study, we consider a 5 m telescope with a coronagraph
achieving a contrast of 10−10. We use the instrument noise model described by
Robinson et al. (2016) to make our predictions. Here we give a brief overview of
the main expressions used in their noise model and the baseline set of instrument
parameters.
The photon count rate of a planet at a distance d from the observer is given by





























Rpl = 1.0 RJ ,  d = 10 pc ,  texp = 10 h













































Rpl = 0.3 RJ ,  d = 5 pc ,  texp = 40 h



























Figure 5.10: Top panel: the planet-star flux ratio (PSFR) for a Jupiter- and a
Neptune-sized planet (left and right, respectively) orbiting a Sun-like star at 0.8 AU
separation, observed at the phase angle of α = 80◦, at the distance of 10 pc and
5 pc, respectively. The blue line shows the PSFR from a model atmosphere that
includes the effects of Raman scattering, degraded to spectral resolution of R = 500.
The red dashed line shows a flat PSFR (i.e. without Raman features). Middle panel
shows the total photon counts from the planet, observed with a 5-meter coronagraph-
equipped telescope for the total exposure time of 10 and 40 hours. Bottom panel
shows the ratio of signal to noise, at each spectral bin, to which signals with and
without Raman features can be distinguished. Total S/N over all bins is ∼ 17 in both
cases.
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Table 5.1: Astrophysical and telescope parameters.
Symbol Description Value
Rpl planet radius (RJ) 0.3 / 1.0
d distance to observer (pc) 5 / 10
a planet-star separation (AU) 0.8
α phase angle (deg) 80
∆texp exposure time (hours) 40 / 10
q quantum efficiency 0.9
fpa frac. of light in aperture 0.87
T throughput 0.05
C coronagraph contrast 10−10
R spectral resolution 500
D telescope diameter (m) 5
where Fp,λ(d) is the planet specific flux density, related to the stellar flux and the
geometric albedo of the planet though equation (5.10). Descriptions and values of
other parameters are listed in Table 5.1.
The background count rate consists of contributions from zodiacal (cz) and exozodi-
acal (cez) light, stellar light leaked through the coronagraph (clk), dark current (cD)
and read noise (cR):
cb = cz + cez + clk + cD + cR . (5.21)
We use the expressions and parameters from Robinson et al. (2016) to compute all
these different contributions to the background count rate. For the total exposure
time ∆texp, the total number of background counts is Cb = cb∆texp and the total




We estimate the signal-to-noise-ratio (S/N) to which Raman features in the albedo
spectrum could be detected and distinguished from a flat, featureless albedo spec-
trum of an atmosphere in which there was no significant Raman scattering, due to
an opaque high-altitude cloud deck. Our ‘signal’ then is the difference between the
photon count coming from a planet whose albedo spectrum shows prominent Raman
features (Cp,R, blue lines in Figure 5.10) and the photon count coming from a planet
whose albedo spectrum would be featureless (Cp, f , red dashed lines in Figure 5.10).
S/N is given by
S/N = |Cp,R − Cp, f |
Cnoise
=





In Figure 5.10 we show the planet-star flux ratio for a clear warm H2/He atmosphere
on a Jupiter- and Neptune-sized planets. Both planets are assumed to be orbiting
Sun-like stars at a separation of 0.8 AU, observed at the phase angle of α = 80◦
(i.e. shortly before quadrature). Instead of just multiplying the calculated albedo
with some specific planet phase function, we compute the disk integrated intensity
at this phase by performing a new set of radiative transfer calculations that take into
account different incident and reflected angles (µ0 and µ) for α = 80◦, taken from
Horak & Little (1965). The planets are assumed to be at a distance of 10 pc and 5
pc from Earth, for the larger and smaller planet respectively. We show the planet-
star flux ratio observed on Earth and the photon counts assuming the planets are
observed with a 5-meter coronagraph-equipped telescope, with spectral resolution
R = 500 and for the total exposure time of 10 hours for the larger and 40 hours
for the smaller planet. The bottom panel shows S/N to which we can distinguish
between Raman features and a flat albedo spectrum, for each wavelength bin. As
expected, the highest S/N is achieved in wavelength bins corresponding to strong
Raman peaks associated with the Ca II H and K lines. The cumulative S/N for all
wavelength bins is ∼ 17 in both cases.
Weperform the same type of analysis for a population of planetswith radius R = 1RJ ,
located at a range of distances from Earth (from 5 pc to 20 pc) and for observations
with a range of total exposure times (1-30 hours; all other telescope/observational
parameters are as in Table 5.1). We show the total S/N over the wavelength range
3500-5000 Å in Figure 5.11. Our results suggest that detecting the signatures of
Raman scattering in giant exoplanets could be feasible with a 5-meter coronagraph
operating at these wavelengths. The analyzed distance range should contain several
tens (or ∼ 100) of solar-type stars.
Detection Method II: Blended Light Case
Next we consider observations in which the light from a planet is blended with
the light from the host star. The principle is similar to observations using high-
dispersion spectroscopy (e.g. Snellen et al. 2010; Brogi et al. 2012; Birkby et al.
2013; Lockwood et al. 2014). The total number of photons over a certain wavelength
range reaching the observer on Earth from the planet-star system at the orbital phase
Φi is given by Ns+p(Φi). At some other phase, Φ j , the total number of photons is
given by a data vector Ns+p(Φ j). We first look at the covariance matrix between the
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Figure 5.11: Cumulative S/N over the wavelength range 3500-5000 Å to which
Raman features can be detected in a Jupiter-sized planet (orbiting the host star at 0.8
AU and observed near quadrature), depending on the distance to Earth and the total
exposure time for observations with a 5-meter high-contrast (10−10) telescope.
two vectors,
Cov(Ns+p(Φi), Ns+p(Φ j)) ≡ Ci j = δi jNs , (5.23)
where Ns is the number of photons coming from the star alone and δi j is the










where p denotes some set of parameters on which the covariance matrix does not











































vLOS = +130 km s−1
vLOS = -130 km s−1














Figure 5.12: Upper panel: Raman features in the reflected light get blue(red)shifted
as a function of the line-of-sight velocity vLOS of the planet. Due to this property, the
signal from the planet can be separated from the signal of its host star. This technique
can be used to detect Raman scattering in the reflected light with high spectral
resolution observations. The signal is dominated by wavelengths corresponding to
strong and narrow lines, as shown by the normalized S/N distribution in the lower
panel.




To get an estimate of how likely it would be to observe signatures of Raman scattering
using this method, we use the simple two-phase formula (equation 5.25) for the case
of a Jupiter-sized planet orbiting a Sun-like star at a separation of 0.05 AU. We
assume that the planet is observed near both quadratures (α = ±80◦), where it
has a radial velocity of ±130 km s−1 with respect to the star, and we impart the
blue(red)shift to the planetary spectrum accordingly. We define our signal as the
difference between the observed photon number count in the case of a planetary
atmosphere with Raman albedo features and an atmosphere with a flat, featureless
albedo. This is shown in Figure 5.12 for the case of planet moving away from
(v = +130 km s−1) and moving towards the observer (v = −130 km s−1). Raman
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Figure 5.13: Estimates of the total S/N for observations of a Jupiter-sized planet
orbiting a Sun-like star at 0.05 AU separation, observed near quadrature (α = 80◦),
for different combinations of distance to Earth and the total exposure time on a
10-meter (left panel) and a 30-meter ground-based telescope (right panel). Note
the difference in the x-axis range in the two panels – the time needed to reach a
certain S/N for the same planet on the smaller-aperture telescope is about an order
of magnitude greater than the exposure time needed on the larger telescope.
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features in the planetary spectrum get blue(red)shifted as the planet orbits the host
star. The wavelength shift is only ∼ 2 Å, hence moderately high spectral resolution
is needed to detect these subtle changes with orbital phase. In this case we use
R = 3000. The Doppler-shifting approach is more favorable for narrow spectral
features, hence the contributions to the total S/N are more evenly distributed over
the entire wavelength range than in the case of the previous method we considered,
where most of the signal came from prominent (and fairly broad) Raman features
associated with the stellar calcium lines.
In Figure 5.13 we show the calculated S/N using the two-phase formula, i.e. the
difference between the red and the blue curve in Figure 5.12. The S/N is evaluated
over the 3500 - 5000 Å wavelength range, for different combinations of distance
from Earth and total exposure time on a 10-meter (left panel) or a 30-meter (right
panel) ground-based telescope. Telescope throughput is assumed to be 15% over the
analyzed wavelength range (in reality this value is not constant, it degrades towards
the blue end of the spectrum). Our estimates suggest that detecting the signatures of
Raman scattering in nearby exoplanets, using thismethod, would be very challenging
with the currently existing telescopes. However, it should be possible with the next
generation of large ground-based observatories if the photon-counting noise limit
can be reached for this type of measurement.
5.5.3 Caveats and Future Work
In this study we focus our attention on atmospheric scattering, in particular on the
effects of Raman scattering and its imprint in the geometric albedo of exoplanets.
We do not include absorption from atomic or molecular species in our treatment
of atmospheric radiative transfer. In an absorbing atmosphere the effects of scat-
tering are less pronounced than in an atmosphere in which absorption is negligible.
Absorption leads to an overall decrease in the geometric albedo, particularly at
wavelengths corresponding to strong absorption lines, where albedo can be signif-
icantly diminished compared to out-of-line continuum. The most likely sources of
absorption in the wavelength range that we analyze in this work (∼ 300 − 500 nm)
are alkali atoms sodium and potassium, with absorption lines at 330 nm (Na) and
404 nm (K). The strength of these lines depends on the vertical profiles of the Na
and K abundance in the form of free atoms. Atmospheric models used in this initial
study are not complex enough to include these effects self-consistently.
Similarly to filling-in of stellar absorption lines by the Raman effect, the absorp-
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tion lines from atmospheric absorbers also become less deep due to photons that
are Raman-shifted into the lines. This effect could lead to underestimates in the
inferred atmospheric abundances of absorbing species if Raman scattering is not
properly treated. Sromovsky (2005b) found that this effect is present at a few percent
level even in the near-IR, where Raman scattering is much weaker than at shorter
wavelengths discussed in this work. According to their calculation, in a clear atmo-
sphere of a Neptune-like planet, about 4% of the light coming from deep methane
bands in the near-IR is Raman-scattered light. We leave the analysis of filling-in of
atmospheric absorption lines in the near-UV and the visible part of the spectrum for
future work.
5.6 Summary and Conclusions
We investigate the effects of Raman scattering by H2 and N2 molecules in the
atmospheres of exoplanets. This process leaves distinct signatures imprinted in the
reflected light and the planetary geometric albedo that could, if detected, be used
to probe the physical conditions and the chemical composition of the atmosphere.
Here we summarize the basics of Raman scattering, our results and conclusions:
• Raman scattering, unlike Rayleigh scattering, changes the frequency of the
scattered photons. The intensity of Raman-scattered light at some frequency
ν depends on the intensity of the incident light at the Raman-shifted frequency
ν+∆ν. The frequency change∆ν is determined by the energy-level structure of
the scattering molecule, and therefore can be used as a spectroscopic signature
of the molecule.
• Raman-scattered photons fill-in absorption lines in the reflected spectrum that
are caused by the lower radiation intensity at wavelengths corresponding to
absorption lines in the incident spectrum. This causes sharp peaks in the
albedo spectrum at the wavelengths of strong lines in the stellar spectrum,
such as the calcium lines at λ ∼ 390 nm in the solar spectrum. These albedo
enhancements are the most prominent and most easily detectable Raman
features in the albedo spectrum. Under favorable conditions of a deep and
clear atmosphere, the albedo at these wavelengths can be enhanced by almost
a factor of 2 compared to the surrounding continuum.
• Albedo enhancements are strongest for clear atmospheres and atmospheres
with deep (low-altitude) clouds, whereas high-altitude clouds diminish the
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effect of Raman scattering. Therefore, the strength of Raman peaks in the
planetary albedo can be used to constrain the presence and the altitude of thick
clouds.
• Raman scattering produces ‘ghosts’ of absorption lines in the incident spec-
trum. They are seen as small dips in the albedo at frequencies that are shifted
by a fixed amount ∆ν (Raman shift) from the original line in the stellar spec-
trum. Individual ghost lines are weak (on the order of a few percent change in
the albedo), however they are present at fixed distances from all stellar lines
and thus might be detected statistically using cross-correlation techniques.
By detecting the ghost lines and measuring their Raman shifts, the scattering
molecule can be uniquely identified. This might be the most direct way to
spectroscopically confirm the presence of spectrally inactive molecules like
H2 or N2 in the visible part of the spectrum.
• The strength of individual ghost lines depends on the population of the cor-
responding initial molecular state and hence depends on the temperature of
the medium. If the intensity of ghost lines produced by the same stellar line,
but originating from different initial molecular states, could be measured, the
temperature of the atmosphere could be inferred.
• The most prominent Raman features can be discerned even in spectra of
moderate spectral resolution of R = λ/∆λ of a few hundred.
• Detecting Raman features in nearby hot exoplanets may be possible with the
next generation observational facilities, such as the 30-meter-class ground-
based telescopes.
• For exoplanets farther from their host stars, a promising method of detecting
the signatures ofRaman scatteringwould be using space-based coronagraph/starshade-




5.A Rayleigh and Raman Scattering Cross Sections
5.A.1 Hydrogen
Many previous studies of Raman scattering used hydrogen Raman and Rayleigh
cross sections from Ford & Browne (1973), which include transitions from initial
molecular states with rotational quantum number J ≤ 3. This is well suited for stud-
ies of cold atmospheres of giant planets in the Solar System. However, atmospheres
of exoplanets can have much higher temperatures in which a significant fraction
of molecular hydrogen populates states with J > 3. Since we were unable to find
Rayleigh and Raman cross sections for J > 3 states in the literature, we calculate
them using the formulae from Dalgarno & Williams (1962).
The cross sections defined in Dalgarno & Williams (1962) measure the the total
(angle-integrated) outgoing power (in erg s−1) divided by the incident energy flux
(in erg cm−2 s−1). We define cross section as the rate of scattering events (in units of
events s−1) divided by the incident photon flux (in photons cm−2 s−1); thus we need
to multiply the cross sections given in Dalgarno & Williams (1962) by the ratio of
the outgoing (λ) and the incident (λ′) wavelength. Because of this correction factor
our cross sections have wavelength dependence proportional to (λ′λ3)−1, instead of
(λ)−4.
For a transition between the initial molecular state characterized by rotational and
vibrational quantum numbers Ji and vi, to the final state with quantum numbers J f
and v f , the cross section is given by
QS(vi, Ji; v f , J f ) = 128pi
5
9λ′λ3
(Ji + 1)(Ji + 2)
(2Ji + 3)(2Ji + 1) |〈Ri |γ(r)|R f 〉|
2 (5.28)
in the case of the S-branch transitions (J f = Ji + 2);




3|〈Ri |α(r)|R f 〉|2 + 23
Ji(Ji + 1)




for the Q-branch transitions (J f = Ji; Rayleigh scattering is a special case of Q-
branch transitions, one for which vi = v f and λ′ = λ); and




(2Ji − 1)(2Ji + 1) |〈Ri |γ(r)|R f 〉|
2 (5.30)
for the O-branch (J f = Ji − 2). In the expressions above α and γ are the average
polarizability and the polarizability anisotropy of the molecule, given as functions of
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internuclear separation r . We use tabulated values of α(r) and γ(r) from Rychlewski
(1980). R represents the radial wave functions of the H2 molecule for the initial and
final ro-vibrational state (denoted by Ri and R f , respectively) that are obtained by
solving the Schrödinger equation using the H2 potential from Wolniewicz (1993).
Our computations are performed in the limit of static polarizability, and are thus
valid for photon energies small compared to the first electronic excitation energy of
the H2 molecule.
The resulting cross sections are shown in Figure 5.14 for Rayleigh scattering and a
few different Raman transitions. Table 5.A.1 contains coefficients that can be used
to evaluate the Rayleigh and Raman scattering cross sections. The cross section for
a transition from an initial molecular state characterized by quantum numbers v = 0
and Ji, to a final state with v f and J f is given by
Q(0, Ji; v f , J f ; λ) = C
λ′λ3
[cm2], (5.31)
where λ and λ′ are expressed in cm. The incident and scattered wavelengths are
related by λ′−1 = λ−1+∆ν, where ∆ν is the Raman shift of the transition in question.
Our values of cross sections for the most important transitions (Rayleigh, pure
rotational Raman transitions and vibrational Q-branch transitions) agree with values
of Ford & Browne (1973) to within ∼ 20% at the shortest wavelengths (around 300
nm) and within ∼ 5% around 500 nm. The source of discrepancy is most likely
the fact that we do not include the effects of dynamic polarizability, which become
more relevant at higher energies. The differences between our cross sections and
the results of Ford & Browne (1973) for vibrational S- and O-branch transitions are
much larger (between 50-100% difference). We were not able to establish the origin
of this discrepancy. However, because these transitions are typically between one
and two orders ofmagnitudeweaker in cross section than the other Raman transitions
(pure rotational and vibrational Q-branch), they do not significantly affect the main
results of this work.
5.A.2 Nitrogen
For the case of molecular nitrogen, we use the approximate formulae from Dal-
garno & Williams (1962) that rely on expanding the molecular polarizability and
polarizability anisotropy around the equilibrium separation of nuclei r0 according
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Figure 5.14: Cross sections for Rayleigh scattering and several Raman scattering
processes, for H2 (left panel) and N2 (right panel) in the wavelength range relevant
for this study. Designations of Raman transitions have the following meaning: ‘vib’
refers to vibrational transitions in which the vibrational quantum number of the
molecule changes from 0 to 1 (ground to first excited state), and ‘rot’ describes pure
rotational transitions in which the vibrational quantum number does not change. S(i)
denotes transitions in which the rotational quantum number increases by 2 (from i
to i + 2), for Q(i) the rotational quantum number does not change, and for O(i) the
rotational quantum number decreases by 2.
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Ji J f v f C ∆ν[cm−1]
0 0 0 8.40817110301 × 10−45 0.0
0 0 1 1.56701934093 × 10−46 4163.3085901
0 2 0 2.64973960879 × 10−46 354.5691479
0 2 1 2.08231744526 × 10−47 4500.1555355
1 1 0 8.54368656301 × 10−45 0.0
1 1 1 1.66712462583 × 10−46 4157.3872895
1 3 0 1.61326313808 × 10−46 587.3565875
1 3 1 1.14413862330 × 10−47 4715.3283129
Table 5.2: Coefficients for the scattering cross sections for H2. The cross section for
each transition is calculated according to equation (5.31). The column ∆ν contains
the value of the Raman shift for each transitions. The table is available in its entirety
(including cross sections for initial states up to Ji = 9) in the machine-readable
format on the journal website. This portion is shown here for guidance purposes.
to
α(r) = α(r0) + (r − r0)α′(r0) + ... (5.32)
γ(r) = γ(r0) + (r − r0)γ′(r0) + ... (5.33)
and on approximating the vibrational wave function of the molecule by a harmonic
oscillator eigenfunction with an eigenvalue hνe(v+ 12 ). In the equations above, α′(r0)
and γ′(r0) are the derivatives of the polarizability and polarizability anisotropy with
respect to internuclear separation, evaluated at the equilibrium distance.
The approximate formulae are:
• for Rayleigh scattering (vi = v f , Ji = J f ):










• for pure rotational S-branch transitions (v f = vi, J f = Ji + 2):
Q(vi, Ji; v f , J f ) = 128pi
5
9λ′λ3
(Ji + 1)(Ji + 2)
(2Ji + 3)(2Ji + 1)γ(r0)
2 , (5.35)
• for pure rotational O-branch transitions (v f = vi, J f = Ji − 2):




(2Ji − 1)(2Ji + 1)γ(r0)
2 , (5.36)
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• for vibrational Q-branch transitions (v f = vi + 1, J f = Ji):






(2Ji − 1)(2Ji + 3)γ
′(r0)2




• for vibrational S-branch transitions (v f = vi + 1, J f = Ji + 2):
Q(vi, Ji; v f , J f ) = 128pi
5
9λ′λ3
(Ji + 1)(Ji + 2)
(2Ji + 3)(2Ji + 1)γ
′(r0)2 (vi + 1)h8pi2µνe , (5.38)
• for vibrational O-branch transitions (v f = vi + 1, J f = Ji − 2):




(2Ji − 1)(2Ji + 1)γ
′(r0)2 (vi + 1)h8pi2µνe , (5.39)
where µ is the reduced mass of the molecule. For molecular nitrogen, we use the
following set of parameter values: µ = 1.16 × 10−23 g, νe = 6.988 × 1013 Hz,
α(r0) = 1.778 × 10−24 cm3, γ(r0) = 7.14 × 10−25 cm3, α′(r0) = 1.852 × 10−16
cm2, γ′(r0) = 2.185 × 10−16 cm2 (Bernath 2005; Pecul & Coriani 2002). Our cross
sections agree to within . 10% with those used in studies of Raman scattering in
the Earth’s atmosphere (i.e. the Ring effect) by Chance & Spurr (1997).
5.A.3 Helium
For Rayleigh scattering on helium atoms we use the cross sections from Alipour
et al. (2015).
5.B Quadrature Coefficients
To calculate the reflected light from a planet, we need to properly integrate over
the surface of the planetary disk, as described in Section 5.3.3. In order to do that,
we use the quadrature coefficients for order n = 6 and the corresponding angles
of incidence for a planet at full phase (phase angle equal to zero ) from Horak &
Little (1965). Table 5.B gives the coefficients of the quadrature expansion (a and b),
along with the coordinates (ψ and ξ) of the nine points on the disk used to compute
the reflected light and the corresponding cosines of the incident angles (µ). At full
phase, the contributions from all four quadrants of the disk are the same, and hence
we can simply multiply the emerging intensity from the first quadrant by 4 to get the
intensity from the entire planet.
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number latitude (pi/2 − η) longitude (ζ) ψ ξ a b µ0 = µ
1 0.2244 (12.86◦) 0.2409 (13.81◦) 0.222521 0.238619 0.426576 0.467914 0.94676541
2 0.2244 (12.86◦) 0.7224 (41.39◦) 0.222521 0.661209 0.426576 0.360762 0.73139233
3 0.2244 (12.86◦) 1.2011 (68.82◦) 0.222521 0.932470 0.426576 0.171324 0.35219154
4 0.6732 (38.57◦) 0.2409 (13.81◦) 0.623490 0.238619 0.274333 0.467914 0.75924690
5 0.6732 (38.57◦) 0.7224 (41.39◦) 0.623490 0.661209 0.274333 0.360762 0.58653110
6 0.6732 (38.57◦) 1.2011 (68.82◦) 0.623490 0.932470 0.274333 0.171324 0.28243569
7 1.1221 (64.29◦) 0.2409 (13.81◦) 0.900969 0.238619 0.0844887 0.467914 0.42135023
8 1.1221 (64.29◦) 0.7224 (41.39◦) 0.900969 0.661209 0.0844887 0.360762 0.32550020
9 1.1221 (64.29◦) 1.2011 (68.82◦) 0.900969 0.932470 0.0844887 0.171324 0.15673998
Table 5.3: The quadrature coordinates (latitude, longitude) or (ψ, ξ) and weights (a, b) used in calculating
the integrated disk intensity according to equation (5.16). The last column (µ0, µ) gives the cosine of the
angle at which the radiation beam illuminates the atmosphere, and at which the light is reflected toward the
observer (these two angles are equal at full phase).
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C h a p t e r 6
HOW DOES THE SHAPE OF THE STELLAR SPECTRUM
AFFECT THE GEOMETRIC ALBEDO OF EXOPLANETS AT
SHORT OPTICAL WAVELENGTHS?
ABSTRACT
Diagnostic potential of the spectral signatures of Raman scattering, imprinted in
planetary albedo spectra at short optical wavelengths, has been demonstrated in
research on Solar System planets, and has recently been proposed as a probe of exo-
planet atmospheres, complementary to albedo studies at longer wavelengths. Spec-
tral features caused by Raman scattering offer insight into the properties of planetary
atmospheres, such as the atmospheric depth, composition, and temperature, as well
as the possibility of detecting and spectroscopically identifying spectrally inactive
species, such as H2 and N2, in the visible wavelength range. Raman albedo features,
however, depend on both the properties of the atmosphere and the shape of the in-
cident stellar spectrum. Identical planetary atmospheres can produce very different
albedo spectra depending on the spectral properties of the host star. Here we present
a set of geometric albedo spectra calculated for atmospheres with H2/He, N2, and
CO2 composition, irradiated by different stellar types ranging from late A to late
K stars. Prominent albedo features caused by Raman scattering appear at different
wavelengths for different types of host stars. We investigate how absorption due to
alkali elements, sodium and potassium, may affect the intensity of Raman features,
and discuss the preferred observing strategies for detecting Raman features in future
observations.
The material in this chapter has been submitted for publication to the AAS Journals.
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6.1 Introduction
An important observable quantity in exoplanet observations is the flux received from
the planet (Fp), measured relative to the flux of its host star (F∗). This ratio depends
on the physical and orbital parameters of the planet-star system, such as the radius
of the planet (Rp), its distance from the star (a), and the orbital phase angle (α) with









Most of the information about atmospheric properties is contained in thewavelength-
dependent quantity Ag, called the geometric albedo. At short optical wavelengths,
thermal radiation of planets is considered to be negligible compared to the reflected
starlight. Therefore, by measuring the optical albedo of a planet, we are effectively
measuring the reflective properties of its atmosphere and/or surface (e.g. Marley
et al. 1999; Hu et al. 2012).
Measurements of the geometric albedo in the optical wavelength range have been
obtained for a few dozen exoplanets to date (e.g. Rowe et al. 2008; Snellen et al.
2009; Christiansen et al. 2010; Désert et al. 2011; Kipping & Bakos 2011; Cowan
& Agol 2011; Demory et al. 2013), mostly via photometric secondary eclipse
observations with telescopes like MOST, CoRoT, and Kepler. Even though these
broadband observations provide just one number for each planet—the value (or an
upper limit) of the albedo averaged over the entire bandpass of the telescope—the
albedos obtained so far span a broad range of values, pointing to a large diversity in
the properties of exoplanet atmospheres. Most hot Jupiters have low values (. 0.1)
of Ag (Heng & Demory 2013); however, there are some notable exceptions, such as
Kepler-7b with Ag = 0.35 (Latham et al. 2010; Demory et al. 2011). Martins et al.
(2015) observed the reflected light of a non-transiting hot Jupiter 51 Peg b in the
wavelength range ∼ 380−690 nm using ground-based high-resolution spectroscopy
and found tentative evidence for a high average value of the geometric albedo1.
Super-Earths observed with Kepler have been reported to have statistically larger
geometric albedos compared to hot Jupiters (Demory 2014).
1There is an inherent degeneracy between the radius of the planet and its albedo (see Equa-
tion 6.1). The results of Martins et al. (2015) suggest geometric albedo values greater than unity for
a radius of 1.2 RJup. The authors hence conclude that 51 Peg b may be an inflated hot Jupiter with
a radius of 1.9 RJup, assuming Ag = 0.5. Birkby et al. (2017) present a more detailed discussion of
that result, related to their recent mass measurement of 51 Peg b.
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Evans et al. (2013) measured the albedo of hot Jupiter HD 189733 b over the
wavelength range 290-570 nm using the STIS instrument on the Hubble Space
Telescope. They report the geometric albedo binned in sixwavelength channels, thus
providing a low-resolution albedo spectrum of this exoplanet (shown in Figure 6.1).
The measured albedo spectrum of HD 189733 b is broadly consistent with an
atmosphere dominated by Rayleigh scattering and sodium absorption, as well as
with models containing cloud particles of various compositions and sizes (Heng &
Demory 2013; Barstow et al. 2014; Heng et al. 2014). The quality of the current
data is insufficient to place tighter constraints on the sources of atmospheric opacity.
Nevertheless, albedo spectra of moderate spectral resolution (R = 102 − 103) at
short optical wavelengths (3000 Å . λ . 6000 Å) have the potential to provide
valuable information about atmospheric properties, complementary to the informa-
tion available at longer wavelengths (Burrows et al. 2008), which contain strong
molecular absorption bands (e.g. Sudarsky et al. 2003; Cahoy et al. 2010; Morley
et al. 2015). The opacity at short optical wavelengths is dominated by Rayleigh
scattering on molecules or small particles (or by Mie scattering on larger particles,
if they are present). Rayleigh scattering produces high values of albedo (a semi-
infinite atmosphere with conservative Rayleigh scattering would have Ag = 0.7975;
Prather 1974) and a smooth and featureless albedo spectrum (Marley et al. 1999;
Sromovsky 2005a). However, Rayleigh scattering on molecules is always accom-
panied by Raman scattering, which does imprint spectral features over the smooth
Rayleigh spectrum.
Raman features can be seen in the albedo spectra of many Solar System atmo-
spheres, including the Earth’s atmosphere. Figure 6.1 shows the albedo spectra2 of
giant planets and Titan obtained through ground-based observations by Karkoschka
(1994), who identified between forty and sixty individual Raman features in each
spectrum. The strongest features are visible in the spectra of the clear, Rayleigh-
dominated atmospheres of Uranus andNeptune, in which∼ 17%of incident photons
at 4000Åget Raman scattered, whereas in aerosol-dominated atmospheres of Jupiter
and Saturn this fraction is ∼ 5% (Karkoschka 1998).
Building upon previous research on the Raman effect in the atmospheres of giant
planets in the Solar System (e.g. Sromovsky 2005b; Bétremieux & Yelle 1999;
2All bodies except Jupiter are observed at small phase angles (< 3◦ for Saturn and Titan; < 1◦
for Uranus and Neptune), and hence the full-disk albedos are almost equal to the geometric albedos.
The measured albedo of Jupiter is about 5% lower than its geometric albedo because the planet is
observed at a phase angle of ∼ 10◦.
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Evans et al. (2013)
HD 189733 b
Figure 6.1: Lines show the measured full-disk albedo spectra of the jovian planets
and Titan from Karkoschka (1994). The accuracy of the absolute albedo measure-
ments is ∼4%. The albedo spectra of Uranus and Neptune show prominent spectral
features due to atmospheric absorption, as well as the Raman scattering features.
The spectra of Titan, Jupiter, and Saturn are aerosol-dominated. The measured
geometric albedo spectrum of hot Jupiter HD 189733 b from Evans et al. (2013) is
shown for comparison.
Courtin 1999; Yelle et al. 1987; Wallace 1972; Belton et al. 1971; Belton et al.
1973; Price 1977; Cochran & Trafton 1978; Cochran 1981; Cochran et al. 1981), we
recently demonstrated how spectral signatures of Raman scattering, imprinted in the
albedo spectrum of gaseous exoplanets at short optical wavelengths, could be used to
obtain information about atmospheric properties—composition, temperature, and
the presence of clouds (Oklopčić et al. 2016, Chapter 5 in this thesis). Based
on a simple feasibility analysis, we concluded that Raman features will likely be
detectable in nearby exoplanets using the next generation of ground-based and
spaceborne telescopes.
The intensity of Raman features depends on the properties of both the planetary
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atmosphere and the incident stellar spectrum. Otherwise identical planetary atmo-
spheres can produce a diverse range of albedo spectra depending on the spectral
type of the host star, as we demonstrate in this chapter. In Chapter 5, we analyzed
the effects of Raman scattering on the geometric albedo for different types of at-
mospheric models, all irradiated by the solar spectrum. In this chapter, we explore
how Raman features in the albedo spectrum of an exoplanet change with changing
the spectral type of the host star from late A to late K spectral types. By identifying
the stars that can host planets with the most prominent Raman features over a given
wavelength range, our goal is to help guide the selection of optimal targets for future
observations of Raman scattering signatures in exoplanet atmospheres.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.2 we briefly introduce the physics
of Raman scattering and its effects on the planetary geometric albedo spectra. In
Section 6.3 we describe the input stellar spectra and the model atmospheres used in
our radiative transfer calculations. In Section 6.4 we present the results in terms of
the geometric albedo spectra of atmospheres of three different compositions (H2/He,
pure N2, and pure CO2) irradiated by five different stellar spectra. We investigate
how the presence of atmospheric absorbers—alkali metals sodium and potassium—
affects the albedo spectrum and the intensity of Raman features. Furthermore,
we discuss the implications of our results in the context of choosing the optimal
observing strategy and wavelength range for a given spectral type of planet-hosting
stars. Finally, we summarize our conclusions in Section 6.5.
6.2 Raman Scattering
Raman scattering is an inelastic process in which the energy of the scattered pho-
ton changes due to its interaction with the molecular scatterer. Raman scattering is
related to Rayleigh scattering, but characterized bymuch weaker cross sections (typ-
ically a few percent of the Rayleigh scattering cross section for the same molecule).
Even though a minor fraction of the reflected light coming from a planet is due to
Raman scattering, this component of radiation produces specific spectral features
that carry information about atmospheric properties that the dominant (Rayleigh)
component does not contain. The intensity of the Rayleigh component is directly
proportional to the intensity of the incident light at the same wavelength, hence the
Rayleigh-only albedo spectrum does not possess any sharp spectral features.
Due to inelastic Raman scattering, the rotational and/or vibrational state of the
molecule changes and the energy difference is transferred to the scattered photon,
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Figure 6.2: Two main types of Raman spectral features—the albedo peaks and the
Raman ghost lines—produced by absorption lines in the incident stellar spectrum.
Raman albedo peaks appear at the same wavelengths as the stellar absorption lines.
Raman ghosts have a well-defined frequency shift with respect to the stellar lines
that produce them.
which experiences a change in frequency. All spectral features present in the incident
stellar spectrum, such as absorption or emission lines, get shifted in frequency in
the Raman-scattered component of the reflected light. These frequency shifts result
in two main types of Raman features present in the geometric albedo spectrum of a
planet: (1) partial filling-in of absorption lines, resulting in sharp albedo peaks at
the wavelengths corresponding to absorption lines in the stellar spectrum; and (2) a
series of frequency-shifted absorption lines, resulting in small albedo decrements,
called the Raman ghost lines (see Figure 6.2; for a more detailed description of how
Raman features arise, see Chapter 5 and references therein).
Albedo peaks observed at high enough spectral resolution (R & 103) can be quite
prominent, especially at wavelengths of strong stellar absorption lines, such as
the Ca II H and K lines in the solar spectrum. Raman ghosts are much fainter,
producing changes in the albedo on the order of a few percent. The strength of
the albedo peaks depends on the radiation-penetration depth of the atmosphere;
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hence, by measuring their intensity we can obtain information about the presence
and altitude of opaque clouds in the atmosphere. Raman ghost lines can be used to
spectroscopically identify the molecule responsible for scattering and thereby infer
the bulk atmospheric composition, even in the case of spectrally inactive, symmetric
molecules which to not possess a permanent electric dipole moment, like H2 and
N2. By comparing the intensity of individual ghost lines, information about the
relative population of different molecular levels can be obtained and used to infer
the temperature of the atmosphere.
6.3 Methods
6.3.1 Model Atmospheres and Radiative Transfer Calculations
In order to calculate the geometric albedo spectra, we perform radiative transfer
calculations using models of planetary atmospheres. We construct three model
atmospheres composed of:
1. hydrogen (1H2, 90% by number) and helium (4He, 10% by number), with the
mean molecular weight of µ = 2.3 mH , where mH is the mass of the hydrogen
atom,
2. nitrogen, 14N2, with µ = 28.0 mH ,
3. carbon dioxide, 12C 16O2, with µ = 44.0 mH .
The surface gravity of the planet in all three cases is set to 1000 cm s−2.
We assume the temperature-pressure profile that closely resembles the results of
Cahoy et al. (2010) obtained for a warm Neptune-like planet at 0.8 au from the host
(Sun-like) star, with the atmospheric temperature in the range ∼ 300 − 1000 K. We
do not compute the temperature profile for each atmosphere in a self-consistent way
because the results of Chapter 5 show that the atmospheric temperature has only
a small effect on the intensity of the most prominent Raman features—the albedo
peaks—which are the main focus of this investigation. Atmospheric temperature
has a much stronger effect on the structure of the less prominent Raman features,
the Raman ghosts; however, we do not study them in detail in this chapter.
We analyze the propagation of radiation at short optical wavelengths (∼ 3000 −
5500 Å), for which scattering is expected to be the dominant source of opacity,
and ignore absorption (except when otherwise noted) as well as thermal emission
of the planet. The wavelength-dependent opacity and single scattering albedo are
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Table 6.1: Names and properties of stars used as input spectra (from Valdes et al.
2004).
Name Spectral type Teff (K) log10g [Fe/H]
HD 76644 A7V - - -
HD 33256 F2V 6442 4.05 -0.30
HD 115617 G5V 5590 4.23 -0.03
HD 149661 K2V 5362 4.56 0.01
HD 147379 K7V 3720 4.67 0.00
calculated using cross sections for Rayleigh and Raman scattering of all the relevant
species. The calculations used to obtain cross sections for Rayleigh and Raman
scattering on hydrogen and nitrogen are described in Chapter 5. Additionally, in
this paper we include an analysis of Raman scattering in an atmosphere composed
of CO2, which has not been studied before in the context of exoplanets. The
computation of the relevant cross sections for CO2 is described in Appendix 6.A.
In Section 6.4, we discuss how the presence of alkali metals in the atmosphere may
affect the detectability of Raman features. For the albedo spectra presented there,
we included absorption by sodium and potassium as an additional source of opacity.
The absorption cross sections used for that analysis are described in Appendix 6.B.
The plane-parallel atmospheres are divided into 49 homogeneous layers, evenly
distributed in log-pressure from 10−4 to 100 bar. The atmospheric conditions
(pressure, temperature, opacity, single-scattering albedo) are uniform within each
layer and change discontinuously at the layer boundaries called levels. The bottom
level is a surface with albedo set to zero. The atmosphere is illuminated at the top
boundary by a beam of radiation incident at a specified angle. We perform radiative
transfer calculations using a discrete ordinate algorithm disort (Stamnes et al.
1988), which we modified to include Raman scattering (see Chapter 5 for details).
The code calculates the outgoing flux at the top boundary for every wavelength and
the specified outgoing angle, which varies at different points on the planetary disk.
We find the intensity for nine locations on the disk and use them to compute the total
emergent intensity at zero phase angle using the Gaussian quadrature integration
method of order n = 6 (Horak 1950; Horak & Little 1965; Madhusudhan&Burrows
2012). The geometric albedo is then calculated at each wavelength as the ratio of
the total emergent intensity of the planet and the incident stellar flux.
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6.3.2 Stellar Spectra
The structure and the intensity of Raman features strongly depend on the intensity
of individual stellar lines and the overall shape of the stellar continuum. We use five
different input spectra, taken from the Indo-USLibrary ofCoudé Feed Stellar Spectra
(Valdes et al. 2004). These spectra cover the wavelength range between 3460 Å and
9464 Å, with spectral resolution of ∼ 1 Å. We perform Gaussian smoothing and
re-sampling to a uniform wavelength grid between 3500 Å and 5500 Å, with 2 Å
spacing.
In order to properly model redistribution of photons in wavelength-space due to
Raman scattering, we need to begin our radiative transfer calculation at shorter
wavelengths than the wavelength range that we are interested in observing. For the
strongest vibrational Raman transitions of molecular hydrogen, Raman frequency
shifts range between ∼ 4200 and ∼ 4800 cm−1. Therefore, we need to start our
radiative transfer at λ ≈ 3000 Å in order to properly treat the filling-in of lines at
λ & 3500 Å. Since the Valdes et al. (2004) spectra do not cover wavelengths that far
into the blue, we extrapolated their spectra with those from the Pickles atlas (Pickles
1998) in the wavelength range 3000-3500 Å. We used the corresponding spectral
type for each star, except in the case of A7V, which does not exist in the Pickles
atlas, so we used the F0V Pickles spectrum instead. The Pickles spectra have a
lower spectral resolution than the Valdes et al. spectra, as they are reported on a
wavelength grid with ∆λ = 5 Å. This should not significantly affect the filling-in
of lines longward of 3500 Å, but it can cause the strength of Raman features in
the low-resolution part of the spectrum to be underestimated. We report our main
results—the geometric albedo spectra of planets around different spectral types of
host stars—only for wavelengths λ ≥ 3500 Å, for which we have stellar spectra of
higher resolution and for which the filling-in of lines by photons originating from
shorter wavelengths is properly treated.
The used stellar spectra (normalized at 5000 Å) are shown on the left-hand side of
Figure 6.3. The selected stars span the range of spectral types from A7V to K7V.
Table 6.1 lists the names of the five stars whose spectra are used, along with their















































Figure 6.3: Left: stellar spectra of five stars from the Indo-US stellar library (Valdes
et al. 2004) catalog. The stars’ names and properties are given in Table 6.1. Bars
on the top mark the positions of prominent spectral lines. Right: geometric albedo
spectra calculated for clear, 100 bar deep hydrogen/helium atmospheres irradiated
by the stellar spectra on the left-hand side. Albedo spectra have peaks at wavelengths
corresponding to prominent stellar lines (some of which are indicated on the top)
due to the effects of Raman scattering.
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Figure 6.4: Geometric albedo spectra calculated for clear, 100 bar deep atmospheres
of pure N2 (left-hand side) and CO2 (right-hand side), irradiated by stellar spectra
shown in Figure 6.3. For comparison, the underlying gray lines show the corre-
sponding albedo spectra from Figure 6.3, calculated for H2/He composition. Dark
bars in the top-left panel mark the central wavelengths of some of the most promi-
nent hydrogen Raman ghost lines, corresponding to broad dips in the albedo spectra
of hydrogen, which do not appear in the albedo spectra of heavy molecules at the
same wavelengths.
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6.4 Results and Discussion
6.4.1 Geometric albedo spectra
The geometric albedo spectra of the H2/He model atmosphere, calculated for each
of the five stellar spectra, are shown on the right-hand side of Figure 6.3. Note
that Rayleigh scattering alone produces a smooth albedo spectrum, and thus all
the features seen in the albedo spectra are the result of Raman scattering. The
atmospheric model is identical in all five cases shown in Figure 6.3 and all variations
in the albedo spectra are due to differences in the stellar spectra. The overall shape
of the stellar spectrum and the strength of individual stellar lines change from one
spectral type to another, and they both affect the intensity of Raman features.
Albedo peaks are caused by photons that have been Raman-scattered into the wave-
lengths of absorption lines, mostly from shorter wavelengths. The presence of
absorption lines in the stellar spectrum is therefore a necessary condition for Raman
albedo peaks to arise. The most prominent albedo peaks appear at wavelengths cor-
responding to the strongest lines in the stellar spectrum, which vary across different
spectral types. Raman features at short wavelengths are more pronounced in an
albedo spectrum of an atmosphere irradiated by a hot star, whose blackbody flux
peaks at shorter wavelengths, compared to an atmosphere around a cool star, which
is much fainter at blue wavelengths.
In the case of the earliest stellar type we consider, A7V, the most prominent features
in the geometric albedo spectrum are associated with hydrogen Balmer lines: Hβ at
4861 Å, Hγ at 4340 Å, and Hδ at 4102 Å. In F-type stars, the Balmer lines become
less pronounced, and the H and K lines of ionized calcium, at 3968 Å and 3933 Å,
respectively, become the dominant features. For G-type stars, the albedo spectrum
is dominated by the Ca II H and K lines3, and the Raman peaks corresponding to
the Balmer lines become even fainter than in the case of F stars. The magnesium
feature at 5167 Å and the Ca I line at 4226 Å start to arise. In early K stars, the Ca II
lines are still quite strong and the features due to magnesium and calcium appear
more prominently. They become the dominant features in albedo spectra calculated
for late K-types.
3The peaks in the albedo spectrum for the G5V star, shown in Figure 6.3, appear slightly less
intense than the peaks produced by the solar spectrum in a similar planetary atmosphere shown in
Chapter 5. This is mainly the result of different spectral resolution—here we compute albedo spectra
on a wavelength grid with spacing twice as large compared to what was used in Chapter 5 (2 Å versus
1 Å). Raman features are created by individual stellar lines, and thus their sharpness depends on the
spectral resolution.
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In Figure 6.4, we show the geometric albedo spectra calculated for two additional
atmospheric models, the atmospheres of pure N2 (shown on the left-hand side)
and pure CO2 (on the right-hand side), irradiated by our five stellar spectra. The
corresponding albedo spectra of the H2/He atmosphere are shown for comparison in
each panel (in gray). To first order, the albedo spectra of N2 and CO2 atmospheres
look very similar to those calculated for the H2/He model, having a continuum value
of∼0.6 overlaid with Raman features at the wavelengths corresponding to prominent
stellar lines. However, there are some notable differences arising from the fact that
different molecules have different Rayleigh and Raman cross sections, as well as
different values of Raman shifts.
Raman shift is the frequency offset imparted to the Raman-scattered photons. It
corresponds to the energy difference between the initial and the final state of the
molecule. For pure rotational Raman transitions, the initial and the final state
belong to the same vibrational level of the molecule (∆v = 0), but differ in the
rotational quantum number J by two (∆J = ±2). For ro-vibrational transitions,
the initial and the final vibrational levels of the molecule are different (∆v , 0),
and the rotational quantum number can either change by two or remain the same
(∆J = 0,±2). The energy difference between different rotational states of amolecule
is inversely proportional to its moment of inertia; hence, the energy states in heavy
molecules are more closely spaced than in light molecules. For that reason, Raman
shifts are much smaller for heavy molecules, such as N2 and CO2 than for H2,
and the photons get re-distributed in frequency to a smaller degree. This explains
why individual albedo peaks can have varying intensity depending on the scattering
molecule, even though they generally seem to be of comparable size in all three
types of atmospheres. Raman ghosts, on the other hand, are much more pronounced
in the H2/He model (the wavelengths of some of the most pronounced ghost lines
are indicated by gray bars in the top-left panel in Figure 6.4) than in the other two
cases, in which they are difficult to discern by eye because the ghosts and the albedo
peaks are so close in wavelength that they almost overlap at this spectral resolution.
6.4.2 The effects of atmospheric absorption
The results shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 are computed for deep, clear at-
mospheres (i.e. atmospheres with large gas column density) of very simplified
composition without any absorbers. These are the conditions in which the effects of
Raman scattering are strongest, hence they produce the most optimistic predictions
for the intensity of Raman features in the albedo spectra of exoplanets.
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Real atmospheres are expected to contain atomic and molecular absorbers, as well
as clouds and hazes. The intensity of Raman features under these conditions is
going to be reduced compared to our idealized case. In Chapter 5, we explored
how the strength of Raman albedo features changes with varying the radiation-
penetration depth of the atmosphere (related to the effective altitude of opaque
clouds), the reflective properties of the could deck, the surface gravity of the planet,
and the temperature-pressure profile of the atmosphere. Here we expand on our
previous work and investigate the effect of absorption by atomic species present in
the atmosphere.
The main reason why the geometric albedo is expected to be relatively high at
short wavelengths is that this wavelength range does not contain many absorption
lines/bands of various atmospheric constituents; instead, scattering is the main
source of opacity. At longer visible and infrared wavelengths, the atmospheric
opacity is dominated by absorbers such as water or methane, and the expected
geometric albedo is therefore small.
However, there are a few notable absorption lines at short wavelengths associated
with alkali metals sodium (Na) and potassium (K), which may affect the albedo
spectrum of an exoplanet to a varying degree. The strength of the albedo absorption
lines depends on the abundance of these atoms in monatomic form, as well as the
ambient temperature and pressure. The mixing fractions of Na and K in giant planet
atmospheres at high temperatures (& 1000 K) are close to solar values, ∼ 10−6 for
Na, and ∼ 10−7 for K (see Figure 19 from Sharp & Burrows 2007). Below ∼ 1000 K
the abundances start to rapidly decline due to the formation of condensates, which
lock-in these elements and remove them from the gas phase.
To demonstrate how the geometric albedo spectrumof an exoplanetmight be affected
by alkali absorption, we perform a new set of radiative transfer calculations using
modified versions of the H2/He atmospheric model, irradiated by an early K-type
stellar spectrum. We include Na and K absorption as additional sources of opacity
(along with Rayleigh scattering on H2 and He, and Raman scattering on H2) in
our calculation of the single-scattering albedo at each wavelength, which is used as
input for disort radiative transfer code. The calculation of absorption cross sections
for Na and K is described in Appendix 6.B. Figure 6.5 shows the albedo spectra
of H2/He-dominated atmospheres with sodium and potassium mixing ratios in the
range 10−11−10−7. The bottom boundary of themodel atmosphere shown in red is at
a depth of 100 bar. In atmospheres with lower fractions of alkali metals (presumably
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Figure 6.5: Geometric albedo spectra of atmospheres containing different mixing
fractions of Na and K atoms. The atmospheres are irradiated by the spectrum of an
early K star.
due to the formation of condensates), the bottom boundary is placed ‘by hand’ at
the pressure level of 1 bar and it is assumed to be a partially absorbing surface
with a wavelength-independent Lambertian albedo of 0.9. The bottom boundary
properties are not calculated for any specific cloud model, they were selected to
broadly represent two types of atmospheres—clear and cloudy—and to demonstrate
that both the depth of the atmosphere and the mixing ratio of absorbers affect the
strength of absorption lines which may preclude the formation of Raman spectral
features.
The geometric albedos in Figure 6.5 show the effects of absorption lines of sodium
at 3303 Å (which is not explicitly shown in the figure, but nevertheless it has
an effect on the Raman-scattered light at longer wavelengths), of potassium at
4045 Å, and the Na-D resonance at 5890 Å, whose impact extends far away from
the line center. For Na and K mixing fractions below ∼ 10−9, corresponding to
atmospheric temperatures . 800 K (Sharp & Burrows 2007), the absorption lines
cause only a small change in the albedo spectrum compared to our idealized model
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without any absorption (Figure 6.3). Therefore, alkali absorption can be safely
ignored in moderately warm and cool atmospheres; however, it can inhibit the
formation of prominent Raman spectral features in exoplanet atmospheres of very
high temperature, such as those of hot Jupiters.
6.4.3 Observing the Raman features
The geometric albedo spectra at short optical wavelengths could, in principle, be
measured using a few different observational techniques: (1) secondary eclipse
observations, similar to the STIS/HST albedo measurements for HD 189733 b by
Evans et al. (2013); (2) high-resolution spectroscopy with large ground-based ob-
servatories, similar to the technique used by Martins et al. (2015); and (3) direct
spectroscopy using telescopes capable of achieving high contrasts at short optical
wavelengths. There are no existing instruments in that category at the moment;
however, a couple of concept studies for space-based missions equipped with coron-
agraphs and/or a starshades are under consideration, such as theHabitable Exoplanet
Imaging Mission (HabEx) and the Large UV/Optical/Infrared Surveyor (LUVOIR).
In Figure 6.6 we show the predicted signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for direct detection
of Raman features in the albedo spectrum of a nearby planet orbiting an early K star,
HD 192310 c (Pepe et al. 2011). The properties of the planet-star system are listed
in Table 6.2. The low atmospheric temperature expected for this planet justifies
the use of the albedo spectrum computed without any absorption from Na and K.
S/N is calculated using the instrument noise model for a space-based coronagraph
described by Robinson et al. (2016), with some modifications: telescope diameter
of 5 m (which is in the range of apertures proposed for HabEx), spectral resolution
of R = 200, and a coronagraph capable of reaching the contrast level of 10−10. We
estimate S/N at which Raman features in the geometric albedo spectrum could be
detected and distinguished from a smooth and featureless albedo spectrum of an
atmosphere without any signatures of Raman scattering. We define ‘signal’ as the
difference between the photon count coming from a planet with an albedo spectrum
with prominent Raman features (solid line in the upper panel of Figure 6.6) and
the photon count coming from a planet with a featureless albedo spectrum (dashed
line). The predicted S/N distributions are computed for observations near quadrature
(with the phase function value of φ = 0.5), and for total integration time of 100 hr.
Individual Raman features can be distinguished from a flat albedo spectrumwith S/N
of 2-3. Observing the spectral signatures of Raman scattering in the atmospheres of
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Figure 6.6: Upper panel: the solid gray line shows the predicted geometric albedo
spectrum for an H2/He atmosphere on a planet with properties of HD 192310 c,
observed at R = 200 spectral resolution. The dashed line represents a smooth
albedo spectrum without any Raman features. Observational signal is defined as
the difference between these two curves. Lower panel: predicted S/N distribution
as a function of wavelength for observations with a 5 m space telescope, for a total
integration time of 100 hr, based on a modified version of the coronagraph noise
model from Robinson et al. (2016).
task for the telescopes of next generation.
The prospects for observing Raman features in the albedo spectrum of a planet
depend on both the strength of the features and on the brightness of the host star
and the planet in the part of the spectrum where the features appear. Figure 6.6
also illustrates that in some case, especially in late-type stars, moderate-size Raman
features (such as the Mg I albedo peak) can result in greater S/N than the most
prominent albedo peaks, if the latter appear in a wavelength range in which the star
is intrinsically faint. For G stars and earlier stellar types, the regions of highest S/N
generally coincide with the most prominent Raman peaks.
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Table 6.2: Properties of HD 192310 c (GJ 785 c) and its host star. References: (1)
Pepe et al. (2011), (2) Nayak et al. (2017), (3) Fortney et al. (2007), (4) Gray et al.
(2006), (5) Høg et al. (2000), (6) Howard et al. (2012).
Parameter Value Reference
Mpl sin i 0.076 MJup (1)
Rpl 0.75 RJup (2, 3)
a 1.18 au (1)
Teff 185 K (1)
spectral type K2+V (4)
V magnitude 5.723 (5)
distance 8.9 pc (6)
6.5 Conclusions
Observations of the reflected light and the albedo spectra of exoplanets at short
optical wavelengths (3000 . λ . 6000 Å) can provide insight into atmospheric
properties. Contrary to a common assumption, the albedo at these wavelengths is
not solely determined by Rayleigh scattering. Observations at moderate spectral
resolution (R= 102 − 103) can detect the spectral signatures of Raman scattering,
which carry information about the depth of the atmosphere, its temperature, and
composition.
Raman features do not only depend on the properties of the planetary atmosphere—
they also depend on the shape of the stellar spectrum irradiating the planet. In
this paper, we explore how the positions (i.e. wavelengths) and the intensities of
different Raman features change due to the differences in the incident stellar light
across different spectral types of host stars. For each stellar type, ranging from
late A to late K stars, we identify the most promising Raman features that could be
observed with the next generation of telescopes.
The recommended strategy for detecting andmeasuringRaman features in the albedo
spectra of exoplanets would be to obtainmoderate-resolution (R = 102−103) spectra
over the wavelength range containing strong stellar lines, such as the Balmer lines
or the Ca II H and K lines. The most suitable stellar types are the early types, which
show strong Raman peaks and are also bright at short wavelengths. Late stellar types
(such as our K7V case or later), although more numerous at close distance from the
Sun, are intrinsically very faint at the wavelengths at which the most notable Raman
peaks appear, thus making the observations of Raman features very challenging.
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APPENDIX
6.A Rayleigh and Raman Scattering Cross Sections for CO2
In order to compute CO2 cross sections for Rayleigh scattering and the rotational
Raman scattering, we use the approximate formulae from Dalgarno & Williams
(1962). Because CO2 has a relatively complicated structure of vibrational transi-
tions, we consider only rotational Raman transitions in this work and assume all
molecules are in the ground electronic and vibrational state.
For a transition between the initial molecular state of CO2, characterized by the
rotational quantum number Ji, to the final state, characterized by J f , the cross
section is
• for Rayleigh scattering (Ji = J f ):












• for rotational S-branch transitions (J f = Ji + 2):
Q(Ji; J f ) = 128pi
5
9λ′λ3
(Ji + 1)(Ji + 2)
(2Ji + 3)(2Ji + 1)γ
2 , (6.3)
• for rotational O-branch transitions (J f = Ji − 2):




(2Ji − 1)(2Ji + 1)γ
2 , (6.4)
where λ and λ′ are the outgoing and the incident wavelength, respectively. The
incident and outgoing wavelengths are related by λ′−1 = λ−1 + ∆ν, where ∆ν
is the Raman shift of the transition in question, which is related to the energy
difference between the initial and final state of themolecule involved in the scattering
process. α and γ are the polarizability and the polarizability anisotropy of CO2 at
the equilibrium separation of nuclei, which have values of α = 2.3353 × 10−24 cm3
and γ = 1.7915 × 10−24 cm3 (Morrison & Hay 1979). The differences between
rotational energy levels are computed using the values of rotational constants for
CO2, B = 0.3902 cm−1 and D = 0.12 × 10−6 cm−1, from Herzberg & Herzberg
(1953).
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6.B Absorption Cross Sections for Sodium and Potassium
The absorption cross section for an atomic transition from a lower state l to an upper





where e is the elementary electric charge, me is the electron mass, c is the speed




We adopt theVoigt line profile, which is a convolution of aGaussian and aLorentzian
profile, computed using the python code described in Hill (2016)4. The line profile
is calculated using the real part of the Faddeeva function ω(z) as









, ν0 is the line center frequency, σ is the standard deviation of
the Gaussian profile, and γ is the half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) of the
Lorentzian.
The Gaussian part of the line profile originates from thermal Doppler broadening.






It is related to the Gaussian standard deviation σ through α = σ
√
2 ln 2.
The dominant part of the Lorentzain line profile is due to pressure broadening. We
follow the approach described in Schweitzer et al. (1996) and model the pressure
broadening of atomic lines in terms of the van der Waals (vdW) interaction between
neutral, unpolarized particles. This interaction leads to a Lorentzian line profile






rel nper , (6.8)
where C6 is the vdW interaction constant, vrel is the relative velocity between the
absorbing atom (Na or K) and the perturber, and nper is the number density of
the perturber. For vrel, we use the expression for the mean relative speed between








Table 6.3: Spectral line parameters.
Atom Wavelength [nm] fik Ei [eV] Ek [eV]
Na I 330.3320 0.009 0.0 3.753322
Na I 330.3930 0.00446 0.0 3.752628
K I 404.5279 0.00569 0.0 3.0649066
K I 404.8351 0.00263 0.0 3.062581
where µ = m1m2/(m1 + m2) is the reduced mass of the two particles.
We calculate the interaction constant as










where Z is the electric charge of the absorber, which we assume to be zero, since Na
and K are mostly in their neutral states at the levels of the atmosphere that we are
considering. αp and αH are the polarizabilities of the pertruber and the hydrogen
atom, respectively. Since our model atmosphere is mostly made of H2, we assume
that this molecule is the dominant perturber and that all pressure broadening is due
to interactions of the absorbing species with H2. The polarizabilities relevant for
our study are:
αH = 0.666793 × 10−24 cm3, (6.11)
αH2 = 0.806 × 10−24 cm3. (6.12)
E and EH denote the ionization potential of the absorbing species and of the hydrogen
atom, respectively:
EH = 13.6 eV, (6.13)
ENa = 5.139 eV, (6.14)
EK = 4.341 eV. (6.15)
El and Eu are the excitation energies of the lower and upper level involved in the
transition. There are four strong transitions (two doublets) in the wavelength range
considered in our analysis, listed in Table 6.B. All atomic parameters are taken from
the NIST Atomic Spectra Database5.
Strong resonances of sodium and potassium at 5890 and 7700 Å can be important
sources of opacity in exoplanet atmospheres at wavelengths far away from the line
5http://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/ASD/lines_form.html
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centers. Even though we do not extend our analyzed wavelength range beyond
5500 Å, we include the absorption wings of the sodium-D resonance, which can
affect the albedo spectra at wavelengths & 5000 Å. Describing the wings of these
resonance lines with Lorentzian profiles has been shown to be inadequate. The
Lorentz theory relies on the validity of the impact approximation (i.e. assuming
instantaneous collisions between atoms and perturbers), which is not satisfied far
from the line center of strong resonance lines. More rigorous treatments of the
atom-perturber interaction produce line profiles with sharper cutoffs, stronger blue
wings with satellite features, and a pronounced red/blue asymmetry (Burrows &
Volobuyev 2003; Allard et al. 2012). We use the Na-D line profile from Allard
et al. (2012), calculated for an atmospheric density of n(H2) = 1019 cm−3 and
temperature 1500 K, made available by the authors in tabular form. Since the
line profile is provided in terms of an absorption coefficient in arbitrary units, we
re-scaled it so that the values in the blue wing match the cross section profile
(in cm2) from Burrows & Volobuyev (2003, Figure 6). The validity of the impact
approximation (and consequently, the use of the Lorentzian profile in the line wings)
for weaker sodium and potassium lines, such as those listed in Table 6.B, can also
be called into question. This could be relevant in atmospheres of high mixing ratios
of Na and K, which produce relatively broad absorption features. Calculating more
accurate cross section profiles is beyond the scope of this paper; therefore we use
the vdW Lorentzian profiles, but note that this may not be completely justified.
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